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PREFACE

The United States Air Force Graduate Student Resarch Program (USAF-GSRP) is conducted

under the United Air Force Summer Faculty Research Program.- 0 n--provides funds for

selected graduate students to work at an appropriate Air Force facility with a supervising

professor who holds a concurrent Summer Faculty Research Program appointment or with a

supervising Air Force Engineer/Scientist. This is accomplished by the students being selected

on a nationally advertised competitive basis for a ten-week assignment during the summer

intersession period to perfrom research at Air Force laboratories/centers. Each assignment is in

a subject area and at an Air Force facility mutually agreed upon by the students and the Air

Force. In addition to compensation, travel and cost of living allowances are also paid. The

USAF-GSRP is sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Air Force Systems

Command, United States Air Force, and is conducted by Universal Energy Systems, Inc.

The specific objectives of the 1990 USAF-GSRP are:

(1) To provide a productive means for the graduate students to participate in research
at Air Force Laboratories/Centers;

(2) To stimulate continuing professional association among the graduate students and

their professional peers in the Air Force;

(3) To further the research objectives of the United States Air Force;

(4) To enhance the research productivity and capabilities of the graduate students
especially as these relate to Air Force technical interests.

During the summer of 1990, 121-graduate students participated. These researchers were

assigned to 23 USAF laboratories/centers across the country. This three volume document is a

compilation of the final reports written by the assigned students members about their summer

research efforts.



LIST OF 1990 PARTICIPANTS

NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Ben Abbott Degree: MS
Vanderbilt University Specialty: Computer Engineering
Electrical Engineering Dept. Assigned: Arnold Engineering
Nashville, TN 37240 Development Center
(615) 343-8302

Gregory Addington Degree: BS
Colorado - Boulder, Univ. of Specialty: Aerospace Engineering
Campus Box 429, Assigned: Frank J. Seiler Research Lab.
Dept. of Aerospace Eng.
Boulder, CO 80310
(303) 492-7559

Magna Altamirano Degree: BS
New Orleans, Univ. of Sbecialtv: Civil Engineering
Lakefront Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
New Orleans, LA 70148
(504) 286-6652

Joseph Baldonado Degree: BS
California State Univ. Slpecialtv: Electrical Engineering
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Assigned: Astronautics Laboratory
Long Beach, CA 90840
(213) 985-5471

Theodore Bapty Degree: BS
Vanderbilt University Specialt: Computer Engineering
Electrical Eng. Dept. Assigned: Arnold Engineering
Nashville, TN 37240 Development Center
(615) 322-3455

Janis Beaird Degree: MS
Alabama, Univ. of Specialty: Physiology
A.B. Moore Hall, Box 870312 Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487
(205) 348-6075
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Joseph Bernardo Degree: BS
Scranton, Univ. of Specialty: Biochemistry
Chemistry Dept. Assigned: Engineering & Services Ctr.
Scranton, PA 18510
(717) 961-6286

Laura Bernhofen Degree: MS
Syracuse U. Specialty: Statistics
Crouse-Hinds School of Mgmt. Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory
Syracuse, NY 13210 Manpower & Personnel Div.
(315) 475-1418

Ronald Blume Degree: BS
Tennessee, Univ. & Space Inst. Specialty: Aerospace Engineering
Aerospace Eng. Dept. Assigned: Arnold Engineering
Tullahoma, TN 37388 Development Center
(615) 455-0631

Andrew Bonas Degree: BS
Duke University Specialty: Civil Engineering
Dept. of Civil Eng. Assigned: Occupational & Environmental
PO Box 4264DS Health Laboratory
Durham, NC 27706
(919) 684-1670

George Boynton Degree: MS
Miami, Univ. of Specialty: Physics
Dept. of Physics, Assigned: Armament Laboratory
PO Box 248046
Coral Gables, FL 33124
(305) 284-2323

Dora Brenner Degree: MS
Auburn University Specialty: Chemistry
Dept. of Zoology & Wildlife Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Auburn, AL 36830
(205) 844-9245

Thomas Broersma Deree: MS
Texas-Austin, Univ. of Specialty: Arts
EDB 244 Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Austin, TX 78712
(512) 471-4285
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Joseph Brogan Degree: BS
Scranton, Univ. of Specialty: Biochemistry
Dept. of Biology Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Scranton, PA 18510
(717) 961-6338

Robert Byers Degree: MS
Texas A&M Univ. Specialty: Aerospace Engineering
Aerospace Eng. Dept. Assigned: Astronautics Laboratory
College Station, TX 77843
(409) 845-0745

Eric Byrne Degree: MS
Kansas State Univ. Specialty: Computer Science
234 Nichols Hall Assigned: Avionics Laboratory
Manhattan, KS 66502
(913) 532-6350

Jordan Cahn Degree: BS
Univ. of Tennessee Space Inst. S:ecialty Aerospace Engineering
Dept. of Applied Mathematics Assigned: Arnold Engineering
Tullahoma, TN 37388 Development Center
(615) 455-0631

Ann Canfield Degree: BS
Utah State Univ. Specialty: Instructional Technology
Dept. of Instructional Technology Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory
Logan, UT 84321 Training Systems
(801) 752-1398

Robert Carlin Degree: BS
New York at Buffalo, Univ. of Sgecialty: Aerospace Engineering
Mechanical & Aerospace Eng. Assigned: Frank J. Seiler Research Lab.
Buffalo, NY 14261
(716) 636-4006

Leonard Carter Degree: MS
Boston Univ. Specialty: Engineering
705 Commonwealth Ave. Assigned: Geophysics Laboratory
Boston, MA 02215
(617) 353-5611
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Frank Chavez Degree: BS
Arizona State Univ. Specialty: Aerospace Engineering

Dept. of Mech. & Aerospace Eng. Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory

Tempe, AZ 85287
(602) 965-3291

Alan Coleman Degree: BS
Indiana Univ. of Pennsylvania S)ecialtv: Physics

Dept. of Physics Wey. Hall Assigned: Electronic Technology Lab.

Indiana, PA 15705
(412) 357-2370

Tammie Confer Degree: BS
Akron, Univ. of Specialty: Physics

Dept. of Physics Assigned: Electronic Technology Lab.

Akron, OH 44325
(216) 375-7078

Rand Conger Degree: BS
Washington S. Univ. Specialty: Aerodynamics

Dept. of Mech. & Materials Eng Assigned: Frank J. Seiler Research Lab.

Pullman, WA 99163
(509) 332-1622

Brian Cull Degree: BS
Kent State Univ. Specialty: Physics
Kent Campus Assigned: Materials Laboratory
E Main and Lincoln
Kent, OH 44242
(216) 672-2880

Gary Cunning Degree: BS

Colorado-Colorado Spr., Univ. of Specialty: Electrical Engineering

PO Box 7150 Assigned: Frank J. Seiler Research Lab.

Colorado Springs, CO 80933
(719) 548-0602

James Day Degree: BS

Kentucky, Univ. of Specialty: Physics

Dept. of Physics, Room 177 Assigned: Geophysics Laboratory

Lexington, KY 40506
(606) 257-1397
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Melissa Dittmer Degree: BS
New Mexico, Univ. of Specialty: Physics
Dept. of Physics & Astronomy Assigned: Weapons Laboratory
Albuquerque, NM 87131
(505) 277-6088

Christina Estep Degree: BS
Virginia Poly. Inst. & S. Univ. Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Dept. of Engineering Mechanics Assigned: Aerospace Medical Research
Blacksburg, VA 24060 Laboratory
(703) 951-0563

Joan Estes Degree: BS
St. Mary's Univ. Specialty: Psychology
1830 Bandera #826 Assigned: Wilford Hall Medical Center
San Antonio, TX 78228
(512) 436-2613

Paul Fayfich Degree: MS
Texas-Austin, Univ. of Specialty: Operations Research
College of Education Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory
Austin, TX 78712 Manpower & Personnel Div.
(512) 471-5211

Michael Findler Degree: MS
Arizona State Univ. Specialty: Computer Science
Computer Science Dept. Assigned: Avionics Laboratory
Tempe, AZ 85387
(602) 965-3190

James Fitzgerald Degree: BS
New Jersey, S. Univ. of Specialty: Biology
Dept. of Biology Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
202 Boyden Hall
Newark, NJ 07102
(201)648-1076

Blaise Fitzpatrick Degree: BS
Rhode Island, Univ. of Specialty: Civil Engineering
Civil and Envir. Eng. Assigned: Engineering & Services Ctr.
Kingston, RI 02881
(401) 792-2692
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Kenneth Fleming Degree: BS
Rensselaer Poly. Inst. Specialty: Psychology
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory
Troy, NY 12180 Operations Training Division
(518) 276-6000

Patrick Fourspring Degree: MS
Pennsylvania S. Univ. Specialty: Structural Engineering
211-16 Easterly Parkway Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
State College, PA 16801
(814) 867-3602

Joan Fuller Degree: BS
Birmingham-Southern College Specialty: Chemistry
P 0 Box 670 BSC Assigned: Frank J. Seiler Research Lab.
Birmingham, AL 35254
(205) 780-4231

Robert Gabruk Degree: BS
Virginia Poly. Inst. Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Assigned: Aero Propulsion Laboratory
Blacksburg, VA 24061
(703) 231-7295

Shawn Gaffney Degree: BS
Notre Dame, Univ. of Specialty: Physics
Dept. of Electrical & Comp. Eng. Assigned: Weapons Laboratory
Notre Dame, IN 46556
(219) 239-7596

Andrew Galasso Degree: BS
Worcester Poly. Inst. Specialty: Physics
Dept. of Physics Assigned: Rome Air Development Ctr.
Worcester, MA 01609
(508) 831-5313

Michael Geer Degree: BS
Pennsylvania State Univ. Specialty: Civil Engineering
Civil Engineering Dept. Assigned: Weapons Laboratory
State College, PA 16801
(814) 863-0576
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

James Golden Degree: MS
Tennessee Space Inst., Univ. of Specialty: Computer Science
Dept. of Aerospace Eng. Assigned: Arnold Engineering
Tullahoma, TN 37388 Development Center
(615) 455-0631

Ellen Goldey Degree: MS
Miami Univ. Specialty: Zoology
Dept. of Zoology Assigned: Aerospace Medical Research
Oxford, OH 45056 Laboratory
(513) 529-3184

Randy Gove Degree: BS
Alabama, Univ. of Specialty: Physics
Dept. of Physics Assigned: Armament Laboratory
Huntsville, AL 35899
(205) 895-6276

Thomas Haas D : BS
Kentucky, Univ. of -Sjecialtv: Electrical Engineering
Dept. of Electrical Eng. Assigned: Materials Laboratory
Lexington, KY 40502
(606) 257-2943

David Harper Degree: BS
Bowling Green S. Univ. Specialty: Psychology
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: Aerospace Medical Research
Bowling Green, OH 43402 Laboratory
(419) 372-2301

Craig Harwood Degree: BS
North Carolina S. Univ. SiDecialtv: Civil Engineering
Dept. of Civil Eng., 208 Mann Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Raleigh, NC 27695
(919) 737-2331

Dollena Hawkins Degree: BS
Tennessee Tech. Univ. Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Box 5054 TTU Assigned: Arnold Engineering
Cookeville, TN 38505 Development Center
(615) 372-3441
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Gregory Herdt Degree: BS
Denver, Univ. of Specialtv: Materials Science
Dept. of Engineering Assigned: Astronautics Laboratory
Denver, CO 80208
(303) 871-2102

John Holman Degree: MS
Iowa, Univ. of Specialty: Sociology
W35 Seashore Hall Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory
Iowa City, IA 52242 Manpower & Personnel Div.
(319) 335-2502

Michael Houts De.ee: BS
Massachusetts Inst. of Tech. Specialty: Nuclear Engineering
77 Massachusetts Ave. Assigned: Weapons Laboratory
Rm. 24-302
Cambridge, MA 02139
(6'17) 253-3720

Tonia Howe Deze: BS

Wright S. Univ. Specialty: Psychology
Applied Behavioral Science Dept. Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory
Dayton, OH 45435 Logistics & Human Factors
(513) 873-2089

Johnny Hurtado Degree: BS
Texas A&M Univ. Specialty: Aerospace Engineering
Dept. of Aerospace Engineering Assigned: Astronautics Laboratory
College Station, TX 77840
(409) 846-9583

Leonard Isaacs Degree: BS
Wyoming, Univ. of Specialty: Mathematics
804 University #1 Assigned: Armament Laboratory
Laramie, WY 82070
(307) 766-4221

Stacey Johnson Degree: BS
Meharry Medical College Specialty: Biology
944 21st Ave. N. Apt. 109 Assigned: Wilford Hall Medical Center
Nashville, TN 37208
(615) 320-5484
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Lisa Jones Degree: BS
Meharry Medical College Specialty: Biology
1005 D.B. Todd Blvd. Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Nashville, TN 37208
(615) 327-6000

Susan Jones Degree: BS
St. Mary's Univ. Specialty: Psychology
One Camino Santa Maria Assigned: Wilford Hall Medical Center
San Antonio, TX 78284
(512) 436-3011

Christopher Kardish Degree: MS
Florida, Univ. of Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
300 MEB/CIMAR Assigned: Engineering & Services Ctr.
Gainesville, FL 32611
(904) 392-0814

George Kim Degree: BS
Trinity Univ. Specialty: Biology
715 Stadium Dr. Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
San Antonio, TX 78284
(512) 736-7231

James Kime Degree: BS
Alabama, Univ. of Specialty: Fitness Management
Box 870312 Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487
(205) 348-6075

Everett King Degree: BS
Alabama, Univ. of Specialty: Aerospace Engineering
4527 18th Ave. East Assigned: Arnold Engineering
Tuscaloosa, AL 35405 Development Center
(205) 556-1654

John Klinge Dezree: BS
Colorado, Univ. of Specialty: Physics
Campus Box 429 Assigned: Frank J. Seiler Research Lab.
Boulder, CO 80309
(303) 492-7559
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Christopher Kocher Degree: MS
Illinois, Univ. of Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
216 Talbot Lab Assigned: Astronautics Laboratory
104 S. Wright St.
Urbana, IL 61801
(217) 333-2322

Thomas Kuchar Degree: MS
Boston Univ. Specialty: Physics
725 Commonwealth Ave. Assigned: Geophysics Laboratory
Boston, MA 02215
(617) 353-4884

David LaGraffe Degree: MS
Syracuse Univ. Specialty: Physics
201 Physics Bldg. Assigned: Rome Air Development Ctr.
Syracuse, NY 13244
(315) 443-5966

Peter LaRose Degree: BS
Northwestern Univ. Specialty: Mathematics
2145 Sheridan Rd. Assigned: Aero Propulsion Laboratory
Evanston, IL 60208
(708) 491-7848

John Lair Degree: BS
New Orleans, Univ. of Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Dept. of Mech. Eng. Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Lake Front Cam
New Orleans, LA 70148
(504) 286-6652

Davis Lange Degree: BS
Arizona, Univ. of Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Optical Sciences Center Assigned: Armament Laboratory
Tucson, AZ 85721
(602) 621-9104

Richard Lareau Degree: BS
Worcester Poly. Inst. Specialty: Electrical Engineering
100 Institute Rd. Assigned: Rome Air Development Ctr.
Worcester, MA 01609
(508) 831-5000

xi



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

James Lasche Degree: BS
(To Be Determined) Specialty: Optics

Assigned: Weapons Laboratory

Jeffery Layne Dearee: BS
Ohio State Univ. Specialty: Electrical Engineering
205 Dreese Laboratories Assigned: Avionics Laboratory
Columbus, OH 43210
(614) 292-2572

Minh Le Degree: BS
Calif.-Long Beach, S. Univ. of Specialty: Chemical Engineering
Mechanical Eng. Dept. Assigned: Astronautics Laboratory
Long Beach, CA 90840
(213) 985-4407

Teresa Lee Degree: MS
Western Illinois Univ. Specialty: Sociology
Dept. of Sociology Assigned: Aerospace Medical Research
Macomb, IL 61455 Laboratory
(309) 298-1056

Toby Martin Degree: BS
Illinois, Univ. of Specialty: Aeronautical Engineering
Dept. of Aeronautical Eng. Assigned: Weapons Laboratory
Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 351-1935

Margo McDowell Degree: BS
Nebraska, University of Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Civil Engineering Assigned: Materials Laboratory
Lincoln, NE 68588
(402) 472-2354

Michael Montegut Degree: BS
Rensselaer Poly. Inst. Specialty: Psychology
Psychology Dept. Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory
Troy, NY 12180 Operations Training Divisic-
(518) 276-6472

xii



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

John Moore Deree: MS
Texas-Austin, Univ. of Specialty: Electromagnetic
Dept. of Elect. Eng. Assigned: Rome Air Development Ctr.
3914 Ave D
Austin, TX 78751
(512) 458-9674

Kyle Nash Degree: BS
Alabama, Univ. of Specialty: Aerodynamics
Dept. of Aerospace Eng. Assigned: Arnold Engineering
Tuscaloosa, AL 35405 Development Center
(205) 556-2842

Kelly Neville Degree: BS
Rice University Specialty: Psychology
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Houston, TX

Keith Newman Degree: MS
Pennsylvania State Univ. Specialty: Metallurgical Engineering
209 Steidle Bldg. Assigned: Materials Laboratory
University Park, PA 16802
(814) 865-5446

Hung Nguyen Degree: BS
California State Univ. Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Eng. Dept. Assigned: Astronautics Laboratory
Long Beach, CA 90840
(213) 985-4111

John Noto Dezree: BS
Tufts Univ. Specialty: Physics
Dept. of Physics & Astronomy Assigned: Geophysics Laboratory
Medford, MA 02155
(617) 628-5000

Allen Olheiser Deuee: BS
North Dakota State Univ. Specialty: Computer Engineering
1017 N. 10 Street Assigned: Aero Propulsion Laboratory
Fargo, ND 58102
(701) 237-4636

xiii



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Kristina Pawlikowski Degree: BS
Ohio S. Univ. Svecialty: Civil Engineering
Dept. of Civil Eng. Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Columbus, OH 43212
(614) 299-9323

Tanya Payne Degree: BS
New Mexico, Univ. of Specialty: Psychology
Psychology Dept. Assigned: Weapons Laboratory
Albuquerque, NM 87131
(505) 277-4805

Christine Perry Degree: BS
Pennsylvania S. Univ. Specialty: Aerospace Engineering
Dept. of Aerospace Eng. Assigned: Astronautics Laboratory
State College, PA 16801
(814) 867-7877

James Perry Degree: BS
Florida Inst. of Tech. Specialty: Electrical Engineering
150 West University Blvd. Assigned: Avionics Laboratory
Melbourne, FL 32901
(407) 768-8000

Brett Pokines Degree: BS
New York, State Univ. of Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
1068 Richmond Quad Assigned: Frank J. Seiler Research Lab.
Buffalo, NY 14260
(716) 636-5541

George Proicou Degree: BS
Ohio State Univ. Specialty: Aeronautical Engineering
Biomedical Center Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
270 Bevis Hall
Columbus, OH 43210
(614) 292-5570

Jenny Rawson Degree: MS
Washington S. Univ. Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Dept. of Elect. & Comp. Eng. Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Pullman, WA 99164
(509) 335-6602
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Keith Redmill Dezree: BS
Ohio State Univ. Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Dept. of Elect. Eng. Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
201 Dreese Lab
Columbus, OH 43210
(614) 292-2572

Mary Reid Degree: BS

Arizona, Univ. of Specialty: History
Shantz Blvd. #429 Assigned: Engineering & Services Ctr.

Tucson, AZ 85721
(602) 621-1646

Brahm Rhodes Degree: MS

Boston Univ. Specialty: Mechanical Engineering

Aero/Mech. Office Assigned: Geophysics Laboratory

110 Cummington
Boston, MA 02215
(617) 353-1285

Edward Riegelsberger Degree: BS

Ohio State Univ. Specialty: Electrical Engineerig

Dept. of Electrical Eng. Assigned: Aerospace Medical Research

Columbus, OH 43201 Laboratory

(614) 291-0899

Joseph Rigney Degre: BS

Case Western Reserve Univ. Specialty: Materials Science

Cleveland Hts., OH 44106 Assigned: Materials Laboratory

(216) 321-1114

Dawnlee Roberson Depgee: BS

Texas-San Antonio, Univ. of Specialty: Biology
SB 3.01.37 Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine

San Antonio, TX 78228
(512) 691-5665

Robyn Robinson Degee: BS

Meharry Medical College Specialty: Biology

1005 D.B. Todd Blvd. Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine

Nashville, TN 37208
(615) 327-6413

xv



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Steve Romaniuk Degree: MS
South Florida, Univ. of Specialty: Computer Science
Dept. of Computer Science Assigned: Avionics Laboratory
Tampa, FL 33620
(813) 974-3921

Arthur Ryan Degree: BS
Wright State Univ. Specialty: Psychology
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: Aerospace Medical Research
Dayton, OH 45435 Laboratory
(513) 873-2451

Robert Sabatini Degree: BS
Scranton, Univ. of Specialty: Biology
Dept. of Biology Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Scranton, PA 18510
(717) 961-6117

Gregory Schoeppner Degree: MS
Ohio State Univ. Specialty: Civil Engineering
470 Hitchcock Hall Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Columbus, OH 43210
(614) 292-2771

John Sebghati Degee: BS
Tennessee Space Inst. Specialty: Aerospace Engineering
Box 55 Assigned: Arnold Engineering
Tullahoma, TN 37388 Development Center
(615) 454-1087

Charles Shank D_._..: BS
Syracuse Univ. Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Dept. of Elec. & Computer Eng. Assigned: Rome Air Development Ctr.
Syracuse, NY 13210
(315) 443-4229

David Shehee Degree: BS
Eastern Kentucky Univ. Specialty: Chemistry
Chemistry Dept. Assigned: Aero Propulsion Laboratory
Richmond, KY 40475
(606) 677-1456

xvi



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Scott Short Degree: MS
Dayton, Univ. of Specialty: Material Science
300 College Park Assigned: Materials Laboratory
Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 229-2627

Sveta Singh Degree: BS
Texas-San Antonio, Univ. of Specialty: Biology
Dept. of Life Sciences Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
San Antonio, TX 78285
(512) 691-5493

Janet Solomon Degree: MS
Alabama, Univ. of Specialty: Physiology
Health & Human Perform. Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Box 870312
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487
(205) 348-6075

Carol Soule Degree: MS
Georgia, Univ. of Specialty: Educational Psychology
Dept. of Educational Psychology Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory
Athens, GA 30602 Manpower & Personnel Div.
(404) 542-4110

Thomas Starchville Degree: BS
Pennsylvania State Univ. Specialty: Aerospace Engineering
Dept. of Aerospace Eng. Assigned: Astronautics Laboratory
University Park, PA 16802
(814) 865-2569

Anne Stephenson Degree: BS
Dayton, Univ. of Secialty: Aerospace Engineering
Aerospace Engineering Dept. Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 228-3891

Julia Stephenson Degree: BS
North Texas, Univ. of Specialty: Economics
505 Eagle #8 Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory
Denton, TX 76201 Training Systems
(817) 565-3110

xvii



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Velma Velazquez Degree: BS
Wright State Univ. Specialty: Psychology
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory
Dayton, OH 45435 Logistics & Human Factors
(513) 873-2391

Andrew Walsh Degree: BS
Colorado State Univ. Specialtv: Civil Engineering
Dept. of Civil Eng. Assigned: Engineering & Services Ctr.
Fort Collins, CO 80523
(303) 491-6603

Jennifer Wang Degree: BS
Rensselaer Poly. Inst. Specialty: Computer Science
Computer Science Dept. Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory
Troy, NY 12180 Operations Training Division
(518) 276-8291

Christopher Wanstall Degree: BS
Alabama, Univ. of Specialty: Oceanography
Dept. of Engineering Mechanics Assigned: Armament Laboratory
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487
(205) 348-7241

Grant Watson Degree: BS
Florida Inst. of Tech. Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
150 West University Assigned: Arnold Engineering
Melbourne, FL 32901 Development Center
(407) 768-8000

Melody Welch Degree: BS
Texas A&M Univ. Specialty: Biology
Dept. of Biology Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
715 Stadium Dr.
San Antonio, TX 78212
(512) 736-7231

David Welter Degree: BS
Dayton, Univ. of Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Assigned: Aero Propulsion Laboratory
300 College Park Drive
Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 229-2875
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

William Wilk Degree: BS
Alabama, Univ. of Specialty: Aerospace Engineering
Dept. of Aerospace Engineering Assigned: Arnold Engineering
Tuscaloosa, AL 35486 Development Center
(205) 348-7987

William Yee Degree: BS
Ohio State Univ. Specialty: Psychology
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GESTATIONAL AND LACTATIONAL TRANSFER OF HEXACHLOROBENZENE

FROM THE MATERNAL RAT DOSED PRIOR TO BREEDING

by

Ellen S. Goldey

ABSTRACT

The maternal transfer of hexachlorobenzene (HCB) to fetuses and suckling pups

was assessed using a prebreeding dosing design. Two weeks prior to breeding, virgin

Sprague-Dawley rats were given a total oral dose of HCB in corn oil of 10 or 100 mg/kg

body weight over four days. Concentrations of HCB were determined in the tissues of at

least 3 dams and their offspring for each of days 9, 15 and 21 of gestation and on postnatal

(PN) days 4, 7, 10, and 14. In all reproductive states of the dam, the fat had the highest

concentration of HCB. During pregnancy, maternal blood HCB concentrations were low

relative to the other tissues, which suggests that HCB was in relatively stable equilibrium

between the blood and tissue storage compartments at this time. Hexachlorobenzene was

detected in early, mid and late gestation fetuses suggesting that HCB may begin exerting

toxic effects early in development. The maternal body burden of HCB was quickly

depleted by lactational transfer of the HCB to the suckling pups as reflected in high HCB

concentrations in the milk. The relative concentration of HCB in the pups rapidly exceeded

the levels in the dams during lactation, and high levels remained in pup tissues at the

termination of the experiment. Throughout gestation, the HCB tissue concentrations

between the 10 and 100 mg HCB/kg body weight groups differed by a factor of 10 as

expected. However, soon after the onset of lactation, there was only a 1-3 fold difference

in tissue concentration between the two groups. This suggests that different rates and/or

routes of elimination are invoked for different initial body burdens of the compound.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Organochlorine pollutants represent a widespread health threat to humans. Many

polyhalogenated compounds are metabolized slowly and are lipophilic, and lifetime

exposure to low levels of these contaminants may lead to relatively high concentrations in

the adipose tissue. Numerous chlorinated compounds, including hexachlorobenzene

(HCB), polychlorinated biphenyls, and chlorinated dibenzofurans and dioxins are

commonly detected in the adipose tissue of humans (US EPA, 1985). While these

compounds are sequestered in the fat, the health risk to the human adult may be minor. The

risk to both the fetus and the suckling offspring, however, may be high when the chemical

is mobilized from the fat due to the change in metabolic state of the mother during

pregnancy, and/or in the excretion of the chemical with the milk during lactation due to the

breakdown of adipose for milk fat production. Developing organisms are generally more

sensitive to the effects of toxins than adults, therefore it is imperative that testing procedures

be used that assess the risk of these chemicals on the human fetus and suckling infant.

Hexachlorobenzene, (HCB) a chlorinated hydrocarbon, has been detected in nearly

100% of human adipose tissue samples tested (Mack and Mohadjer, 1985). The major

route for human exposure to HCB is ingestion and absorption from the gastrointestinal tract

(Matthews, 1986). Metabolism is very slow and the primary excretory route is in the faeces

(Matthews, 1986). Studies have demonstrated that HCB crosses the placenta where it may

affect the developing fetus (Courtney and Andrews, 1979), and it is also present at

relatively high concentrations in human milk in some parts of the world (Weisenberg,

1986).

Using the rat as an animal model, and hexachlorobenzene as a model compound. I

developed and utilized a protocol for an assessment of the maternal transfer of HCB. from

a relatively stable maternal body burden of the chemical to the fetuses and pups.
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Protocols currently used to determine the teratogenic effects of a compound require

repeated dosing of the maternal animal with the chemical throughout gestation and lactation.

These types of protocols best mimic human accidental exposure to large doses a chemical

that may be quickly metabolized and/or excreted from the body. I believe that it does not

mimic the transfer of chemicals that have accumulated slowly to a relatively stable level in

the body. In addition repeated dosing of the animal increases the likelihood that teratogenic

effects seen in the offspring reflect maternal toxicity due to such factors as handling stress

(Chernoff et al., 1989) rather than effects of the chemical. Therefore a different protocol

may be required in order to determine the teratogenicity of metabolically stable compounds

such as HCB.

I developed and utilized an animal model protocol that could be consistently used for

risk assessments of the effects of metabolically stable, lipophilic compounds on the

developing offspring. A primary concern was to establish a protocol that would allow an

assessment of the transfer of HCB from relatively stable stores of the chemical in the body

of the dam to the fetus and, subsequently to the suckling offspring. My procedure also

greatly reduces handling of the animals and therefore reduces maternal toxicity to the

developing offspring and it is more cost/time effective for the researcher. I believe that the

results obtained from this procedure demonstrate the potential for widespread use of this

protocol for teratogenicity assessments with other organochlorine compounds.

The current project is relevant to the Installation Restoration Program. This research

program is aimed at solving risk assessment problems associated with clean-up of landfills

on Air Force bases. Hexachlorobenzene is a common long-lived contaminant in the

environment as well as in the body. Consequently, exposure is widespread and the

bioaccumulation of this compound may represent a health risk. The Toxic Hazards

Division (THA) of the Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory is interested in

toxicokinetics as it relates to pregnant women and those with breast-feeding infants.

Currently emphasized in this division is the development of pharmacokinetic models to he
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used in risk assessments for women who are potentially exposed to xenobiotics in the

workplace and through bioaccumulation from the environment. The extensive database

that I have generated will be useful for the development of a pharmacokinetic model for the

gestational and lactational transfer of hexachlorobenzene.

My research indicates that prebreeding dosing results in relatively stable body

burdens of the chemical during pregnancy, and that the chemical is transferred to the pups

throughout lactation through the dams milk in a predictable fashion. I feel that

pharmacokinetic models developed for lipophilic, metabolically stable chemicals such as

hexachlorobenzene, PCBs and other halogenated compounds will be more accurate if a

prebreeding dosing protocol rather than a continuous dosing procedure is used.

I have extensive experience with gTas chromatographic analysis of chemical residues

in tissues. My current research involves not only the characterization of the tissue kinetics

of HCB, but also the developmental toxicity and behavioral teratology of this compound.

This experience contributed to my assignment to the Toxic Hazard Assessment branch of

the AAMRL for the current project.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

a. To evaluate the tissue kinetics of HCB during pregnancy and lactation, and to compile a

complete database useful for the development of a pharmacokinetic model of HCB during

pregnancy and lactation. A tissue dosimetry study provides partition coefficient information

and a clear indication of major target compartments to be used in the development of the

model. In general, comparison of the kinetics of a compound at two different dosage levels

is rarely performed, however the current study indicates that such a comparison is important

in order to assess whether the differing initial body burdens of the compound have similar

transfer kinetics.
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b. To develop a dosing procedure that would be widely applicable to researchers assessing

the teratogenicitv of metabolically stable, polyhalogenated compounds. The protocol

provides an environmentally realistic approach to this type of study by allowing the

compound to equilibrate within the tissues prior to altering the reproductive state of the

animal. It also reduces the actual handling time of the animals by the researcher.

c. To remove blood-borne HCB by perfusion with saline from a representative sample of

animals. In this way one could determine how much of the chemical is actually in the tissue

of a particular organ, and compare it to how much of the chemical is contained within the

circulatory vessels perfusing that organ.

d. To determine the oral uptake of HCB from the gastrointestinal tract to the blood stream

by collecting blood samples at regular time intervals following dosing.

e. To determine HCB concentrations in target organs that are under further study in our

laboratory. We are currently assessing the neuroteratology of HCB through histological

analysis of the brain and the evaluation of maternally exposed pups in a behavioral test

battery. The existence of numerous anecdotal reports of behavioral anomalies in humans

exposed to HCB advocates the importance of an indepth neurological analysis such as ours.

Detection of HCB in the brains of developing rats supports the possibility that the central

nervous system is a target site for HCB toxicity. Histological methods are also being used

to assess the developmental effects of HCB other target tissues, particularly the kidney.
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III. METHODS

a. Hexachlorobenzene was dissolved in corn oil, and total dosage of 10 or 100 mg/kg was

administered to virgin Sprague-Dawley rats over 4 days by gavage two weeks prior to

breeding. This allowed the body burden of HCB to compartmentalize and to stabilize in the

rats' tissues. Rats were weighed twice weekly, and food and water were available ad lih.

Rats were pair bred in suspended cages, and the day a sperm plug was located on the paper

under the cage was designated as day zero of gestation. Litters were culled to eight pups at

birth.

b. Groups of 3 or 4 rats and their offspring were sacrificed at designated stages of

gestation to determine maternal concentrations of HCB in the blood, perirenal fat, brain,

liver and kidney. Whole fetuses were collected for analysis on gestation day 9, fetuses,

amniotic fluid and placentas fluid were collected on gestation day 15 and on gestation day

20, whole fetuses, amniotic fluid, placentas, fetal blood, livers and brains were collected

for HCB analysis. Additionally, maternal and pup tissues were collected 4, 7, 10 and 14

days post partum to assess the lactational transfer of the compound. Dam blood, liver,

kidney, brain, fat and milk and pup blood, liver, kidney and brain were collected at these

time points. Additionally, four pups per litter were anesthetized and perfused with saline to

remove blood-borne HCB from the tissues.

c. Hexachlorobenzene was extracted from the tissues by homogenizing the tissue in 10 vol.

of hexane, centrifuging the homogenate and assaying each sample in duplicate by direct

injection onto a Hewlett Packard (5890 series) gas chromatograph equipped with an 63Ni

electron capture detector.
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d. Additionally, two groups of 6 female rats were dosed with HCB as described above

(2.5 or 25 mg HCB/kg body weight/day for 4 days). The oral uptake of HCB was

determined from blood samples collected at regular intervals over the 4 day dosing period.

On the first day blood was collected at 30 min, 1 h, 2 h, 3 h, 4 h and 24 h intervals

following dosing. The 24 h sample was collected immediately prior to the administration of

the next day's dose. On the second, third and fourth day of dosing, blood was collected at

I h, 4 h, and 24 h intervals. Blood was collected from the tail vein of each rat after

immobilizing the animal in a plastic restraint cylinder. A heparinized microhematocrit

capillary tube was fitted into the base of a 25-gauge disposable needle, and the needle was

inserted into the lateral vein of the tail. Blood filled the tube by capillary action (70 ul).

Samples were taken from distal to proximal locations along the length of the tail. Blood

samples were placed directly into hexane, centrifuged and the hexane layer analyzed for

HCB concentration as described above.

IV. RESULTS

a. The concentration of HCB in maternal tissues declined gradually throughout gestation

(Table 1 and 2). The HCB levels in blood were low compared to the other tissues, which

suggests that the compound is in dynamic equilibrium among the tissue storage

compartments. The adipose tissue is the largest sink of HCB, although HCB is also stored

in the other tissues preferentially to being carried in the circulation. It is of interest to note

the expected 10 fold difference between the 10 and 100 mg/kg dosage groups for all

tissues.

I detected HCB in fetal tissues from our earliest sample date (day 9 of gestation) and

throughout gestation (Table 3 and 4). In general, the HCB concentration in placental tissue

reflects the maternal blood concentration of HCB (see Tables I and 2 for dams). As would

be expected for a lipophilic compound, the amount of HCB in amniotic fluid was low: it
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was below the level of detection in samples collected from the 1I .. K'.;g group. Since we

are particularly interested in the developmental neurotoxicity and nephrotoxicity of HCB,

the presence of HCB in the brain and kidneys of fetuses suggests that the onset of toxicitv

to these organs may begin during pregnancy.

The maternal body burden of HCB is rapidly depleted during lactation (Table 5 and

6). An important finding was that the expected 10 fold difference between the two

treatment groups disappeared after the onset of lactation. Table 7 compares a concentration

factor, RCF (the HCB concentration in a particular tissue from animals dosed with I(X) ig

HCB/kg body weight divided by the HCB concentration in the same tissue from animals

exposed to 10 mg HCB/kg body weight) for all tissues analyzed. The RCF for dam tissues

during gestation ranged from 6.64 to 12.72 with a mean RCF of 9.32, whereas the RCF

for dam tissues during lactation ranged from 1.04-4.71 with a mean value of 2.77. The

difference between gestation RCFs and lactation RCFs suggests that the rate and/or route of

elimination differs between the treatment groups after the onset of lactation. A seemingly

likely explanation is that the change is due to a relatively more rapid release of the the

chemical during the first 4 days of lactation in the higher dosage group. However, if the

HCB was simply dumped to the pups within the first few days of lactation, one would

expect the HCB to still be in the body of the pups on postnatal day 4. The mean RCF

calculated from HCB concentrations in pup tissues (Table 8 and 9) was 2.61 which

suggests that the phenomenon is more complex, and it would be of interest to conduct

further study to determine the mechanism of this phenomenon.

b. There was little difference between the HCB concentration in tissues collected from

animals perfused with saline and those that were not perfused which suggests that blood

circulating through the organ may contribute very little HCB to overall tissue levels.

The bulk transfer phenomenon is clearly depicted in the rapid increase of HCB ti:;sue

concentration in the suckling pups (Table 3).
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Table 7: The relative concentration factor, RCF = [tissue] 1o - [tissue] 10, for dam,
fetus and nonperfused pup tissues.

Dam tissues
Brain Kidney Liver Fat Blood Milk

Gestation 9 7.71 6.72 10.11 7.95 6.64
Gestation 15 12.72 11.37 10.63 7.04 10.58
Gestation 20 10.42 8.60 10.62 8.67 9.95

Lactation 4 3.37 3.02 3.44 2.73 1.15 1.04
Lactation 7 3.00 2.54 3.49 3.32 2.39 1.14
Lactation 10 4.71 3.70 3.55 3.21 2.02 2.05

Fetal tissues
Whole fetus Placenta Blood Liver Brain

Gestation 9 6.82 NA NA NA NA
Gestation 15 10.38 13.45 NA NA NA
Gestation 20 7.38 10.33 9.41 8.72 8.41

Pup tissues (nonperfused)
Brain Kidney Liver Blood

Post natal 4 5.61 3.21 3.18 2.31
Post natal 7 2.40 2.49 3.25 2.07
Post natal 10 2.54 2.33 2.38 1.95
Post natal 14 1.85 2.64 1.84 1.85
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c. The oral uptake study indicated that uptake from the intestine to the blood most likely

occurs within four hours. The blood HCB concentration appears to be relatively stable over

the intervening hours until the next dose is given which suggests that it may take several

days for HCB to move from the bloodstream to tissue storage compartments (Figures I and

2).

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

a. The results of this study should be used in the development of a physiologically based

mathematical model for the maternal transfer of HCB. This model will useful in the

establishment of risk assessment guidelines for HCB and other xenobiotics of similar

structure and activity.

b. We have demonstrated that HCB is present in fetuses throughout gestation and is

transferred in bulk to the pups during lactation. Dams efficiently clear their body burden of

HCB during lactation, and by postnatal day 14, levels are below the level of detection for

most tissues from the 10 mg HCB/kg body weight group. Levels in the pups, however,

were high, and HCB presumably remains in constant flux in the body since there is no fat

storage compartment in young pups. This suggests that pups are exposed to HCB

throughout development. Since the HCB is present in the brain of these animals, and the

development of many structures within the brain are not complete until approximately 28

days of age, the brain is a likely target for the teratogenic effects of HCB. Work currently

progressing in our laboratory indicates that this is indeed the case.

c. Although the more traditional assessments of teratological effects of HCB, such as an

assessment of liver porphyria, were beyond the scope of the present study, we believe that

the pre-breeding dosing strategy used here is a realistic approach for assessing the
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developmental toxicity of organochlorine pollutants in general. Regulatory agencies such as

the EPA are seeking more realistic protocols for teratological assessments. Existing

protocols in which maternal rats are dosed with the chemical repeatedly throughout

gestation and lactation are environmentally unrealistic situations. Humans are exposed to

chemicals that are present in low levels in the environment and bioaccumulate in the body

throughout one's lifetime. The protocol used in the present study provides sufficient time

prior to breeding to allow for the stabilization of the chemical in the maternal rat. Recent

findings also demonstrate the importance of reducing the effects of maternal stress on the

developing animal (Chernoff et al., 1989). My protocol reduced maternal stress via less

invasive handling of the animals and it also allows the researcher time to evaluate the overall

health of the animal prior to the onset of pregnancy. Thus it may be possible to make a

more objective judgement as to whether maternal toxicity may have played a role in the final

outcome.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the era of 1960s, America experience lots of civil disorders. Civil disorders is a

form of riot. In the branch of collective behavior, riot is a very prominent phenomenon with

its destructive power. The central factors were the existence of separate social worlds; the

behavior of the police; the feelings of frustration and the inability of minority grmL)t, to)

bring about political and economic change. Clearly, a high percentage of unemployment.

poor housing, crowded living conditions, hopelessness made the ghetto residents angry and

bitter. What make their lives even unbearable was the facts that they would never reach

the affluent lives which were enjoyed by the majority of the whites (Boskin, 1969).

Because of its highly visibility of social disturbance, a report of the National Advisory

Commission on Civil Disorder were written under the leadership of Governor, Otto Kerner

in 1968. It is the so called Kerner Report.

The Lemberg Center of Brandeis University also did some research on the topic of

civil disorders. I got some ideas from them to do some descriptive analysis.

Spilerman of Madison, Wisconsin has done some research on civil disorder hy

applying the Poisson Process. The major difference between Spilerman's and my approach

is that he is using spatial point process while I am using the temporal one. Spilerman tused

city as unit of analysis. Because of the heterogeneity among the cities, Spilerman concltudcs

that a homogeneous Poisson Process is not appropriate for modeling the occurrence of riot.

The unit of analysis in my paper is day. It is found that the homogeneous Poisson Process

is suitable for modeling the occurrence of riot. I am going to review the properties of

Poisson Process later on to facilitate my discussion.
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2. DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS

2.1 The Data

This paper is focusing on civil disorder itself during the past 25 years from 1964-l98).

The questions posed in this paper are: Is riot really intensified during the 60s? What

happens after the 60s? Is riot randomly distributed? What is the rate ot OCCUrrence Of ril)t

for each year? Also, it is attempted to build a two-state Markov chain to model the event

of riot.

The primary source of data for this report is New York Times Index. The accounts

are obtained by collecting the riot news from the Black section. The use of this journalistic

accounts has several shortcomings. First, we are uncertain of the accuracy or reliability (Ot

specific information contained in press report. The journalistic account of civil disorders

tend to provide information on the very large and extreme violent outbursts than on lesser

events. Thus we are less confident in the completeness of our information on small events.

For example, we can only collect certain days of extremely violent outburst of Watts Riots

in 1965. Actually, according to the book, "Introduction to Collective Behavior" (Miller.

1985), Watts Riots should be started on August 11. It's one day earlier than the date I

collect from the New York Times Index. Also, there are report of hundred occurrence otf

riots in Washington, DC alone in 1968 when Martin Luthur King, Jr. was assassinated, but

the total accounts of riots I can get from the New York Times Index are only 63 times. For

the above reason, our data utilized in the paper should be trea'ed as providing approximate

rather than absolute measure. Second, we only use one single national level source ini th.,

paper -- New York Times Index rather than the multi-level sources. Thus. it is hllno,,

impossible for us to get detailed information on the sequence of events during riots mercly
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from newspaper. Even though our data is not very complete, it is highly compatible with

the one collected by the Lemburg Center of Brandeis University. Please see Section 2.4 for

a comparison between Fig. la and lb.

Similar to the study by the Lemburg Center of Brandeis University, we also define

civil disorders as events involving crowd behavior, characterized by either damage to pcrri,

or property, or aggressive disruptions which violate the civil law. Race-relatcd civil disrdcr,

are identified as norm-violating events characterized by violent behavior by members of nmc

racial or ethnic group against members of another racial group. Such behavior i,,

characterized by the following factors: (1) group members: identification of the participants

with their racial group is salient. (2) motivation: individuals become involved in an

aggressive incident because of sense of injustice or because of feeling of hostility toward the

other group. (3) choice of target of aggression: the object of aggressive behavior -- whether

persons or property symbolize the hostility of one group toward another.

According to our data, the riot is indeed much intensified during the 60s. The riot

activities for tile 70s and 80s become insignificant. Please see Table 1.
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Table 1. Frequency Distribution of Riot by Month.

DATE JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC TOTAL

1964 1 2 1 1 1 2 3 10
1965 4 1 5 3 6 1 1 21
1966 1 1 2 3 8 5 2 1 23
1967 1 2 3 7 20 10 7 1 51
1968 1 2 13 10 5 8 1 40
1969 1 1 2 7 10 5 9 2 2 4 43
1970 1 1 3 5 7 10 2 1 6 1 37
1971 2 1 4 4 3 1 2 1 18
1972 1 1 1 1 1 5
1973 1 2 3
1974 1 2 3
1975 1 2 2 5
1976 0
1977 1 1
1978 1 1 1 3
1979 1 2 1 1 5
1980 1 1 3 4 2 1 12
1981 1 1
1982 1 1
1983 1 1
1984 1 1
1985 1
1986 0
1987 0
1988 1 1 2
1989 0
TOTAL 288

2.2 Frequency Distribution of Riot by Month

In the 60s, the phrase "long hot summer" has come to symbolize the increase threat

of race-related civil disoreders during the summer months. We wish to find out whether the

summer months really hold up its reputation as "long and hot" during the past 25 years.

According to our findings, the phrase "long hot summer" indeed holds up its reputation. Let

p be the probabiliky that the riot occurs in the summer. Then we wish to test that the riot

equally likely occurs in either summer or non-summer months, namely, we have to test the

null hypothesis against the alternative hypothesis given as follows:
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H0:p=0.5,

(2.1)

H1 :p>0.5.

The testing statistic is given by

From Table 2, we have by substituting 0.55 and oti=Vpj(1-1i)ln=V0.55*0.451288

=0.03 into (2.2):

Z=(0.55-0.5)/0.03= 1.67 (2.3)

Using Table B on p. 673 of Loether-McTavish (1988), the one sided critical value of

standard normal distribution at the 5% significance level is z.95=1.65. Since the computed

z of (2.3) is greater than the critical value, the null hypothesis is rejected at the 5';

significance level. Therefore, we conclude that the riot is more likely to occur in the

summer months.
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Table 2. Frequency Distribution of Riot by Month for the Entire 25 Year

MONTHl FREQUENCY PERCENT
January 4 1
February 6 2
March 15 5
April 20 7
May 18 6
June 35 12
July 73 25
August 52 18
September 32 11
October 9 3
Novembcr 14 5
Dccember 10 3
Total 288 98

Note. From Table 2, we obtain the following:

Spring (March, April, May): 19%

Summer (June, July, August): 55%

Autumn (September, October, November): 19%

Winter (December, January, February): 6%

2.3 Frequency Distribution of Riot by Weekday

A prevailing thought is that riots are most likely to be concentrated on weekend.

From our data, we find out that the riots are more likely to occur over the weekend. Please

see the following analysis.

Let p be the probability that the riot occurs over the weekend. Then we wish to test

that the riot equally likely occurs over weekend or non-weekend. Again, we wish to test the

hypothesis of Eq. (2.1). From Table 3, we obtain by substituting 0=0.55 and

a-jp=0.55*0.45/438=0.02 into Eq. (2.2):

z= (0.55 -0.5)/0.025=2.5 (2.4)
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Since the comnputed z of Eq. (2.4) is greater than the one-sided critical value

z95= 1.65, the null hypothesis is rejected at the 5% significance level. I lence, we co)ncludC

that the riot is more likely to occur over the weekend.

Table 3. Frequency Distribution of Riot by Weekday for tile Entire 25 years

WI:I'Kl)AY FIQUI-NCY I'llHFNI"
Monday 70 17
Tuesday 88 20
\Vcdnesday 56 13
1hursdav 51 12

Friday 59 13
Saturday 48 11
Sunday 60 14
Total 438 100

Note. 1. The frequency distribution of riot by weekday for each year from I9(4 to I9,) i

given in Appendix 1.

2. From Table 3, we obtain the following:

Weekend (Friday, Saturday, Sunday, Monday): 55%

Non-weekend (Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday): 45%

2.4 Frequency Distribution of Riot by Geography

By following the study of Lemberg Center, Brandeis University, we divide the United

States into 9 regions to show its geographical distribution of race-related riots. The years

we choose are 1967, 1968 and 19699. Three regions, South Atlantic, Middle Atlantic anld

East North Central accounted for 70% of civil disorders in 1967. In 198, it is 571-b of civil

disorders. Overall, such a finding confirm the popular view of' disorders as an urlban.

northern phenomenon. It is accurate to state that when the southern Blacks were str int

for Civil Rights Movements, the Blacks in the northern regions felt more hoph.ele,. al

frustrated to change their ghetto situations. Please see Fig. la for the geographical

distribution of riot on the next page. Note that the percentages of the nine regions In Ilui.
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la is highly compatible with those of Fig.lb which is taken from Baskin, et al (1971).

3. POISSON MODEL

Consider events occurring in time on the interval 0 to -. For t>0, let N(t) be the

number of events that have occurred in the interval (O,t), open at 0 and closed at t.

Consequently, N(t) and for any h>0, N(t+h)-N(t). Assume only non-negative integer

values.

We now make the following assumptions.

Axiom 0. Since we begin counting events at time 0, we define N(O)=O.

Axiom 1. The process {N(t), t>0} has independent increments.

Axiom 2. For any t>0, 0<Pr{N(t)>0} < 1. Ir words, in any interval; (no matter how "linall)

there is a positive probability that an event will occur.

Axiom 3. For any t>0,
PrfNt+h)-N(t); 2}=
Pr{N(t+h)-N(t)= ) =-

In words, in sufficiently small intervals, at most one event can occur; that is, it is not pos-sible

for events to happen simultaneously.

Axiom 4. The counting process N(t) has stationary increments; that is, for any two points

t>s>0 and any h>0, the random variables N(t)-N(s) and N(t+h)-N(s+h) are identically

distributed (Parzen, 1962).

By applyinjg the Poisson plot (Hoaglin, 1980), we can also estimate the rate (l

occurrence. To draw the least square line in the Poisson plot, we employ the regression

subroutine of BMDP.

Let x0,x,,x 2,..., denote the counts of the observed frequency distribution andI let
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N = Xo+Xl+X2 ......, we recall that the poisson probability function is

Pr{x=k}=p,(k)=e-Xk/k!,k=0,1,2,3,...

(3.1)

For a sample of N, the expected frequencies are

m1k=Np(k)= -Ne -' k/k! ,k=0, 1,2,3,...

(3.2)

To derive the plot, we assume that for some fixed value of X , each ohsersved frcqucLc.,

Xk ,equals the expected frequency, mk Then taking natural logarithns oil both sides

of (3.2) gives

log(xk) =log(N) -A+klog(N) -log(k!) (33)

and it is evident that plotting log(xk)+log(k!) against k will yield a straight line with slope

equal to log(X) and intercept equal to log(N)-X . (If xk=0 , no point is calculated or

plotted.)

If this "Poisson plot" for a set of data is satisfactorily stright, we may use the

maximum likelihood estimator for X

E= xj/N.

From applying the regression plot to Table 4, we can say that tile riot ecVCMs arC

randomly distributed. I have run the entire 25 years of riots data by using BMDP regression

subroutine to plot the fitted line and also estimated the slope of the line. The rate of

occurrence of riot for each year is given in Table 5.
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Table 4. Poisson Plot for Each Year From 1964 to 1989

Year k xk logxk logk! logxklogk!

1964 0 347 5.85 0 5.85
1 18 2.89 0 2.89
2 0 --0 0.69

1965 0 331 5.80 0 5.80
1 30 3.40 0 3.40
2 3 1.10 0.69 1.79
3 0 -0, 1.10 -0

4 1 0 1.39 1.39
1966 0 336 5.82 0 5.82

1 21 3.04 0 3.04
2 8 2.08 0.69 2.77

1967 0 331 5.74 0 5.74
1 39 3.66 0 -3.6
2 11 2.40 0.69 3.09
3 3 1.10 1.10 22

4 1 0 1.39 1.39
1968 0 307 5.73 0 5.73

1 38 3.64 0 3.64
2 15 2.71 0.69 3.4
3 4 1.39 1.10 2.49
4 0 .0o 1.39
5 1 0 1.61 1.61

1969 0 323 5.78 0 5.78
1 32 3.47 0 3.47
2 9 2.20 0.69 2.89
3 1 0 1.10 1.10

1970 0 315 5.75 0 5.75
1 45 3.80 0 3.80
2 4 1.39 0.69 2.08
3 1 0 1.10 1.10

1971 0 341 5.83 0 5.83
1 23 3.14 0 3.14
2 1 0 0.69 0.69

1972 0 358 5.88 0 5.88
1 7 1.95 0 1.95
2 0 -0 0.69 -_,

1973 0 362 5.89 0 5.8'

1 3 1.10 0 1.10
1974 0 357 5.88 0 5.88

1 8 2.08 0 0.08
1975 0 356 5.87 0 5.87

1 7 1.95 0 I.Q5
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2 2 0.69 0.69 1.38
1977 0 364 5.89 0 5.89

1 1 0 0 0
1978 0 358 5.88 0 5.88

1 7 1.95 0 1.95
1979 0 358 5.88 0 5.88

1 7 1.95 0 1.95
1980 0 346 5.87 0 5.87

1 18 2.90 0 2.90
2 1 0 0.69 0.69

1981 0 364 5.90 0 5.90
1 1 0 0 0

1982 0 363 5.90 0 5.90
1 2 0.69 0 0.69

1983 0 364 5.90 0 5.90
1 1 0 0 0

1984 0 362 5.89 0 5.89
1 3 1.10 0 1.10

1985 0 362 5.89 0 5.89
1 3 1.10 0 1.10

1988 0 363 5.89 0 5.89
1 2 0.69 0 0.69
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Table 5. Rate Of Occurrence For Each Year From 1904 To 1989

Year & .=e-

1964 5.85 -2.96 0.05 (every 20 days)
1965 4.92 -1.04 0.35 (every 3 days)
1966 5.40 -1.52 0.21 (every 5 days)
1967 5.24 -1.01 0.36 (every 3 days)
1968 5.03 -0.75 0.47 (every 2 days)
1969 5.50 -1.46 0.23 (every 4 days)
1970 5.53 -1.56 0.20 (every 5 days)
1971 5.79 -2.57 0.07 (every 14 days)
1972 5.88 -3.93 0.02 (every 50 days)
1973 5.89 -4.79 0.01 (every 100 days)
1974 5.88 -5.86 0.003 (every 333 days)
1975 5.31 -2.24 0.11 (every 9 days)
1977 5.89 -5.89 0.003 (every 333 days)
1978 5.88 -3.93 0.02 (every 50 days)
1979 5.88 -3.93 0.02 (every 50 days)
1980 5.74 -2.59 0.10 (every 10 days)
1981 5.90 -5.90 0.003 (every 333 days)
1982 5.90 -5.21 0.01 (every 100 days)
1983 5.90 -5.90 0.003 (every 333 days)
1984 5.89 -4.79 0.01 (every 100 days)
1985 5.89 -4.79 0.01 (every 100 days)
1988 5.89 -5.20 0.01 (every 100 days)

where & and I3 denote the intercept and the slope of the least squares line fit to the

data in Table 4 is shown in the following prediction equation:

4. TWO-STATE MARKOV CHAIN

In this section we are trying to apply a two-state Markov chain in modeling the

riot data. For the properties of two-state Markov chain, see Chapter 7 of l3hai( 1984).

Taking the city of Chicago as an illustrative example, the transition matrix of treLjucnc\

counts are obtained for years from 1964 to 1968 given in Table.

Table 6. Transition Count Matrix for the City of Chicago
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Year foo fof o 4 Af.

1964 353 1 1 10 365
1965 348 1 1 14 364
1966 358 2 2 3 365
1967 344 3 3 14 364
1968 351 6 6 2 365

4. TWO-STATE MARKOV CHAIN

Let 0 and 1 denote two states of the Markov chain. State 0 means that the city of

Chicago has no riot on a certain day, while state 1 means that the riot occurs in Chicago

on that day. Then we start to count the transition between state 0 and I from Januarv I

till December 31 for each year. Therefore, if a year has 365 days, then the total number

of transitions between states 0 and 1 is always 364 which is one less than the total

number of days in a year, because there is no transition on January 1. In Table 6,

o Iol , 1o , f11 and f.. denote the number of transitions from state 0 to state 0,

from state 0 to state 1, from state I to state 0, from state 1 to state 1, and the total

number of transitions in that year respectively. The transition count matrix for the year

of 1964 is given by

[fofo I][= 3 1'
o1

What we are interested is whether the riot occurs in the city of Chicago from 1964

to 1968 are generated by the same unknown Markov chain. This can be done by testing

the homogeneity of the transition count matrix between any two years from 1964 to 1968.

The testing statistics 2i , is given by
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2i=2k E Ef1 jjlog(ntjj(ff)
i,.t j=1 k=1

=2 E f,klogfk+2n1ogn-2Ef, logj, -2Z ~Jf ogf
im! j 1 k=1 .i1 j=l k-I

The computed statistics 2i between 1964-1968 is as following:

2E E Efjk1ogjiJ=2(3531og353+ llogl+ llogl+ lOloglO+3481og348+ 141og14)=8334.8
i=1 j=1 k=l

2nlogn=2-729"1og729=9610.7

2Zf, ylogfl. =2(3651og365+ 3641og364)=8600.2

2F 3f E log. =2(701log7Ol +21og2 +21og2 +24log24)=9344.8
j=1 k=1

2i=8334.8+9610.7-8600.2-9344.8=0.5

since r=2 and s=2, the critical value of Chi-square distribution with 3 degrees of

freedom at the 5% significance level is X.2 (3)=7.815

Note that the computed 2i are greater than X2 (3)=7.815 , for all rows cxcclpt
.95

the first row, we conclude that two-state Markov chains only for the years of 1904 alnd

1965 are the same, and all other years are different.

5. CONCLUSION

Most of the study on civil disorders were done in the late 1()s and early I070s.

For example, the Lemberg Center of Brandeis University has ptublishcd several reports
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on civil disorder, Spilerman(1970), Downes(1968), and etc. However, very few were

done after the 70s, except McPhail-Wohlstein(1983). In this paper we analyze the riot

data for the entire span of 25 years from 1964 to 1989. It is found that the riot arc

indeed more likely to occur in the summer months and over the weekend at the 5 '(

significance level. After applying the Poisson plot, we notice that the riots viewed as

events indeed constitute a Poisson process. Also, the rate of occurrence for each ycar

from 1964 to 1989 are calculated. Finally, using the city of Chicago as an example, 't

two-state Morkov chain is built to model the riot data. It is found that the riots are not

generated by a single unknown Markov chain.
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Development of a Localization Performance

Paradigm for RHAW Applications

by

William D. Yee

ABSTRACT

An experimental paradigm was designed to assess the

feasibility of using auditory localization in applied human

performance situations. In order to provide a controlled and

generalizable scenario, the paradigm integrated a hardware,

software, and human factors approach. Initially, a brief

survey of current Radar Homing and Warning (RHAW) systems in

use for fighters and bombers was conducted to direct the

design of the paradigm toward a real world application.

Target acquisition was elicited as a key task that might

benefit from the use of an auditory localization system to

reduce response time. As a result, an ambient digit

identification task was developed to evaluate the facilitative

effects of an auditory localization system over the current

usage of visual radar displays.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Reliance on sensory inputs plays a major role in our

interaction with the world. Such sensory information allows

us to control both ourselves and events in the environment.

However, there are situations that exist whereby an individual

can not use all the sensory information naturally available.

Common scenarios such as flying a plane or driving a car

provide examples of how sensory information must be augmented

via devices. Without mechanical aids such as radar displays,

warning systems, mirrors, etc., control and mobility in planes

or cars would be an extremely difficult task.

Given the fact that a pilot can only respond with respect

to the level of accuracy of the equipment used and the

information it provides, it naturally follows that enhancement

of the sensory information would provide more precise control

of the vehicle. To this extent, research has been ongoing at

the Biological Acoustics Section of AAMRL on providing

localization information auditorially. A suggested

application could be to provide enhanced sensory information

in a natural manner to the pilot to determine the location of

airborne threats relative to his/her own position. This form

of localization is expected to provide greater precision and

faster responding in target acquisition than a conventional

visual RHAW display.
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Of course, my related interests in the area of the use and

perception of auditory coding in human performance have

provided me with some idea of the value of the ongoing

research at the Biological Acoustics Section. In the past

two years, most of the research that I had conducted related

to auditory perception and attentional processes. I gather

that this played a large part in my selection to work at the

Biological Acoustics Section on a performance paradigm that

would simulate and evaluate the application of an auditory

localization system for target acquisition. In order to make

a viable paradigm, I integrated areas familiar to my previous

research experience (attentional processes, auditory

perception, and human performance) into the research effort.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

At present, the applications of auditory localization have

been practically non-existent. Although it has great

projected utility in tasks like airborne target acquisition,

research on the use of auditory localization has not proceeded

much beyond the hardware development of a cue synthesizer

(McKinley, 1988). A short study on the validation of the

effectiveness of the cue synthesizer to provide accurate

auditory localization information was recently completed

(McKinley & Ericson, unpublished). However, no formal study

has been implemented to assess a practical application of

auditory localization by use of the cue synthesizer. As a

consequence, movement to application of an auditory

localization cue synthesizer has been quite lethargic.

Based on my research background, the best utility of my

experience as a participant in the 1990 Graduate Student

Research Program (GSRP) was to develop a feasible experimental

project that would evaluate an applied approach to the

implementation of the auditory localization cue synthesizer

developed internally in the Biological Acoustics Section. At

the outset, I drafted a project overview for a thorough

experimental evaluation. Unfortunately, the size of the

project drafted could not realistically be accomplished during

the length of my contract. Given existing time constraints,
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my effort was concentrated on developing and coordinating a

general paradigm that would be used throughout the entire

project. This included generating a flexible experimental

design and the development and incorporation of needed

hardware and software.

Additionally, I applied some effort toward designing the

initial experimental protocols for the first series of

experiments. The major impetus behind the first series of

studies was to verify the effectiveness of the auditory

localization system and to assess the contribution of

different sensory modalities (both visual and auditory) in

target acquisition. Later stages of the project will deal

with the optimization of coded parameters, evaluation of

operator confidence, and validation in field studies.

The first series of experiments are currently ongoing with

the writing of this report. Construction of the experimental

setup has been completed and debugged. Implementation of the

first series of experimental protocols is also being arranged.
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III. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION:

The initial stage of the project development concentrated

on identifying feasible applications of the localization cue

synthesizer to be explored in empirical experimentation. To

this end, several pilots were consulted on the possible

implementation of such equipment in current RHAW systems.

Information concerning single seat fighters and larger bombers

seemed to suggest different approaches to the implementation

of an auditory localization system in current RHAW systems.

Single seat fighters would have to emphasize greater speed

and accuracy in their warning systems to aid in ambient target

acquisition. Bombers require only coarse grained localization

information for avoidance maneuvers. Bombers and larger

aircraft may benefit to a moderate degree by the addition of

auditory localization information, however, their key problems

lie in communication lags between the electronic warning

officer and the pilot.

It is apparent that direct benefits of auditory

localization are more in line with the needs of single seat

fighters. Consequently, the experimental paradigm was

designed with the intent to evaluate how the addition of an

auditory localization system may facilitate the effectiveness

of a warning system over a conventional RHAW system. In
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particular, one condition emphasizes ambient visual target

acquisition analogous to a situation in which a pilot must

visually acquire a missile plume to evade a missile. A second

condition requires target acquisition without visual

identification as might be the case in dark and low visibility

scenarios.

A basic vigilance design was developed to simulate

unexpected reactions to threat scenarios. Under this design,

it was planned for subjects to provide performance data on

response time and target accuracy in a situation that would

present targets randomly in time and direction. Additionally,

the design would compare performances of currently visually

based RHAW systems to a system supplemented with auditory

localization cues.

Finally, considerations were given to needed hardware and

software that would allow for a reasonable experimental

simulation of a RHAW system and an ambient target acquisition

task. To this end, a Polhemus 3-Space Tracker was used to

monitor head movements and targeting accuracy. To simulate

ambient target acquisition, an array of 24 equally spaced LED

display modules were mounted on a 4 foot high 14 foot diameter

steel ring as indicated in figure 1. The displays were

designed and built to provide a digit identification task to

insure proper target identification. Visual targeting
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information was presented on a CRT with a circular display.

Auditory localization information was presented through stereo

headphones by a cue localization synthesizer. All of the

equipment was controlled by software through a Hewlett-

Packard HP9845B microcomputer. The complete setup is shown

in figure 2.
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS:

The basic design along with the hardware and software has

been tested. Currently, the project is set to evaluate the

effectiveness of the auditory localization system in

supplementing the current RHAW system for a single seat

fighter. However, modifications should be made later to

evaluate the addition of the auditory localization system to

other types of aircraft. This may include gathering data on

how auditory localization could bypass some communication

warning routes to aid a bomber pilot directly in evasive

maneuvers.

Aside from the basic equipment and design, coding

parameters will have to be tested in the future. Essentially,

this would require optimizing the type of acoustic signals

that would best serve for localizing. Prior research

indicates that broadband noise can be easily localized when

used as a source (McKinley & Ericson, unpublished). However,

such forms of acoustic energy lack an ethological basis for

attracting and holding a person's attention. Consequently,

some form of empirical research must be conducted for

optimizing response performance. This would alsc aid

conventional RHAW systems which currently do not employ

acoustic warning signals based on any systematic basis as

evidenced by the inconsistency of the signals used across
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several different RHAW systems.

Finally, some consideration should be given to moving the

research to a field setting. The constrictive nature of pilot

mobility in different aircraft may significantly affect the

effectiveness of an auditory localization system.

Additionally, high ambient acoustic noise levels in the

cockpit may denigrate the efficacy of an auditorially based

localization system. It would be prudent, even at this early

stage, to at least begin some small field studies to evaluate

the overall feasibility of implementing an auditory

localization system. Furthermore, early field data may allow

for corrections to be designed at the experimental stage.
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PILOT STUDY OF THE NAMING TRANSACTION SHELL

by

Ann Marie Canfield

ABSTRACT

The many hours required to develop quality computer-based

instruction make it difficult to produce instruction that is both

current and adaptable. Transaction Shells (Merrill, Li and

Jones, 1990) provide novice instructional designers and computer

users with tools to aid in the design and delivery of meaningful

and easily modifiable courseware while dramatically decreasing

the development time. This study was an initial pilot study

designed to evaluate the effectiveness of the Naming Transaction

Shell developed by M. David Merrill and Zhongmin Li at Utah State

University. The major finding was that the predicted improvement

in development time did occur. The software was tested at the

Air Force Academy in Colorado by a subject matter expert with

little computer and instructional technology expertise. The

software was found to decrease development time and produce

instructionally sound courseware. Recommendations from the

subject include that future versions of the software contain more

feedback parameters. Student record management, a feature not yet

implemented, was strongly encouraged to be included in the next

version.
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I. INTRODUCTION
-- 4

The need for corporate, military and industrial computer-based

training (CBT) continues to rise. As a result of this rise,

courseware developers and managers are confronted with the time-

consuming aspect of the CBT development process (Faiola, 1989).

Programming, debugging, and testing courseware is such a time-

corsuming aspect that efficient courseware development is an

immediate concern (MacKnight and Balagopalan, 1988-89). The time

required to develop one hour of computer-based training has been

estimated to take anywhere from 200 to over 6000 labor hours

(Carter, 1990; Lippert, 1989). These numbers make it difficult

and expensive to produce current and timely CBT.

The Air Force is in the process of assessing the feasibility and

effectiveness of developing a Transaction Shell approach to

courseware authoring (Merrill, Li and Jones, 1990). This

approach involves providing subject matter experts with tools to

aid them in the design and 0elivery of effective, reusable and

easily modifiable courseware. Transaction shells provide a

novice designer with the ability to produce effective computer-

based instruction (CBI) while dramatically decreasing the

development time. Transaction Theory is a relatively new and

innovative approach to courseware authoring developed by Dr. M.

David Merrill and colleagues at Utah State University. The Navy

has incorporated a somewhat similar idea in the Computer-Based

Educational Software System (CBESS) (Wetzel and Wulfeck, 1987).

Tennyson also has used a transaction-shell-like approach in

Multi-International Language Instruction Module (MILIM)

(Goldenberg and Turnure, 1989). However, Merrill's Transaction

Theory provides a basis for generating a comprehensive library of

transactions appropriate to courseware delivery (Merrill, Li and

Jones, 19901.

The Air Force also has, as a long range goal, the development of

an Advanced Instructional Design Advisor (AIDA). AIDA is a
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courseware authoring advisor which will assist and guide military

trainers through the process of effective computer-based

instructional design. AIDA will take established theories of

knowledge, learning, and instruction and incorporate the theories

into course authoring (Muraida & Spector, 1990). The use of

the Naming Authoring Transaction Shell is a first step in the

implementation of the theories evolving in the AIDA research

effort.

My academic background and experience in communication and

ocmputer science education led me to the field of Instructional

Technology. With great interest I have been pursuing graduate

research on the Transaction Shell approach to courseware

authoring. Prior to this particular research project, I have

been working with Dr. M. David Merrill on identifying different

kinds of transactions and the interactions required for each

transaction in this project as an opportunity to validate some of

the Transaction Shell research and development in progress.

Merrill and Li at Utah State University have developed a

prototype Naming Transaction Shell for designing and delivering

courseware for naming the parts and functions of a device. This

transaction shell provides the user, a subject matter expert,

with an environment which contains all of the relevant

instructional strategies and expertise are built in. The user

enters the appropriate content and the programmed strategy

configures and delivers the instruction. Default parameters

provide for delivery of the instruction with appropriate

instructional values. However, the author can manually override

the defaults for individual cases. For instance, the author may

want to limit the response time during practice to five seconds

instead of using the default setting, which in this case happens

to be learner control.

The Naming Transaction Shell was the focus of this initial pilot

study. The effectiveness of the environment and the feasibility
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of incorporating the approach into the AIDA project needed to be

determined. Results from. this pilot study will be used by AFHRL

to determine whether further and more comprehensive research

should be planned in this area. The results indicate that

Transaction Theory is a promising technology.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The objective of this research effort was to perform an initial

formative evaluation of the Authoring Transaction Shell

methodology and environment. More specifically, the research was

aimed at evaluating the authoring mode and the perceived

effectiveness of the delivery mode of the Naming Transaction

Shell. Questions addressed by this experiment include the

following:

1) Does the system reduce development time for

computer- based instruction?

2) Is the environment appropriate for a novice

computer user and novice instructional designer?

3) How would users like to see the system improved?

4) Was the environment acceptable to the authors?

5) Was the instruction acceptable to students?

The Air Force is interested in determining whether this type of

system is a viable alternative to courseware authoring and

whether it will fit into the scheme of the AIDA project. If the

Transaction Shells do indeed reduce development time and produce

meaningful software, a significant portion of the AIDA goals have

been met.

III. METHODOLOGY

This initial experiment was designed to have one subject matter

expert design and develop instruction for a portion of an
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aviation course using the Naming Transaction Shell software.

Broader and more conclusive studies will be scheduled based on

the outcome of this initial study. The experiment took place at

the Air Force Academy in Colorado. The instructional goal was to

teach the names and functions of the instruments on the T-37

instrument panel. A two week period was allotted for the

development of the instruction, with the subject matter expert

working approximately half-time on the project. The subject was

observed during his development time. The subject also kept a

personal record of his thoughts and observations. At the end of

each week, during the two week evaluation, a video-taped

interview also recorded the subjects progress and thoughts.

The experiment was designed to test the usability,

generalizability, executability and productivity of the

Transaction Shell approach to courseware authoring. The

development time required to produce courseware, both on-and off-

line, and developmental obstacles were observed and recorded

during the experiment. Observations which were made in these

areas include:

1) How easily the user could adapt to the

transaction shell environment.

2) The perceived versatility and

utility by the user.

3) The user's assessment of student and

instructor acceptability and user difficulties

with the product.

4) Recommendations from the user for future

versions of the software were also noted.

The software, Authoring Naming Transaction, was designed for use

by subject matter experts who are novices in the area of CBI

design. The user imports a graphic representation of the device

to be taught. The individual parts are then identified and

labeled. The function of each part is also defined by the user.
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At this point, the module can be delivered to the student since

all of the remaining parameters of a naming lesson contain

default values. Figure 1 illustrates a sample student lesson

screen.

DEMO EXPLORE PRACTICE TEST DETAIL GENERAL QUIT

9.

FIGURE 1. Studitit Screon

Default values are provided in order to automate delivery. A

user, however, may desire to customize a lesson for a particular

device or audience. The user can manually set all of the

delivery parameters using the pull down menus. The software

allows the user to select which student interaction modes to

include in the actual delivery to the student (see figure 2). In

some instances, testing may not be required, or the instructor

may not want the student to have the option to interact in a

particular mode.
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FIGURE 2. Author mode

Interaction parameters for the student during delivery can be

modified and include:

Interaction Description

Demo System presents all of the parts

and functions.

Explore Allows the learner to control

the presentation sequence of parts

and functions.

Practice The learner is presented a series

of inquisitory instances with

feedback.

Test Learner is tested and scored

on parts and/or functions names

and locations.
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Detail Moves the learner to a more

'detailed' lesson of a particular

part.

General Moves the learner to a more

'general' or overview lesson

Additional values the designer may wish to manipulate are the

timing (learner control vs. timed response) or sequence values

(i.e., part name followed by function, part only, function only,

function followed by part name) for the Demo, Explore and

Practice options of delivery. There are also feedback parameters

which can be modified. In the Test mode, the designer can select

the sample size and criterion for success (e.g., 75%, 80%, 90%

correct). The sample size refers to the number of times the

student will be queried on each part during the test mode.

The modules can be linked together via general and detail files

at any point during development. The user enters the file name

to which the current file should be linked by a general or detail

file. 'General' refers to higher in the hierarchical association,

for example an overview lesson. 'Detail' refers to lower in the

hierarchical association and may include a close-up view of a

particular part with more 'details'nested beneath it.

The background of the subject was of particular importance in

this study. The subject was selected based on his expertise in

the subject matter. Captain Kevin Crenwelge was an instructor

for the AV480 course which teaches the T-37 instrument panel used

in this study. The subject was a computer and instructional

design novice, which was the desired target audience for the

study. His computer experience was limited to basic word

processing. His instructional experience consisted of his having

taught the course in a classroom setting on several occasions.

In addition he had developed the course materials currently being
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used in the classroom. He is presently responsible for several

other AV480 instructors.

IV. RESULTS

At the end of the first week of work, the subject had completed

four mini-lessons designed to teach and explore various aspects

of the Authoring software. This introduction to the system took

approximately five hours. The subject had also completed nine

and one half hours of off-line design and development. This

portion of the experiment included designing what would be

taught, how the material would be grouped and a handwritten

documentation of all design decisions. The subject relied on his

own knowledge and Technical Order 1T-37 B-1 (T-37B Flight Manual)

to determine lesson content. At the end of the first week of the

experiment, the subject had dedicated fourteen and one half hours

to the project.

The second week of the study began with completing the hand

written design of the lesson content, which required two and one-

half hours. The subject then selected the graphics he wanted

developed for his instructional modules, this process will be

detailed in a following section. With the written design and

development completed, the on-line authoring began. After

fourteen and one-quarter hours of on-line development time, the

subject had completed the entire lesson package as designed.

Twenty individual picture files and lesson sub-modules had been

designed, ten detailed groupings which teach 125 parts and their

functions.

The package was ready for delivery to students after a total of

31 hours of training, design and development time. A complete

CBT package was completed in 31 hours by a subject matter expert

with little instructional design or computer expertise. The

package included the delivery of the instruction with testing
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capabilities.

Figure 3 shows the ratio of on-line to off-line development time

Development Hours
Naming Transaction Pilot

,83

TOTAL TIME - 30.83

FIGURE 3. Proportlons of Developmental Time

Individual module development time ranged from 5 to 25 minutes

and included approximately five minutes of debugging or

correcting time. Modules ranged in size from 2 parts to 10

parts, ten being the maximum allowed by the system. Linking the

files together was also completed within the individual module

development time.

Figure 4 illustrates development time in minutes versus the

number of parts in an individual module.
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FIGURE 4. Number of Parts vs. Developmental Time

The student instructional time developed is estimated to be in

excess of three hours of instruction. Actual data are currently

being collected to confirm this estimate. Development time was

31 hours. The development to instruction ratio, therefore, is

approximately ten hours of development per hour of student

instructional time.

A reasonable comparison for development time is 200 hours under

traditional software development methods (Lippert, 1989). Many

authors cite development hours into the thousands (cf., Carter,

1990). The 200:1 ratio, from the low end of the scale, is used

for comparison because we are omitting the graphics production on

both ratios. The Transaction Shell development time is a

significant decrease from the reasonable comparison of 200 hours

identified with traditional software development (see figure 5).

Although the ratio of 10:1 does not include graphics production,

it does include selecting and directing the graphics development.

Future versions of the Transaction Shell approach will put the

development of graphical materials within the hands of the

targeted user population.
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After completing an introduction to the system the subject was

enthusiastic. He could see many applications for this type of

software within the Academy. He felt the environment was easy

enough that anyone would be able to use it and was excited to see

what he could produce with the system. Traditional course

development (non-computer) was much more laborious, he stated,

and traditional CBT development was beyond the scope of his

abilities. This new approach, according to the subject's

observations, seemed more efficient and would improve student

performance as well as motivation. There was some apprehension

as to whether this approach to instruction would eliminate the

jobs of some instructors.

At the end of the experiment the subject remained enthusiastic.

He felt that anyone could learn to use the system both in design

and delivery modes. Traditional course development (non-

computer instruction) for the same material, in the subject's

estimation, would have required at least two times the amount of

development time. With the computer environment, he felt that

the students would have higher motivation. The instructor could
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ensure that a proficiency level had been reached before the

student entered the simulator which would, as a result, decrease

the amount of time in the simulator. It was difficult under the

present non-computer system to ensure that students were studying

and learning the material in the text. This often resulted in

wasted effort in the simulator. By ensuring that the students

knew the components and functions before they arrived, simulator

time could be reduced and more students would be provided

opportunities for training.

The subject enjoyed the time he had spent developing the

instruction and was enthusiastic to share his accomplishments

with co-workers and supervisors, who also had immediate positive

reactions. Apprehensions about the computer taking over the role

of instructors had been dropped as the software was now viewed as

a tool to enhance the role of the instructor and would make their

time more efficient. From the comments of supervisors, it was

apparent that they were interested in the finished product.

Every course taught in their division had a portion which could

use this approach to instruction and benefit from the naming

transaction. They were anxious for the next phase of the study

and wanted to be included in the study. These reactions support

the direction of AIDA research and development and indicate that

further development of the Transaction Shell approach is

warranted.

The default parameters for delivery seemed appropriate to the

subject in most cases. He varied the parameters only slightly.

The subject prefered to use timed presentations in the Practice

interaction rather than the default of learner control. He also

elected to modify the Testing parameters. He prefered a sample

size of 3 and criterion level of 75% as opposed to the defaults

of 2 and 90%. Interaction parameters were modified as

appropriate to individual lessons. For instance, an overview

module was designed to aquaint the learner with what lessons were

available on the system. This module did not require testing, so
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the Test Interaction was disabled.

V. SOFTWARE LIMITATIONS

Several limitations in the software were discovered and

recommendations were made for future versions. The software had

been developed as a prototype for demonstration purposes only.

This study provided an opportunity to identify vital factors

necessary for refining the robustness of the program for future

studies. There were some problems with occasional mouse failure.

This obstacle needs to be resolved before implementation can

occur. The subject recommended that, in future versions, tte

author be given options to include different types of feedback

during the test mode. At present there is no feedback during

testing, only during the practice mode. Student record

management was initially a feature planned for implementation in

the next version. The subject strongly encouraged this addition

which he felt would enhance the software. This feature will be

implemented in the next version. In addition, the software is

currently being modified to include data collection of time on

tasks for both authors and students.

Limitations on descriptor size often made the development more

difficult than necessary. Part names had a maximum length of 30

characters and the subject ofte-r bad difficulty abbreviating the

names of parts to fit thiE limitation. Part names often

consisted of five or more labels. The function description was

limited to five lines and this was thought to be occasionally

restrictive. Instructional principles prescribe limiting the

amount of knowledge placed in short term memory at any one point.

Good instructional principles have been purposely built into the

Transaction Shell so that instructionally sound CBT will be

developed without the user having to be knowledgeable in the area

of instructional design. However, the military technical orders

the subject worked from to generate the lesson material dictated

longer descriptors than would normally be recommended. This
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conflict can be addressed by allowing larger descriptors than are

recommended with defaults that encourage good instructional

practices.

An additional discovery which prolonged the development was that

each time a detail or general file is linked, the current file

must be saved. Errors surfaced when all links within one file

were made at one time. The subject found a solution to the

problem, which added time to the development process. The

subject's problem-solving approach in dealing with this problem,

demonstrated his easily acquired knowledge and understanding of

the system. This problem can be eliminated readily through more

thorough preliminary system training and checks within the

software to assure that the instructions are followed.

Several limitations in the graphic identification of parts were

also discovered which may necessitate changes in the future.

Some instances require identifying parts that are inside of other

parts. Information nested for identification was not accessible

during the Explore mode. However, this information could be

accessed during the Demo, Practice and Test modes. The obvious,

immediate solution is to omit the Explore interaction in these

cases.

Identifying parts by location presented a difficulty for the

subject when he wanted to group items that functioned similarly

but were in separate locations on the screen. This limitation

was overcome by grouping items by area instead of by function.

The subject was concerned also with how a student would know when

all of the detail files available on the system had been

completed. A student, if not careful, might miss some of the

additional files. The subject felt some way of identifying what

the student should accomplish or a map of where the student was

in the system would be an important feature.
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VII. RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that the transaction shell approach to

courseware authoring receive further attention and research.

After correcting the minor mouse and graphics problems, it is

suggested that an experiment be conducted that involves moie

subjects, including students, and a variety of content domains.

Factors that should be evaluated in future studies include

learner outcomes, learner performance and courseware

effectiveness. Traditional instruction and instruction generated

by use of the Naming Transaction Shell for this study should be

examined for their effect on the length of time required in

follow-up simulator sessions.

Worksheets were used to help the subject in this study plan and

organize his lessons. He noted that the worksheets were very

beneficial. Automation of the worksheets would be an appropriate

follow-up project which would advance the AIDA concept further.

The worksheets and the exercises were developed as the experiment

progressed. Future experiments should allow for job-aid and

training development preceding the experiment, with ample time

for revision in order to produce higher quality job-aids and

training. A future study should also include the Procedure

Transaction Shell currently being developed at Utah State

University for the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory.
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An Examination of Factors Influencing Air Force Enlisted Retention

by

John E. Holman

ABSTRA(. I

The purpose of this project is to identify factors which lead to voluntarN

enlisted separation in the U.S. Air Force. A data set was provided h Dr. [homas

Watson of the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory which included 3.99N tirst

and second-term enlisted personnel in eight Air Force specialties. Multiple

regression was used to estimate a path model based on the work of Hoiman ( l N9).

Price and Mueller (1981 and 198b), and Watson (19 ). Recommendations based ol

the findings are given, followed by a discussion of future research possibilities.
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i. INTRODUCTION:

Personnel retention is one of the more thoroughly examined areas in personnel

psychology. Interest in retention has waxed and waned, but the basic tenet ol

personnel research- select the best people possible and keep them- has remained

relatively constant. In the face of cutbacks, it is increasingly important tor the Air

Force to attract, select, and retain people of the highest possible qualit.

The Manpower and Personnel division of the Air Force Human Resource.,,

Laboratory (AFHRL) has a long history of research in both personnel selection and

retention. My master's thesis reviewed the literature dealing with military retention.

and much of the work I reviewed was conducted at AFHRL. The purpose o this

project is to build upon mv thesis by using an existing Air Force data set to merge

the existing work in military retention with an established model of civilian

retention.

My research interests lie mainly in the two-pronged selection/retention process. In

addition to my master's thesis, I have participated in several projects dealing with

employee retention, absenteeism, and performance. The past four years of my

graduate work have given me the opportunity to work with two well-known scholars

in my two areas of interest. Professor James L. Price has worked in the area o

civilian personnel turnover for many years, and is considered one of the foremost

authorities in the area. Professor Frank L. Schmidt is a leading authority in tie area

of personnel selection and staffing, and is also a specialist in psychometrics.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORI:

The main objective of this research effort is to identify the factors which lead to

voluntary enlisted separation in the US Air Force. Once these factors are identified.

steps can be taken (at the discretion of policy makers) to foster working conditions

which encourage higher retention. Knowledge of the determinants of retention can

also help predict future retention rates and predict the impact of policy, social, and

macroeconomic changes.

As stated in the introduction, personnel retention has long been a topic of concern

for both military and civilian managers. Military research in this area has often

focused on demographic factors (i.e., age, race, sex) and excluded psychological.

economic, and structural factors. This study, drawing upon the work of Price and

Mueller, focuses on the latter. Demographic variables are useful for prediction, hut

carry little explaratory power. In addition, demographic variables are usually more

difficult to manipulate than other types of variables (e.g., it is easier, both practical%

and legally, to change working conditions than employees' age, sex, or race).

III. SAMPLE:

The data for this study were provided by Dr Thomas W. Watson of AFHRL. In l9Y$3

Watson sampled first and second-term enlisted personnel serving in one of eight Air

Force specialties (AFSs). The final sample consists of 3.99h subjects, with an overall

response rate of 56 percent. The data set was updated by the computer

programming division of AFHRL in the summer of 1990. By this time. all the

subjects had had the opportunity to make a stay/leave decision. Four new variables

were added to the existing data set: 1990 stay/leave status: Date of Separation:
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Reason for Separatioy; and Category of Enlistment (first-term, second-term, or

career airman).

Since this study focuses on voluntary separation. involuntary leavers (n = 577) werc

excluded from the analysis. After fistwise deletion for missing data, the sample

dropped another 255 cases, leading to a final sample size o1 3, 10 for the lull model.

1.232 subjects lett the Air Force, while 1, 134 were retained.

IV. MODEL:

The model of retention used in this study is based upon three existing model,,: l'rice

and Muel'ers model of civilian turnover, Watsons model of enlisted retention, and

Holman's model of military retention. These models use psychological, structural.

and economic variables to explain voluntary separation decisions at the individual

level.

V. MEASUREMENT:

Each of the subjects was mailed the USAF Retention Surveyi (LSAFRb). a

questionnaire developed by Watson for the original study. The LJSAFRS Is

composed of 154 items, and primarily measures attitudes and perceptions about jot)

characteristics and outside job opportunities.

The first step of the project was to examine Watsons work and identify his a priori

and empirically derived scales. Some of Watsons concepts were not used ini this

analysis in order to remain as consistent as possible with the civilian literature and to

keep the model as parsimonious as possible. A few items were added or deleted
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from some scales, and some scale names were altered to reflect changes in the I leld

since 915. Table I shows the names and definitions of the scales used in this stud,.

Since the USAFRS is not a standardized instrument, exploratory factor analysis was

used to test the discriminant and convergent validity of the hypothesized constructs.

With few exceptions, the hypothesized factor structure was retained.

The next step was to compute the scale reliabilities. Since all the constructs are

measured at one point in time, Cronbach's alpha was used to assess the internal

consistency of each scale. The results of this analysis can be seen in Table 2.

VI. RESULTS:

Path analysis was used to estimate both the hypothesized model and the trimmed

empirical model. OLS regression (SPSS-X Version 2.0 and 3.0) was used to estimate

the model through Intent to Stay. Since Retention is a dichotomous variable, logistic

regression (SYSTAT Logit module) was used to estimate the final stage of the path

model. The results of these estimations are presented in Table 3 and Table 4.

As seen in Table 3, the hypothesized model fits the data reasonably well. Two

hypothesized paths were not significant, however. Distributive Justice and Work

Group Cohesion did not significantly affect Commitment to the Air Force. These

paths were omitted and a second, trimmed path model was estimated. This model

fits the data as well as the original hypothesized model, and all the paths are

significant.
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Table 1. Variable Definitions

Air Force The degree to which an individual likes or identifies with the
Satisfaction Air Force/military way of life

Alienation [he degree to which an individual feels they have control or
'say" in their job

Commitment to The relative strength of an individual s identification with and
the Air Force involvment in the Air Force

Communication The degree to which information is transmitted amon
organizational members

intent to Stav An individual s perception of the likelihood u. ,o ,tinued
membership in the Air Force

Job Satisfaction The degree to which individuals like, or have a positive
affective orientation toward their Job

Kinship The degree of an individual's obligations to reiatines in the
Responsibility immediate community

Opportunity The perception and evaluation of the availabiliit of alternate
jobs in the organization s environment

Pay Remuneration received by employees for carrying out their
duties

Promotional The degree of potential vertical occupational mobilit,, vithin an

Opportunity organization, also known as "internal labor markets"

Routinization The degree to which a job is repetitive

Support The support for continued military membership received b, the
member from spouse, family. and/or friends
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Table 2. Reliability Analysis of Constructs (( ronhach s Alpha)

Construct Number of Reliability
Name Items Coefficient

Air Force

Satisfaction 2 .84o

Autonomy 2 .7 1 1

Commitment to the
Air Force It) .1

Communication 7 N zi

Distrubutive
Justice 3 .081

Intent to Stay 4 .95o

Job Satisfaction 3 .7z7

Opportunity 6.3

Promotional
Opportunity 2 .521

Routinization 3 .0o 1

Support 2 .565

Work Group Cohesion 3 .7 3
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Table 3. Path Analysis Results: initial Model (standardized coetticients)

Dependent Variable

Independent
Variable Satisfaction Commitment Intent Retention

AF Satis. ---- .49(0***  ........
Alienation .i97-**T -. 199-* ........
Cohesion .094" * * .IIU0 ........

Communication .LOT*** .(INN* * * ........
Dist. Justice ---- .11111 .......
K i n s h i p ----. . .-- --' .s u *

Upportunity .. 47 : . -. 13:
Pay .t43** ----.....
Promo. Op. .(42* .---5- ---
Routin. -.3h2"** ............
Support ---.---- .1411"** ----
Job Satis. ---- ---- ----
Cominitment ---- .3,m**.
intent to Stay ----.... ---

Constant 13.47U 1.451 2.2& 1.914
R2  .292 .547 .35
Adjusted R2  .291 .546 .35 .258

p < .MU1
p < .I

• p < .o5
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Table 4. Path Analysis Results: Trimmed, Empirical Model (standardized
coefficients)

Dependent Variable

Independent
Variable Satisfaction Commitment Intent Retention

AF Satis. ---- .49-5 - ----
Alienation -.o95"** -.2((*** ........
Cohesion .o93*** ............
C om m unication .I. * ........

Kinship ........ .135:-* .39()**
Opportunity ....-. 047"** -.349*** -. 155
PaN .42** ----.....
Prome. Op. .(40* .085) ........
Routin. -.384*** ----.........

Support ........ .140*** ----
Job Satis. ---- .129 * ........
Commitment ........ .399w**
Intent to Stay ---- ---- ----
Constant 13.341 2.201 2.285 1.914
R2  .291 .547 .350 .259
Adjusted R 2  .290 .540 .356 25?

p < .001
p < .01
p < .05
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Routinization was the most important determinant ot Job Satistaction. Next was

Communication, followed by Alienation, Work Group (ohesion. Pay, and

Promotional Opportunity respectively. Air Force Satisfaction was the most

important determinant of Commitment, followed by Alienation, Job Satistaction,

Communication, Promotional Opportunity, and Opportunit. (-ommtment to the

Air Force was the most important determinant of Intent to Stay, tollowed h

Opportunity, Support, and Kinship Responsibility. Intent to Stay was the strongest

predictor of Retention, followed by Kinship Responsibility and Opportunit".

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS:

The purpose of this paper is to use past work in retention to build a model \khich

does a reasonable job of explaining Air Force enlisted retention. Although mans ol

the variables do not lend themselves to manipulation, four findings stand out as

possible candidates for policy consideration. It would, of course, be up to

policymakers to determine whether these findir-,: can truly be implemented in some

way.

The strongest finding is that Air Force Satisfaction increases Commitment to the Air

Force. Since Air Force Satisfaction may be largely determined pre-entrv. it may be

fruitful to seek personnel who would enter the Air Force with relatively high Air

Force Satisfaction (e.g., people from military families). Perhaps a personalit%

inventory could be designed which taps this concept in applicants.

The second strongest finding is that Routinization decreases Job Satistaction.

Perhaps the various Air Force specialties could be examined for ways o increasing

variety on the job.
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The third strongest finding is that Alienation reduces Commitment to the Air -orce.

Something along the lines of participative management techniques might reduce

feelings of alienation and thus increase Commitment.

The fourth strongest finding is that Communication increases Jot) Satisfaction.

Keeping personnel as well informed as possible and allowing them some input (e.g..

a suggestion box) may increase Job Satisfaction (and may have the side eftect ot

reducing Alienation).

VIII. FUTURE WORK:

This project should be viewed as a preliminary report. There are many more steps

that should, and hopefully will be taken. One of these steps is to look for

theoretically meaningful moderator variables. With the wealth of demographic

information in Watson's data set, potential moderators such as age, gender. grade.

i FS ind tenure can be explored.

A strength of the updated data set is that all subjects have had the opportunity to

make a stay/leave decision. One probable effect of the relatively large time frame

between the administration of the questionnaire and the measurement of stay/ leave

decisions is lower explanatory power and thus the moderate R2 for the actual

Retention model. It might be helpful to move the cutoff for stay/leave decisions

closer to the date of questionnaire administration, discarding subjects who had not

had the opportunity to make a decision.

The number of involuntary leavers (577) should provide sufficient statistical power

to examine how well the model works for involuntary leavers. Since the model %-as
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developed to explain voluntary turnover, one would predict a poorer tit when the

subjects are involuntary leavers.

As stated earlier, the current model is an attempt at a general model ot retention. A

test of its generality would be to include determinants which are more sample-

specific. Some examples are Watson s variables 'Bonus Adjustment SensitivitV

'impact of Assignments", and "Importance of Air Force Benefits". It including these

variables substantially improves the model's fit, then the generalit ol the original

would be called into question.

Future analyses of this data set should use LISREL to estimate the path model

(LISREL was not used for this report due to software and hardware limitations).

LISREL is becoming the method of choice for path analysis because it

simultaneously estimates a measurement model and a structural model. An

additional benefit of LISREL is that path coefficients are corrected for

measurement error.

Event history analysis is another technique which is increasingly being used in

turnover/retention work. The advantage of event history analysis is that the effect

of time can be modeled. Traditional retention work looks at a specific frame of time

and splits the sample dichotomously into stayers and leavers. Event history analysis

not only looks at who stays and who leaves. but also how long the Icavers worked

before leaving. A word of caution is necessary for military retention research: event

history analysis assumes time to be a continuum and that an event (quitting) can

occur at any point in time. The military has explicit terms of employment. and

members cannot simply leave at will. Researchers who wish to use event histor,

analysis for military retention work may want to consider modeling time as a
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discrete phenomenon, i.e., as a series of reenlistment decisions throughout an

individual's career.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The coding and processing of contours is important to a full understanding of form

perception by the human visual system. Fourier descriptor research provides a way of

quantifying a contour and therefore provides a way of relating the phenomena associated

with exposure to contours to other visual phenomena.

We have been involved, for the past two years, with the study of edge detection and

have used an adaptation paradigm to study the perception of simple curves.That research

has shown us that the perception of even simple curves is intricately related to the

complexities of contour processing in humans. We have also had experience with the

numerical solution of partial differential equations (PDEs). Given our technical

backgrounds we recognize the necessity for an objective measure of stimulus shape. Such a

measure has not been used in the curvature adaptation research to date. In addition, we

comprehend the complexities involved in the numerical solution of physical and

psychological problems. This is definitely needed to do Fourier Descriptor research.

At the Human Resources Laboratory at Williams Air Force Base there has been

much work done involving Fourier descriptors and contour perception. Recently their work

has centered around distinguishing the differences between contour perception in the fovea

and in the periphery. Our previous work with perception of and adaptation to simple curves

is related to peripheral vs. foveal contour perception. We have exposed human subjects to

curves which are adjusted by the subject and change from peripherally based to entirey

foveal.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Although Fourier descriptors have proven to be an excellent way of quantifying

stimulus shape and have been shown to be moderately easy to generate (Kuhl and

Giardena, 1982), very little has been done with this method in psychophysical

experiments. In addition, whether the amplitude of the Fourier descriptors is a valid metric

only for the fovea and must be modified to accommodate increasing eccentricity still

remains an open question. Geri and Lyon (1990) did find that, as eccentricity was

increased, it was necessary to correct with a cortical magnification factor (CMF) in order to

obtain the same sensitivity in the periphery as in the fovea.

Thus we decided, along with our research supervisor, to work in the periphery with

contour stimuli. We decided to see how sensitivity to differences in the phase between two

stimuli changed with foveal versus peripheral presentation. The basic Fourier Descriptor

research gave us a means of generating stimuli whose harmonic frequency, amplitude and

phase could be varied.

After investigating various methods for generating Fourier Descriptor stimuli (e.g.

Zahn and Roskies, 1972 and Kuhl and Giardina, 1981) we decided on a simpler means of

generating the stimuli, using polar plots. In addition we decided to vary the phase of our

stimuli and to test in the fovea and in the periphery at 40' eccentricity.

Upon completion of the project we took data from 2 observers and were able to

measure the change in sensitivity with respect to phase and eccentricity.
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III. METHODS:

The observers were 2 researchers at HRL. One (JW) was a 22 year old female

graduate student. The other (GG) was a 39 year old male member of the HRL research

staff.

The stimuli were rose curves (Selby, 1968) which were added to a circle of radius

q. The functional expression for the curves was:

r = a- cos(ne) + b. sin(nO) + q (1)

where, assuming that the value of q is sufficiently large, the number of leaves is determined

by n. The size of the individual stimuli is determined by the magnitude of a and b and the

phase by the ratio of a to b. Since there are sin like undulations around a circle, the rose

curve with n=3, for instance, can be described as having 3 cycles/perimeter and will be

referred to as a 3rd harmonic. Fig. 1 shows the components of an example stimulus.

The stimuli used in the study were composed of a 3rd harmonic at one of three

different phase angles, added to a circle and then to a 4th, 6th or 9th harmonic each also at

one of set of phase angles. Shown in table 1, are the combinations of harmonics and

phases used to create the stimuli for the present study. Figure 2 shows some typical stimuli

and identifies their components.
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+ 0 +

3rd Harmonic Circle 4th Harmonic Sum

4
Final
Stimulus

Figure 1: A progression showing the components of an example stimulus

n=3 n=4 n=6 n=9
Phase Angle 30" 22.50 150 100

700 40.50 270 180
1100 58.50 390 260

76.50 510 340
94.50 630 420

Table 1: Stimuli were composed of a 3rd harmonic at one of the three phases added to
one of the other harmonics at one of its 5 phases.
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The stimuli were presented on 35mm slides. The apparatus for stimuli presentation

and observer response consisted of 2 slide projectors, 2 frosted screens set in front of them

and an observer response station in front of the two screens. For the foveal condition the

stimuli were 0.64' of visual angle across and were projected on one screen and separated

by 1.250 corresponding to an eccentricity of 0.75'. For the peripheral condition the stimuli

were 17.20 of visual angle across and were projected on two screens and separated by 800

corresponding to an eccentricity of 40'.The experimental chamber was kept completely dark

except for the light from the projectors. The dark images which the subjects viewed were

0.1 ft/lamberts and the light surrounding them was 10 ft/lamberts.

IV. PROCEDURE:

The subjects were shown 720 presentations of stimuli in each of 6 sessions. During

3 of the sessions they were given the foveal condition and during the other 3 they were

given the peripheral condition. They were shown pairs of stimuli which they were

instructed to judge for similarity. The standard stimulus was a 3rd harmonic at one of the

three possible phase shifts added to one of the higher harmonics at its lowest phase shift.

The comparison stimulus was the same combination of harmonics as the standard except

with a different phase for the higher harmonic component. It is important to note that the

phase of the 3rd harmonic was always the same between the pair to be judged. The stimuli

were both presented at the same time for 0.2 seconds. Subjects responded by rating the

similarity on a scale of 1 to 5. At the same time subjects pressed one of two keys which

recorded a response of same or different in a computer. These two responses were later

compared for accuracy. Rating responses were always recorded by one of the

experimenters.
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Each session lasted about 45 minutes and subjects had at least another 45 minutes in

between sessions. In addition, the rate of stimuli presentation was self paced and subjects

took a few moments rest when they felt tired.

V. RESULTS:

In general, even with a CMF of 26.9, sensitivity in the periphery, as measured by

percent correct vs. percent wrong, was not as high as in the fovea. In addition, in both

subjects the sensitivity went down to a level approaching chance for the 3rd, 9th harmonic

combinations in both foveal and peripheral conditions. This would follow as these stimuli

had much more complex contours (see Fig. 2, bottom row). Also, changes in the phase of

the 3rd harmonic had no significant effect on perceived similarity. So, throughout the rest

of this paper results specifying phase will always be in reference to the higher harmonic

component.

For the foveal condition, both subjects were most sensitive to differences between

the 3rd, 4th harmonic combination. Both showed very high degrees of sensitivity with

comparisons to the base and 58.50 and above. Sensitivity went back down with phase

change above 76.50. For the 3rd, 6th harmonic combination the results were similar, with

sensitivity peaking at 34' and being lowest at 180. Peak and low sensitivities could not be

determined for the 3rd, 9th harmonic combination, as the sensitivity functions clustered in

the same spot, just above chance for JW and around chance for GG.

In the peripheral condition the sensitivity functions were not as spread out and it

was not possible to determine the peak or low stimulus conditions. However both subjects

were able to discern differences between the 3rd, 4th harmonic stimuli with considerable

accuracy. This accuracy dropped off considerably with the 3rd, 6th harmonic stimuli and
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clusters around chance for the 3rd, 9th harmonic condition. Again, in general sensitivity is

not as high for the peripheral conditions despite the very large CMF.

VI. RECOMENDATIONS:

The results of this research suggest the need for a couple of detailed investigations.

First there is the need to investigate the apparent difference between foveal and peripheral

discrimination of contour stimuli. The fact that such a large CMF (26.9) was not able to

account for these differences suggests that they have less to do with the reduced acuity in

the periphery and perhaps more to do with a fundamental difference between fovea and

periphery in the way these two areas handle contours. Also, it would seem wise to continue

to investigate the way the visual system processes more complex stimuli as it may be that

adjusting parameters such as the length of presentation interval may bring the

discrimination of more complex stimuli ( such as ours containing a 9th harmonic) up to a

level comparable to that for simpler stimuli.

It might also, prove fruitful to implement a descriptor model using a generation

scheme similar to the one used in this research. This would be advantageous for a couple of

reasons. First, this model has the advantage of generating homogeneous harmonics across

different base figures. The current methods generate different harmonics for different

coded stimuli. This method could be much more general. This will become important in the

investigation of the differences between peripheral and foveal contour processing since a

very specific model may (and in deed has) over looked such differences. Second, but

certainly not of secondary consideration, is the fact that this model would be considerably

simpler than the current one. This simplicity comes in handy when the model is extended to

consider the wide range of types of vision like peripheral to foveal. As the range of

processes the model is developed to reconcile widens so will the complexity of the model
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and the calculations associated with it increase. An initial simplicity will go a long way

toward ensuring that the complexity does not grow to large to handle.
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Cognitive Determinants of Graph Reading Skill

by

Carol S. Sould

ABSTRACT

This study investigates graph reading skill by examining

some of the associated underlying cognitive determinants.

The general theoretical framework that guides this study

suggests that working memory, general knowledge, and prior

specific knowledge of graphs predict graph reading skill

proficiency. The data were collected from 300 Air Force

recruits. A test battery was administered that included

tests of prior knowledge, general world knowledge, working

memory, as well as a general learning task of graph reading

skill. Results indicate that within the theoretical

framework, working memory, general knowledge, and specific

prior knowledge together provide a model that depicts

general learning of graph reading skill.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Proficiency in graph reading skill is necessary for the

successful implementation of many types of tasks, including

flight engineering. Research dealing with the question of

graph reading, or graph interpretation, has focused on

perception, comprehension, or graphic design. To date

research on graphs has not explored the more complex

relationships between determinants of cognitive processing

and graph reading skill.

The present study concerns the identification of some of the

sources of individual differences in graph reading skill. A

major question that arises in this effort involves which

psychological constructs are needed to predict proficient

graph reading skill.

The Learning Abilities Measurement Program (LAMP) of the Air

Force's Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) at Brooks Air

Force Base is especially concerned with the development of

techniques for assessing individuals' knowledge and skill

levels. The summer assignment at the Manpower and Personnel

Division enhanced my research interests in the cognitive

psychological constructs of graph reading skill.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The goal of this research is to investigate graph reading

skill by examining the associated underlying cognitive

abilities. Specifically, do the sources of prior specific

knowledge, working memory, and general knowledge correlate

with graph reading proficiency? Further, which of these

cognitive determinants best predicts graph reading skill

proficiency?

The general theoretical framework guiding this study

(Anderson, 1983) suggests that declarative knowledge and

procedural knowledge influence the ability to do a skill in

any domain. The Kyllonen and Alluisi (1987) model proposes

that the way in which individuals process information is

governed by five different sources, (a) working memory, (b)

declarative knowledge, (c) procedural knowledge, (d)

environment, and (e) cognitive processes.

Using this framework, two explanations for graph reading

skill proficiency can be proposed. One is that graph

reading is primarily determined by prior specific knowledge

of graphs. The other explanation is that working memory is

the primary determinant of proficient graph reading skill.

Data collection consisted of a battery of ability tests, and

an instructional and testing session concerned with graph
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reading skill. The abilities section includes (a) three

measures of specific prior knowledge of graphs, (b) three

measures of general world knowledge, and (c) three measures

of working memory.

The general learning section consists of six measures of

graph reading skill, including both declarative and

procedural phases of learning. The instruction started with

basic graph reading terminology and components, then

advanced to inferential graph reading skills, including

calculating displacement and slope.

The entire test battery was administered to 330 military

recruits at Lackland Air Force Base (LAFB), Texas. Subjects

were in their eleventh day of basic training. All test

materials were computer administered.

III.

a. A hierarchical path-analytic model was developed and

tested for the data. The model was based on suggestions

made by Gustafsson (1989), with further clarifications by

Kyllonen (1990). The model, shown in Figure 1, uses

standard path analysis notations. In the model, Working

Memory (WM) is a determinant of performance in all of the

nine cognitive tests. General Knowledge (GK) is a

determinant in tests of general knowledge, as well as tests
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FIGURE 1

Path diagram of the model for the data with standardized
parameter estimates from the maximum likelihood solution.
(WM = Working Memory; GK = General Knowledge; SK = Specific
Knowledge; GL = General Learning; e = errors in variables; D
= disturbance in factors.)
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of prior Specific Knowledge (SK). In conformity to

hierarchical specification, WM, GK, and SK are orthogonal to

one another. The learning task is modeled using one factor,

General Learning (GL).

b. The data fitted the model well, by Bentler and Bonnett's

(1980) non-normed fit-index (NNFI = .978), and by a chi-

square test (x2[77] = 88.5,p = .174). The primary finding

was that the Working Memory factor played the greatest role

in determining success in graph reading proficiency. All of

the cognitive abilities tests loaded significantly on the

Working Memory factor. The best indicators in the General

Learning portion of the model were the procedural learning

measures.

A rational argument on the side of individual differences

analysis is that if a person has a larger working memory

capacity then they should do better on graph reading tasks.

Graph reading should be easier for a person who has a larger

working memory capacity because they have an increased

ability to hold information they are currently working on;

enough so that correct decisions can be made about the

material at hand.

Another rational is that if a person has more knowledge of

graph reading facts and rules (specific prior knowledge),

then they should do better on a graph reading task. This
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means that graph reading should be easier for those who have

a built-up knowledge about graphs, and this would be

reflected in better performance on graph reading exercises.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. From the results of this study it appears that working

memory, general world knowledge, and specific prior

knowledge of graphs each play a significant role in the

general learning of how to read graphs. Working memory

plays a greater role than prior specific knowledge.

Procedural and declarative learning were not separable

factors in this study. Only one factor, General Learning,

was delineated in the measurement portion of the model.

This study was designed primarily to determine if a general

cognitive theoretical model would fit the data, and if so,

which factors are the primary contributors to graph reading

skill. Similar models using the hierarchical modeling

approach can be designed for other types of skills to

observe the relationships among the cognitive determinants.

b. Based on the results of this study, it can not be

concluded what type of working memory or specific prior

knowledge predicts graph reading skill the best. A fruitful

follow-on research to this study would be one in which

spatial and verbal working memory were separate factors.
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Specific prior knowledge could similarly be divided into

separate prior declarative knowledge and prior procedural

knowledge factors.

c. Another suggestion for further research would be within

the aptitude-treatment-interaction paradigm. Such a study

could track a student's progress through a series of

learning tasks over a span of time, rather than relying on

information obtained in one setting. Different graph

reading modules could be designed to test for student

aptitude, and/or learning style interactions.
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Development of Groundwater Modeling

in the Air Force

Installation RestorationProgram

by

Andrew R. Bonas

ABSTRACT

Although not exact, contaminant transport and fate models have

become more complex and reliable in the last decade. Use of

these models could provide the Air Force Installation Restoration

Program with a reliable and cost-effective tool for evaluating

different remediation schemes, locating sources and determining

risks. To this end, a list of modeling parameters that would

need to be collected in the field was compiled. Also, a computer

data base of parameters that have been listed in the literature

was created to aid modeling in the absence of field data.

Research was also conducted on tetrachloroethylene to determine

how it could best be modeled. Eventually a computerized decision

tree could be developed to enhance and facilitate the entire

modeling process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nature is an extremely complex organism that can seem completely

unpredictable. In order to better understand its mysteries man

has learned to peel away the layers and look only at a small par-

of it at a time; to literally study one small section. With tne

advent of the personal computer, man has been able to take what

he knows about that one small section and piece it together wit-

numerous other sections in order to better predict nature's

behavior. It is this concept that lies behind the idea of

computer modeling.

Computer modeling of groundwater has been in practice for several

decades. It was not until the development of the Method of

Characteristics model, written by Konikow and Bredehoeft,

however, that it became an accepted tool for predicting the

transport of contaminants. Even today, though, groundwater

modeling is not always received with open arms. Some of this

skepticism is well grounded; the most complex models still

require some basic assumptions about the area being modelled.

But some of this skepticism is also based on the fear of the

unknown workings of the models and the disappointment when they

do not produce an exact answer.

Modelling can, however, be used as an effective tooi rict otl" to

predict future contamination, but also to determine sources c:

contamination and evaluate different remediation schemes Th.
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use of computer models can lead to a more efficient and cost

effective Installation Restoration Program (IRP) in the United

States Air Force.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

Upon arrival at Brooks Air Force Base in San Antonio there were

several objectives which my supervising professor, Dr. Medina,

and myself hoped to acccmplish in our ten weeks. Among these

were the following:

i.) An evaluation of the list of parameters currently

being captured by the Installation Restoration Program

Information Management System (IRPIMS). In order to

successfully model a site, some parameters that would

not normally be gathered are necessary. A list of

these parameters could bf included in Air Force

statements of work for other data collection.

ii. ) A compilation of u computerized data base of

reported llterature values for various modeling

parameters. When these parameters have not been

collected in the field because a quick, rough model is

needed or cost prevents their collection, this data

base can provide numbers that are more reliable than

educated guesses.

iii. ) A series of seminars on the theory behind surface

and ground water models. A greater understanding of

the modeli can help remove some of the mystery behind

them and reveal some of their limitations.

iv. ) A literature research into how models can and have

been used successfully in the real world.

v. ) The possibility of the development of a
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computerized decision tree for choosing appropriate

models for various situations.
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III.

i.) An evaluation of the list of parameters currently being

captured by IRPIMS revealed that many parameters necessary for

modeling are not collected. These parameters include effective

porosity, transmissivity and/or hydraulic conductivity, total

organic carbon, and others. A list was thus compiled so that it

could be included in Air Force statements of work for sites where

modeling was to be done.

ii.) Using PC-File and data from several Nuclear Regulatory

studies a data base of modeling parameters was compiled. Each

record in the data base included headings for the general

parameter measured, the type and sub-type of the rock for which

it was determined, the authors of the study, and the location of

the tests. By using PC-File, the data base is capable of being

searched by any one of the above mentioned headings, providing

easy access to a large amount of literature data.

iii.) During our stay at Brooks Air Force Base Dr. Medina

presented two seminars, one on surface water modeling and one on

groundwater modeling. Both of these seminars concentrated on

giving an overview of the theory behind models. It was hoped

that this background knowledge would help remove some ef the

mystery behind models and give some insight into their

limitations.
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iv. ) While at Brooks we discovered that one of the most commar,

contaminants that faces the Installation Restoration Program is

the chemical tetrachloroethylene or PCE. Because of its

frequency of occurrence, we decided to research smn of th. m.r-

recent studies th3t have been conducted on it to d-t-r mi, -

feasibility of modeling it given appropriate aquifer ,nditi,nL.

The research included determination of its general toxicity

background, sorptive properties, ability to biodegrade into more

dangerous chemicals such as trichloroethylene and vinyl chltride.

and models that have been created to simulate these properties.

This research culminated in a report that will allow it to be

modeled more easily and accurately in the future.

v. ) The ten week time frame for our work at Brooks did not enable

us to develop any type of computerized decision tree for

modeling. Our time there did, however, help us to determine Low

such a system could best serve the Air Force's needs.
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

Although we were able to acc,,mplish a great dei, thor.

more work that could be done. One of the most ,bviIs r:!

important is to actually model a site, tspecia]ly ri

contaminated site. Also, follow up work on what was a7V}i-:v&,

would greatly enhance its value. For instance, the cmptirzneA

data base of modeling parameters contains over one thous-tn.

records but represents only a small fraction of what, has b,

reported in the literature. Furthermore, the development ,f. -f

computerized decision tree for evaluating alternatives cull be

an invaluable, cost-effective tool for the Air Force.
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EFFECTS OF REPEATED DAYS OF LIGHT WORK AT MODERATE
TEMPERATURES IN THE PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

by

Janet Solomon
Janis Beaird
James Kime

ABSTRACT

Six subjects participated in a study investigating the effects of
repeated days of light work at moderate temperatures in the

Chemical Defense Ensemble (CDE). This study was designed to
evaluate individual physiological responses to identical workload and
environmental conditions to determine if mean data is appropriate
for estimating work capabilities while wearing the CDE. Each subject
donned the CDE and exercised on a cycle ergometer in a heated room
(29°C) at a work rate of 38 W until reaching a rectal temperature
(Tre) of 38.3°C. The subjects then ended this work cycle and rested
in a cool room (21'C) to a Tre of 38'C. The exercise was repeated to a
Tre of 38.3°C, and subjects recovered as before. The work/rest

sequence was repeated for four hours or, four consecutive days. The
data indicates that large differences exist in individual performance
while wearing the CDE. Further research is needed to investigate the

possibility of creating individual performance prediction equations
using easily obtained field data.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

It is well established that the use of protective clothing in moderate
to hot environments attenuates work capacity (Atterbom and
Mossman, 1978; Smolander et al., 1984; Goldman, 1985; Bishop et al.,
1988; Constable et al., 1988; White et al., 1989; Nunneley, 1988,
1989). In many military and industrial situations where the use of
protective clothing is required, repeated days of work are often
necessary. Many studies have investigated the physiological effects
due to wear of the Chemical Defense Ensemble (CDE) at different
work loads and temperatures (e.g. Bishop et al., 1988, Constable et
al., 1988). However, previous research on effects of protective
clothing have deliberately been designed to avoid repeated
exposures to work in the clothing to avoid any residual effects.
Because of this little is known about the physiological consequences
of repeated days of work in protective clothing or the individual
differences in work capacity while wearing the CDE. In attempting to
make predictions about work performance, some investigators have
created equations which assume certain constants; expecting
individuals of varying fitness or acclimatization to perform equal
amounts of work in the CDE. An alternative to this traditional
approach to modelling physiological responses is to predict an
individual's response based upon previous data recorded in a brief
exposure to a similar environment. This approach has been
described by Bishop (1990), and is termed "Empirical Prediction"
(EP).

II. OBJECTIVES:

It is of value to understand the physiological stress placed on the
body due to wearing the CDE. Several researchers have established
guides that estimate the amount of work that can be expected from a
person donning the CDE at different workloads in different
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temperatures. These guides are based on group mean data and do
not consider physiological differences in human performance. In
addition, little is known about how the cumulative physiological
effects of repeated days of work in the CDE alter work capacity. The
purpose of the present research was to examine the effects of four
consecutive days of exposure to light work in protective clothing in a
moderate environment and to observe whether a significant amount
of individual variability in physiological measures, such as Tre
change during work and rest, existed between subjects. Our
assignment as participants in the 1990 Summer Graduate Research
Program was to collect and analyze initial data concerning the
physiological consequences of repeated days of light work in a
moderate environment while wearing the CDE. This preliminary
research was also designed to determine if further investigation
would be necessary to create an empirically based prediction
equation for individual work capacity while wearing protective
clothing.

III. METHODS:

Subjects for this study were six volunteers from the Brooks AFB
military and civilian community (five male, one female). Two of the
authors served as subjects. Subjects provided informed consent in
accordance with USAF requirements. Subjects were heterogeneous
in size, physical fitness, and acclimation state.

After completing a survey of their athletic activity, recreational
activity, and exposure to hot environments, subjects were weighed
nude. They then were instrumented with thigh, calf, chest and
forearm skin thermistors, a heartrate monitor (Exersentry), and
rectal thermistor located 10 cm beyond the anal sphincter. Subjects
then donned a 50% cotton/50% polyester undershirt and shorts,
standard military fatigue pants and shirt (50% cotton/50% polyester).
chemical/biological overgarment (carbon impregnated foam pants
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and jacket), MCU-2P gas mask, butyl rubber hood, and butyl gloves
with cotton liners. Athletic shoes were worn for comfort and safety.
This chemical defense ensemble (CDE) configuration has an insulative
value of 2.3 clo, (1 clo = 5.55 Kcal/m 2/oC) and an impermeability
index of 0.2.

After being weighed in the complete CDE, the subjects entered a
heated room (290C) where they exercised by riding a cycle ergometer
at a work rate of 38 W (225 kpm) until rectal temperature (Tre)
reached 38.30C. Subjects were then moved to an air conditioned
room (210C) where they cooled down to 38.OOC. This was intended to
simulate employment of a microenvironmental cooling system or
other cooling protocol. Subjects then reentered the heated room and
repeated exercise to 38.30C, recovering as before. This work/rest
sequence was repeated for four hours. Subjects were then
reweighed both nude and clothed for determination of sweat
production and evaporation. Subjects were permitted to drink ad
libitum, and volumes were recorded.

Mean skin temperature was calculated according to Burton (1935)
and surface area according to Dubois and Dubois (1916).

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. Numerous studies have shown that when wearing protective
clothing, human physiological work capacity is reduced substantially
(Atterboom and Mossman, 1978; Smolander et al., 1984; Goldman.
1985; Bishop et al., 1988; White et al., 1989; Nunneley, 1988, 1989).
Researchers have previously developed mathematical models to
predict aspects of the physiological response to a given set of work
and environmental conditions while wearing the CDE (Givoni and
Goldman, 1968; Wissler, 1986; Pandolf et al., 1986). These models
assume certain constants for all individuals. For example single body
specific heat, single mechanical efficiency, initial rectal temperature
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(Tre), tissue conductance, and clothing fit are weighted equally for all
subjects. Therefore, individual human physiological variability is
ignored. However the fact that individuals differ in body
composition, morphology, physical fitness, motivation, and efficiency
is obvious and inter-subject variability is well documented (e.g.
Mar'yanovich et al., 1984; Vogt et al., 1983; Krajewski et al., 1979;
Bell and Walters, 1964).

The present study, though limited by a small subject pool, indicates
great variability among subjects while working at a constant load in
a similar environment. Figure 1 shows that individuals baseline Tre
varies both among and within subjects from day to day. This could
be due to a variety of factors including cumulative stress or
acclimatization. In response to the task of work to a Tre of 38.3°C
followed by rest to a Tre of 38.OOC, work to rest r.tios varied greatly
(Figure 3).

As mentioned previously, subjects began the first cycle of this

experiment with a range of initial Tre's. As a result, there were
various deltas in Tre during the first work cycle to 38.3oC (Figure 2).
Following the first work cycle, all subjects cooled to a Tre of 38.0°C
before beginning work again and all subjects ended work at 38.3 0 C
for all subsequent work/rest cycles. If we could assume that all
humans begin work in similar physiological states and progress in a
similar manner while performing the same work in the same
environment, performance could be predicted for all individuals
using mathematical equations that assume certain constants for all
subjects. If this were the case, individual performance for the entire
experiment could have been predicted following the first work/rest
cycle. However, in this particular study, variability among subject
performance was quite large and if the present methods of
predicting performance in protective clothing using mean values had
been applied, heat injury could have been a potential problem. For
example, one person may perform at or above the work
requirements of the group mean predictions while another person
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may perform severely below the work requirements of the group
mean predictions and therefore be in danger.

This study indicates that although you might expect subjects to
perform similarly under the same conditions, in reality individual
performance covers a wide range from the mean in most instances.
For example, subject 3 had an average work-rest cycle ratio of 6:1 on
day 3 of this experiment, while the average for all subjects was 2.5:1
(Figure 3). This subject was extremely fatigued and refused to
continue work on several occasions. This is an example of the
problems which can arise when expecting all individuals to respond
similarly to a protocol designed for a group mean.

An alternative to traditional modeling of physiological responses is to
predict an individual's response based upon previous data recorded

in a brief exposure to a similar environment. This approach has been
described by Bishop (1990), and termed "Empirical Prediction" (EP).
The refinement of this approach would allow for more accurate
guidance in the use of personnel exposed to heat stress conditions;
for example, when wearing the CDE and working in warm or hot
conditions. It would also aid in reducing the risk of heat stress which
is inherit in current predictive equations. The present investigation
adds evidence indicating a need for further perfection of the
empirical prediction equation proposed by Dr. Bishop.

b. It is important to understand how individuals will respond to
certain work loads and environmental conditions while wearing the
CDE. As stated earlier, there have been numerous studies which
have investigated these variables. However, these studies were
designed to avoid cumulative stress. Subjects were asked to work on
one occasion and were not allowed to participate again in the
experiment for several days. Thus, there is no documentation of how
individuals respond to repeated days of work in the CDE.

When looking at figures 1 - 6 , it is evident that each subject differs

in their response to work from day to day. Subjects two and six
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were acclimated to work in hot environment, but were not similar in
repeated day responses. The other four subjects also differed in
their day to day responses.

Further investigation is needed to understand these cumulative
effects of work since it is unlikely that in an actual working
environment a person could work one day and rest seven or more.
Therefore, it is necessary to try to determine how individuals will
respond in protective clothing when asked to work for consecutive

days.

When looking at this preliminary data, there are no obvious trends in
physiological responses from subject to subject or day to day.
Therefore, we recommend that future investigation concentrate on
the development of prediction equations that can estimate individual
work potential. Also, efforts should be made toward understanding

how cumulative days in the CDE can affect individuals performance.
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Organizational Leaming and Aircrew Performance

by I

Thomas J. Broersma

ABSTIRACT

Organizational learning theory and action science heuristics were used in this interpretive

study of Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS) aircrew perfonnance. The data

for this study are drawn from an unclassified research study currently being conducted at
Brooks AFB. The research simulation uses six empirically derived, unclassified, air

defense AWACS scenarios. The actions taken and communications of one team were

transcribed and ten critical incidents were interpreted. The study found that the

organizational learning patterns of the team were problematic but two examples of "double-

loop" learning were identified. This suggests that the team was beginning to correct the
flaws in its pattern of organizational learning. Further research will compare the team's

organizational learning patterns with other high workload scenarios in which the team

achieved higher levels of performance. The final stage of research will be to compare the

organizational learning patterns of all twelve teams which participated in this simulation

experiment.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

This interpretive study is an inquiry into the nature of organizational learning.

Organizations when viewed from a theory of action perspective are social entities which

engage in continuous processes of problem solving which Argyris and Schon (1978) have

termed organizational learning. The general question of interest in this study is how

organizations learn to perform at high levels of efficiency and effectiveness in the midst of a

complex social and political environment.

II. OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The objective of this study was to analyze the learning patterns of an aircrew in an attempt

to explain the level of performance achieved by them. While the simulated organization of

this research study involved many actors, the study focused on the organizational learning

patterns of a group of three weapons directors (WDs) and a senior director (SD) in an

environment simulating a highly controlled air defense setting. Throughout the

experiment, the performance goals the group is seeking to achieve remain clearly defined

and unquestioned. Thus, this study does not involve organizational learning oriented

toward the revision or modification of performance goals.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:

The data for this study are drawn from an unclassified research study currently being

conducted by the U.S. Air Force at Brooks AFB. The research simulation uses six

empirically derived, unclassified, air defense Airborne Warning and Control System

(AWACS) scenarios. A performance measurement hierarchy was established for the

experiment. Overall Mission Effectiveness measures are derived directly from the specific

objectives of the mission. System/Team Performance measures reflect the degree to which

the total system successfully accomplished the tasks essential to mission success. Human

Performance measures are designed to reflect the quality of the individual behaviors

required of the weapons director. These measures are expressed primarily in terms of

latencies and errors. Performance Capability measures consist of a large group of potential

human state and ability metrics that combine to determine overt performance. In this

hierarchy, measures at each of the levels differ in their sensitivity, generalizability, and

practical interpretability.
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At the Mission Effectiveness level, the viewpoint of the Air Defense Commander (ADC)
was taken. The ADC is interested in two basic questions. Did the subjects win the war'?
What was the cost? In articulating specific questions, a model of behavior was assumed:

Detect -- Identify --,Intercept -)Destroy = Assets Protected

Figure 1

Asset protection results from intercepting and destroying enemy aircraft, which is based on
identifying and detecting them in a sequential process. Therefore, the ADC is seeking

answers to questions such as: the number of strike completions, the total assets lost by

category, kill ratios, percent loss of assets, enemy tactics used, an interpretation of the
week's war, the position of destroyed hostiles using time and distance, the position of

targets when first detected, the total number of misindentifications, friendly losses by
friendly fire, and losses by fuel out. A composite score was calculated based on the
wieghted scores of each team's performance on the above measures.

The following cognitive map, based on Action Science (Argyris, Putnam & Smith, 1985),
was assumed as the basis of this interpretive study:

Initial -- , Framing -- Behavioral --> Consequences:

Conditions Assumptions Strategies Match

Mismatch (Error)

Figure 2

The initial conditions identify the environmental conditions under which the team is

operating. These conditions include the conditions of war and the level of enemy and
friendly activity. Related to the model of behavior shown above, this is the level of
detection. Framing assumptions govern behavioral strategies. For example, if an aircraft

is detected and determined to be hostile, the framing assumption is defense. The behavioral

strategy which follows this assumption is to intercept the enemy and under conditions of
war destroy the aircraft if possible. Consequences are either a match, a mismatch (error) or
both. A match occurs when the outcome is completed as planned. A mismatch (error)

occurs when the outcome is not completed as planned. When error occurs, leaming can
also occur.
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When repeated attempts to correct an error by modifying behavioral strategies results in

continued error, the organization is confronted with the need to revise its framing

assumptions. The modification of behaviors is termed single-loop learning. For example.

learning to detect and identify enemy aircraft more effectively would be single-loop

learning. By contrast, the alteration of framing assumptions is termed double-loop

learning. For example, if weapons directors are framing their responsibilities as

autonomous and discover that this relationship of autonomy is leading to error, they can

choose to engage in double loop learning and revise this assumption. If they reframe their

relationship as interdependent and create behavioral strategies to coordinate their activities

with the result that errors are reduced or eliminated, this would be successful double-loop

learning.

In this study a period of approximately one hour was chosen during which the weapons

director team committed a large number of errors and consequently the team level

performance for that scenario was extremely poor. The rationale for selecting this period

followed from the theory of organizational learning: learning results from the detection and

correction of error. Based on the critical action research model described by Carr and

Kemmis (1986), organizational learning is viewed in this study as a self-reflective spiral of

four phases or "moments" is illustrated in the following figure:

Practice Discourse

Reconstruction 1. Observation 2. Reflective

Analysis

Construction 4. Action 3. Planning

Figure 3

Based on this model of organizational learning, the primary research question for this study

is: Does the organizational learning model (observation, reflective analysis, planning,

action) describe the organizational learning patterns of the aircrews? Specific research

questions inquire into each phase of the model.
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The observation phase is the reconstruction of action by the aircrew. Reconstruction can be

accurate or inaccurate. Hence, the first phase of the research is to analyze the aircrew's

reconstruction of the action. The research question of interest in this phase is: Does the

aircrew detect the error identified by the research team? A related question of interest in this

phase is the accuracy with which the aircrews reconstruct the actions which produced the

error.

The reflective analysis phase is the aircrews' discursive reflection on and analysis of the

cause of the error. In action science, "Model I" and "Model II" discourse is distinguished.

Model I discourse includes making unillustrated attributions and evaluations, advocating

courses of action in ways that discourage inquiry, treating one's own views as obviously

correct, making covert attributions, evaluations, and face-saving moves such as leaving

potentially embarrassing facts unstated. Model II discourse, in contrast, combines

advocacy and inquiry and is characterized by attributions and evaluations which are

illustrated with relatively directly observable data, and the surfacing of conflicting views in

order to facilitate public testing of them. Hence the question of interest regarding this phase

of the action research is to confirm or disconfirm this finding: What model of discourse do

the aircrews use in critically reflecting on the error? A second question of interest in this

phase is the accuracy with which the aircrews analyze the cause of the error.

In the planning phase the aircrews attempt to construct a new practice. This phase of the

study focused on how the aircrews create new strategies. The research question of interest

in this phase is: How do the aircrews create new strategies to correct the error? A second

question focuses on the effectiveness of these strategies.

The action phase is the construction of practice. The research in this phase is focused on

the aircrews' enactment of its planned actions. The research question of interest is: Does

the aircrew enact the plan it has created? A second question asks whether the plan was

successful in overcoming the error.
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IV. ANALYSIS OF CRITICAL INCIDENTS:

a. This case study is drawn from the aircrew's second exposure to an equivalent high

work load scenario for Team 2. During this scenario, the second of three high work load

scenarios, Team 2 commits multiple errors with the consequence that its composite

performance rating is -71.8. (The composite scoie includes several critical variables

weighted in importance. The more negative the score, the worse the performance is rated.)

The case captures Team 2 during the final hour of this scenario. The approach to the

analysis of this case is as follows: (1) critical incidents from the scenario are selected

where an observable error has been committed by Team 2; (2) communications by Teani 2

at the time of the critical incident were transcribed; (3) the communications were analyzed

using the organizational learning model and action science heuristics.

b. Summary of Research Results.

Critical Incident 1. Both weapons de.cciors act unilaterally. WD2 unilaterally announces

that he is going "Bullseye" without asking for help or whether there might be another

solution to the problem of overload. WD.) undlaer:.'y agrees to maintain responsibility for

the enemy without inquiring into other possible solutions. The apparent contradiction in

the learning system exhibited in this incident is that both weapons directors share a theory-

in-use that closes them off from effectively communicating with each other.

Critical Incident 2. In this incident what is problematic is that WD I recognizes an error.

but does not pursue the resolution of this error when he receives no satisfactory response to

his question.

Critical Incident 3. What is problematic in this incident is the failure of inquiry and the

closed communication pattern. With the failure to communicate correct information, the

learning system is flawed and further error- will predictably be committed.

Critical Incident 4. WD2 defends his decision by advocating his position. SD seems to

hold a negative evaluation of WD2 's decision but communicates the evaluation indirectly.

WD2 seems to recognize SD's negative evaluation and defends his decision. The

contradiction in the learning system is that because the communication is closed, the

decision is not examined and a superior plan cannot be created.
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Critical Incident 5. This incident is an illustration of single-loop learning. When the
weapons directors discover that they have made an error, they go on to correct the error.

The problem with this learning pattern is that they do not inquire into how the error

occurred. As a result, they may repeat the error again since they do not know how it

originally occurred.

Critical Incident 6. Single-loop learning is again illustrated in this incident. The outcome

of this learning incident is the discovery of error and the immediate cause of the error. The
reason WD3 failed to have the vital information regarding the activation of the SAM site

remains unexplored and hence undiscovered.

Critical Incident 7. Another example of single-loop learning is illustrated here, resulting
from the error of an unpaired enemy aircraft. When SD recommends that WDI coordinate

the response and "go through the lane" he is acting on the implicit assumption of shared
responsibility. SD is unilaterally advocating his position of a structural solution to the

problem of coordination. The unintended outcome of this action is that there is no double-

loop learning, the WDs do not learn how to discover the error in their framing assumption.

Critical Incident 8. This is an example of double-loop learning. WD3 acknowledges that

WD2 has a problem and inquires into the problem using Model II discourse.

Critical Incident 9. Another example of double-loop learning is exemplified in this
incident. The WDs and SD hold different views of the identity of ME 12. A test is

constructed to determine the identity of ME12. This is double-loop learning because the

WDs and the SD agree to test their different views rather than defend their own

assumptions. Agreeing to test differing views is based on the assumption that the team

shares responsibility for the correct identification of aircraft.

Critical Incident 10. Here is an example of illogical reasoning and flawed organizational
learning. Because the previous enemy pretended to be friendly, the weapons director and
pilot assume that 4231 must be an enemy since he is communicating as a friendly. The

conclusion could be correct, but the reasoning is flawed. The team fails to construct a test
which can distinguish an enemy from a friendly.
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

'1
a. This interpretive study used organizational learning and action science heuristics as a

way to explain the performance of Team 2 during a one hour period of a high workload

scenario. Using these heuristics, the study has shown that the learning patterns of Team 2

are problematic. It is the conclusion of this study that the primary contradiction in the

learning pattern of Team 2 is its unilateral, individual level of learning, a closed

communication pattern between the weapons directors. However, the study illustrates two

incidents of double-loop learning which suggests that Team 2 is beginning to correct the

flaws in its organizational learning, an hypothesis which can be tested in the next stage of

the research project.

b. It is recommended that the next stage of the research investigate the learning patterns of

Team 2 during all three high workload scenarios. Measures can be established to compare

organizational learning patterns during each of the high workload scenarios. It is

hypothesized that an organizational learning pattern of open communication will positively

correlate with levels of team performance. The final stage of research can test this

hypothesis by comparing the organizational learning patterns of all twelve teams which

participated in this experiment.

c. These preliminary findings and the final results of this research should be of

considerable interest to the United States Air Force. Problematic organizational learning

patterns such as those shown in this case study can result in poor levels of team

performance and under conditions of war can lead to unintended death. On a positive note.

this team demonstrated the capacity for organizational learning, the correction of errors in

the organization's learning system, a capacity which will be studied in greater depth in the

next stage of this research project.
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The Effects of Propranolol on Thermoregulation During
Radiofrequency Radiation-Induced Heating

and
The Examination of Host/Graft Integration in the Rat Hippocampus

Using Multiple Site Optical Recording
by

James P. Fitzgerald

ABSTRACT

Multiple site optical recording of membrane potential allows the
visualization of neuronal activity over a broad area simultaneously,
utilizing a voltage sensitive dye which responds rapidly, and in a linear
fashion, to changes in membrane potential by altering its absorbance. In
the present study, optical recording was used to evaluate the integration of
cortical and hippocampal tissue transplanted into the hippocampus of male
rats approximately 2 years prior. 400um sagittal sections of living tissue
were made using an oscillating tissue slicer. The tissue was kept alive by
constantly bathing it in artificial cerebrospinal fluid oxygenated with 95%,
02/5% C02. Results from this experiment suggest that hippocampal tissue
integrates better than cortical tissue grafted into the hippocampus.
Secondly, grafts in ectopic locations integrate less well than those in the
hippocampus.

The beta-adrenergic antagonist propranolol interferes with the
thermoregulatory responses of anesthetized male rats exposed to 2.45 Giz
radiofrequency radiation. Heart rate, blood pressure, respiratory rate and
temperature at five locations were recorded during radiofrequency
radiation exposure. Propranolol significantly decreases both the colonic
temperature at death, and the time required to reach lethal temperature
from 38.5'C, when administered in a dose of 10 mg/Kg body weight,
intramuscularly.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The Radiation Sciences Division (RZP) at the United States Air

Force School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks Air Force Base, Texas, is

composed of investigators in the fields of physiology and

neuroscience. The research in these two fields is tied together by the

common interest in the biological effects of radiofrequency radiation

(RFR).

Exposure of animals or human beings to RFR results primarily

in heating of the exposed tissue. However, due to the

electromagnetic nature of radiofrequency waves, the pattern of

heating can be much different than that caused by an increase in

ambient temperature. Consequently, the physiological and

neurochemical responses of an organism to RFR exposure are unique.

It is therefore important to examine these responses to better

understand the effect of RFR exposure on biological systems.
I hold a Bachelor of Science degree in Biological Sciences. My

course of study focused on organismal biology, and my own interest

was in mammalian physiology. As a graduate student, I am

researching questions of neurobiology, particularly neurochemistry

and neuroanatomy. Furthermore, I am strongly interested in the

effects of ionizing and non-ionizing radiation of the neuroendocrine

system. My long range objective is to conduct research in the field of

Aerospace Medicine.
Consequently, I was chosen by the members of RZP to assist in

research pertaining to physiology, neurochemistry and

neuroanatomy. My knowledge of these fields of biological research is

complimented by my ability to perform surgical techniques,
including catheterization and stereotaxic surgery, as well as the

isolation, sectioning and preparation of brain tissue for microscopic

examination

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

During my term of appointment at the School of Aerospace Medicine.

I assisted with two ongoing projects. My responsibility in the first
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project was to determine the effects of the beta- adrenergic receptor

antagonist propranolol on the thermoregulatory responses of

anesthetized rats exposed to 2.45-GHz RFR. Propranolol is commonly

prescribed by physicians to manage a variety of cardiovascular

conditions. It prevents peripheral vasodilation, and slows the

intrinsic rhythm of contractility in the heart. My second task was to

examine the hippocampi of rats that had received grafts of cortical or

hippocampal tissue, using multiple site optical recording. The

purpose was to observe neurophysiological function for indications of

integration of host and graft tissue.

III.

PROJECT I. The Effects of Propranolol on Thermoregulation

During Radiofrequency Radiation Induced Heating

a. I worked under the guidance of Dr. James Jauchem, Ph.D., and

Dr. Melvin Frei, Ph.D. , measuring the physiological parameters of

blood pressure, heart rate, respiratory rate and body temperature

during a terminal exposure to RFR- induced heating. Further, I

wanted to observe the effects propranolol had on these parameters

in order to make an inference about the role of the beta-adrenergic

system in thermoregulation.

b. All animals in this study were Sprague-Dawley male rats. Rats

were anesthetized with Ketamine HCL, 150 mg/kg, intramuscularly.

Additional doses were administered as required to maintain

anesthesia throughout the entire experiment. I catheterized the left

carotid artery in order to measure blood pressure. In the exposure

chamber, the animal was placed on a plexiglass holder in the H

orientation, so that the long axis of the animal was parallel to the

magnetic field, and the left side of the animal was nearest the

antenna (Frei et al. 1989). Respiration was measured with a

pneumatic bulb transducer. Leads for an EKG were attached to the

right forelimb, and both the right and left hindlimbs. Body

temperature was measured at the colon, left and right sides (lateral,
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midthorax, subcutaneous), the base of the tail and the right tympanic
membrane. These methods are fully described by Frei, et. al., 1989.

c. Animals were exposed individually to far-field, 2.45-GHz,
continuous-wave RFR. All exposures were conducted in an exposure
chamber at the RFR facility at the School of Aerospace Medicine,
Brooks AFB, Texas. Because individual animals have different
baseline temperatures, each rat was exposed to a warm-up period,
during which its colonic temperature was raised to 39.5°C. When this
temperature was achieved, the radiation source was turned off, and
10mg/Kg body weight of propranolol were administered to the
animal intraperitoneally. Control animals received an injection of
saline in an equivalent volume. When the colonic temperature
returned to 38."'C, RFR exposure was commenced until death
occurred. S,.rvival times, along with all physiological parameters
described above, were monitored and recorded.

d. Statistical analysis of the data recorded is being conducted by
the RZP personnel. This data is to be compared with that recorded
from identical procedures using another adrenergic receptor
antagonist labetolol, and one using a lesser dosage of propranolol.
Preliminary results using one way analysis of variance and Duncan's
new multiple range test with Kramer's correction factor for unequal
sample size indicate that the time to death, from power on at 38.5°C,
of the higher dose propranolol was significantly shorter than the low
dose propranolol (2 mg/kg), labetalol and saline controls. The lethal
colonic temperature was significantly lower for propranolol treated
animals in both dosages, and labetalol, than for controls. These
results, combined with results from studies with nadolol, and saline
suggest that the beta-adrenergic receptors are involved in
thermoregulation with no additional effect from alpha-adrenergic
receptors. (Jauchem, Personal Communication).
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IV.
PROJECT II: The Examination of Host/Graft Integration in
the Rat Hippocampus Using Multiple Site Optical Recording

a. The other project I participated in involved the isolation of
slices of living brain tissue in vitro. The animals used in this study
were two year old male Spraque-Dawley rats. These rats had
received selective lesions of the Dentate Gyrus within the
hippocampus, produced by ionizing radiation. Control rats received

sham exposure. Four months after irradiation or sham irradiation,
selected rats received grafts of hippocampal or cortical tissue. Other
rats received sham graft surgeries. These procedures produced the
following groups: I)Irradiated/hippocampal graft,.
2)Irradiated/cortical graft, 3)Irradiated/Sham graft, 4) Sham
irradiated/hippocampal graft, 5)Sham irradiated/cortical graft, and
6)Sham irradiated/sham graft. These procedures have been
described previously by Mickley, et al. 1990.

b. During the course of my appointment at Brooks Air Force Base,
these rats were transported to Brooks AFB from the Armed Forces
Radiobiology Research Institute in Bethesda, MD., where they had
been housed. I worked with a 1990 Summer Faculty Researcher, Dr.
David Senseman, PhD. in his laboratory at the University of Texas at

San Antonio. Dr. Senseman's lab has the facilities to perform a
technique know as multiple sight optical recording. Optical recording
allows the visualization of neuronal activity over a broad area
simultaneously. This technique utilizes a voltage sensitive dye which
responds rapidly, and in a linear fashion, to changes in membrane

potential by altering its absorbance. Computer animation of these
changes in the quantity of light received by a photodiode array,
mounted atop a Zeiss microscope, allowed visualization of both th
temporal and spatial organization of neuronal activity in the rat

hippocampus. The ability to observe a broad area provides
information about the functional integration of the graft tissue. thus
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providing valuable insight into host/transplant relationships
(Senseman, et al. 1990).

c. The rats were anesthetized with Metaphane, decapitated, and
their brains removed from the skull. Each brain was bisected along
the midline, and each hemisphere was mounted on a teflon block,
medial side down using Cyanoacrylate glue. 400um sagittal sections
of the living tissue were made using an oscillating tissue slicer. The
tissue was kept alive throughout the experiment by constantly
bathing it in artificial cerebrospinal fluid oxygenated with
95% 02/5% C02.

d. Brain sections containing grafted tissue, or, in sham rats,
sections of the corresponding area of the host hippocampus, were
chosen for use. Slices were placed into a bath chamber containing a
field stimulating electrode. The electrode was placed across the
subiculum, a region posterior to the hippocampus containing the
afferent fibers which travel to the hippocampus. The bath was then
mounted on the stage of the Zeiss microscope, and the field electrode
connected to a stimulator. We were also able to use a microelectrode
to stimulate discrete regions of the host hippocampus, or to stimulate
within the graft itself.

e. Stimulation of the afferent pathways to the host hippocampus
produced neuronal activity in the host, but little was seen in the
graft. Similarly, stimulation of the graft produced activity within the
graft, but little activity was conducted into the surrounding host
tissue. Generally, grafts of hippocampal tissue integrated better than
grafts of cortical tissue. In addition, grafts of either tissue type
found in ectopic locations integrated less well than those found
within the dentate gyrus (Senseman, Personal Communication).

V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. The results of the study on thermoregulation suggest that the
adrenergic control of thermoregulation is mediated by stimulation of
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the beta-adrenergic receptors, with little input from the alpha- .

receptors. Propranolol is not selective for beta-i or beta-2 type

receptors. Consequently, I suggest that future research into

thermoregulation in response to rfr exposure be conducted with

selective beta-I and beta-2 antagonists. This would provide further

insight into the role of the adrenergic system in thermoregulation.

In addition, selective agonists may be included. These agents should

potentiate thermoregulator responses that are inhibited by

propranolol.

b. Multiple site optical recording has proven to be an extremely

valuable tool for use in inquiries into the functional activity of

relatively broad regions of the brain. Such observations of neuronal

activity in the hippocampus and olfactory bulbs have demonstrated

its usefulness. This technique provides information about the spatial

organization of activity that cannot be gained from single site

recording methods. Further, it has demonstrated itself to be very

useful for determination of functional integration of grafted tissue.

This can be applied to any neural graft placed within the host brain.

Both the lesion/graft replacement and multiple site optical recording

techniques should prove very useful in future studies into the

function of the intact brain, as well as in injured or degenerative

conditions such as Parkinsonism, Alzheimer's and Huntington's

diseases.
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AN ELECTROPHORETIC COMPARISON OF THE EFFECTS OF VARIOUS

CARBOXYLESTERASE INHIBITORS ON CHOLINESTERASE AND

CARBOXYLESTERASE ACTIVITIES

by

Lisa Jones

ABSTRACT

Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis was used to determine in vivo

(administration of inhibitors to animals prior to sacrificing) and ex

vivo (addition of inhibitors to serum following sacrificing) effects of

tetraisopropyl pyrophosphoramide (Iso-OMPA), 2-(o-Cresyl)-4H-l:3:2"-

benzodioxaphosphorin-2-oxide (CBDP) and pinacolyl methylphosphono-

fluoridate (SOMAN) upon rat serum cholinesterase and carboxylesterase

activities. Acetylthiocholine, butyrylthiocholine and naphthyl acetate,

three commercially available substrates were used in this study. In

general, CBDP and Iso-OMPA inhibited esterase activity following both in

vivo and ex vivo administration. Significant inhibition was also

observed following in vivo administration of SOMAN.

I. INTRODUCTION:

Among the esterases is an enyme known as carboxylesterase (CAE)

which is present in numerous vertebrate and nonvertebrate organs and

tissues [1]. Mammalian liver and serum carboxylesterase activity is

particularly interesting to investigators examining detoxification

reactions. Rodents (which were used in this study) are unusual mammals

in that they have extremely high levels of CAE activity which can be

completly inhibited without apparent effect. Serum and liver

carboxylesterases are excellent enzymes for detoxification of

organophosphorous compounds containing carboxylic ester substituents
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[2]; Although liver carboxylesterase activity has long been recognized

as important in xenobiotic detoxification, blood also appears to be an

important detoxification site [3]. The detoxification capacity of CAE

gives rodents substantial protection against organophosphorous compounds

(compared to other mamalian species with low CAE activity).

Isozymes and multiple forms of carboxylesterases have been shown

to exist and exhibit widely different and overlapping carboxylesterase

substrate specificities [4-7]. Previously, Chambers et al. [Chambers,

J.P., Hartgraves, S.L., Murphy, M.R., Kumar, N. and Valdes, J.J., IN

PRESS] using a variety of ester substrates, showed naphthyl acetate

hydrolysis to be very sensitive to CBDP. Surprisingly, these ex vivo

investigations indicated Iso-OMPA to be considerably less inhibitory

than CBDP. Thus, the question of whether a possible in vivo effect

potentiates Iso-OMPA inhibition arises.

Since serum appears to be a complex mixture of esterase activities,

separation of various esterase components from one another allows

assessment of effects of various inhibitors upon individual component

esterase activity. The purpose of this investigation was to contrast

the effects of in vivo administration of various carboxylesterase

inhibitors on cholinesterase and carboxylesterase activity to those of

earlier ex vivo studies.

II. OBJECTIVE OF RESEARCH EFFORT:

The purpose of this investigation was to compare ex vivo and in

vivo effects of various carboxylesterase inhibitors on cholinesterase

and carboxylesterase activity.

III. METHODS: Electrophoresis was carried out as described by Chambers

et al. [Chambers, J.P., Hartgraves, S.L. and Murphy, M.R., MANUSCRIPT
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IN PREPARATION].

Preparation of Gels-Separating gels (7.5 %) were prepared by

adding 4.95 ml distilled water, 2.5 ml 1.5 M Tris Buffer, pH 8.8 and 2.5

ml 30 % Bis-Acrylamide. The mixture was degassed for 15 minutes

afterwhich 50 ul 10 % Ammonium Persulfate and 6.25 ul TEMED were added

and allowed to polymerize for 45 minutes at room temperature. To the

top of the polymerized separating gel was added 10 ml of a previously

degassed gel solution comprised of 6.2 ml distilled water, 2.5 ml 0.5 M

Tris Buffer, pH 6.8, 1.3 ml 30 % Bis-Acrylamide containing 50 ul 10 %

Ammonium Persulfate and lOul TEMED. Combs (0.75 mm) are inserted and

the stacking gel allowed to polymerize. Following polymerization, combs

are removed and the wells rinsed well with deionized water. Prior to

application of sample, the gel is subjected to electrophoresis at 200

volts for 1 hour. Sample protein is loaded into the respective wells

and electrophoresed for 1 (25 °C) or 22 hours (5 °C) depending upon the

substrate used.

Gel Staining-

l-Naphthylacetate-Gels electrophoresed for 1 hour at 25 0 C were

rinsed with deionized water three times following electrophoresis. Gels

were incubated with 200 ml of 40 mM Tris Buffer, pH 7.1 containing 2.57

mM Fast Blue RR salt and 1 mM l-Naphthylacetate for 30 minutes while

shaking at room temperature. Following incubation, the substrate

solution is poured off and the reaction is quenched by immersing the gel

in 0.1 N Acetic Acid for 10-15 minutes at room temperature. Following

quenching, the gel is washed well with distilled water.

Acetyl and Butyrylthiocholine-Following pre-electrophoresis,

samples are loaded into wells and electrophoresed at 10 volts for 2
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hours at 5 °C. After two hours, voltage is increased (50 V) and

electrophoresis is continued for an additional 22 hours. Following

electrophoresis, the gel is rinsed three times with water and once while

shaking (1 hour) with a freshly prepared reaction mixture containing

either 3.8 mM acetylthiocholine or butyrylthiocholine iodide. The

mixture is poured off and the reaction quenched by addition of 3 M

ammonium sulfate (I hour at room temperature). Quenching solution is

poured off and the gel is incubated for 10 minutes or until color is

developed. Following development, the gel is washed well with deionized

water.

IV. RESULTS:

a. Incubation of gels with acetylthiocholine-As shown in Figure

1, rat serum exhibits two major peaks of cholinesterase activity

following electrophoresis. One activity (Peak A) migrated considerably

slower than the other (Peak B). Partial characterization of these

activity peaks was accomplished using 1) different substrates and 2)

known cholinesterase inhibitors. Shown in Figure 2 are in vivo effects

of Iso-OMPA, a known Butyrylcholinesterase inhibitor. Peak A is

completely inhibited suggesting that this slower migrating species is

Butyrylcholinesterase. Iso-OMPA exhibited little effect on the faster

migrating activity. The insensitivity of the second peak to Iso-OMPA

and its absence when assayed with butyrylthiocholine as substrate sug-

gest that this species is representative of Acetylcholinesterase. Shown

in Figure 3 are ex vivo effects of Iso-OMPA. Although inhibitory, it is

not as inhibitory as in vivo administration of inhibitor. Surprisingly.

CBDP, a known carboxylesterase inhibitor, significantly reduced the

level of slower migrating esterase activity. This was also observed in
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ex vivo serum as shown in Figure 4. Soman, a very toxic,

organophosphate, completely inhibited the activity of both

electrophoretic species (see Figure 5).

b. Incubation of gel with butyrylthiocholine-Only the slower

migrating species was observed in the presence of butyrylthiocholine as

substrate. Administration of Iso-OMPA to animals revealed inhibition of

the slower migrating species as previously noted (Figure 6). Consistent

with this inhibitory pattern is the in vivo effect of CBDP, indicating

almost complete inhibition of the slower migrating species observed in

the presence ofacetylthiocholine as substrate (Figure 7). Shown in

Figure 8 are effects of soman using butyrylthiocholine as substrate

indicating complete inhibition. In vivo treatment with Iso-OMPA and

CBDP were consistent with previously observed ex vivo effects (Figures 9

and 10, respectively).

c. Incubation of gels with Naphthyl Acetate-Shown in Figure 11 is

an electrophoretic profile of carboxylesterase activity (1 hour at 50

vol- s at 25 °C followed by development in the presence of

naphthylacetate as substrate). As indicated in the figure,

carboxylesterase activity migrated as a single, symmetrical species.

The in vivo effect of CBDP, a known carboxylesterase inhibitor, is shown

in Figure 12 indicating complete inhibition of naphthyl acetate esterase

activity. In contrast, in vivo and ex vivo treatment with Iso-OMPA did

not indicate the same degree of inhibition as observed for CBDP (Figures

13 and 14, respectively). Likewise, in vivo assessment of soman

revealed only partial inhibition of carboxylesterase activity (Figure,

15).
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V. DISCUSSION:

Findings described here are consistent with previous ex vivo

experiments carried out in this laboratory indicating Butyryl-

cholinesterase to hydrolyze both acetylthiocholine and butyryl-

thiocholine (Figures 1 and 16, respectively). In contrast,

Acetylcholinesterase hydrolyzed only acetylthiocholine. These

observations further support the suggestion that the faster moving

cholinesterase species is, in fact, Acetylcholinesterase. Each of the

cholinesterase peaks could be identified after a 20 hour electrophoretic

separation if presented with the suitable substrate. In contrast,

carboxylesterase activity, the fastest migrating species, is clearly

separated from cholinesterase activity after 1 hour of electrophoresis

(Figure 11). Identification of this species as being carboxylesterase

is supported by the fact that it is rery sensitive to a known

carboxylesterase inhibitor, CBDP (Figure 12).

Previously, experiments carried out in this laboratory

demonstrated potent inhibition by CBDP of carboxylesterase activity

using naphthyl acecate as the substrate. Although Acetylcholinesterase

and Butyrylcholinesterase also hydrolyze naphthyl acetate, the amount of

very fast migrating electrophoretic activity (Carboxylesterase) is many

times greater than combined cholinesterase activity (as evidenced by the

amount of unresolved esterase activity remaining at the origin following

one hour of electrophoresis).

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

This investigation supports previous studies indicating CBDP to be

a potent carboxylesterase inhibitor both in and ex vivo. Iso-OMPA also

proved to inhibit both in vivo and ex vivo. Consistent with earlier
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findings of Chambers et al. [Chambers, J.P., Hartgraves, S.L., Murphy,

M.R., Kumar, N. and Valdes, J.J., IN PRESS] is the ex vivo effect of

Iso-OMPA. However, its greatest inhibitory effect was observed

following in vivo administration. The effects produced by soman

described in this report are consistent with the literature. In vivo

patterns of cholinesterase activity were consistent with previous ex

vivo experiments carried out in this laboratory. Additional experiments

using more control and experimental animals are necessary.
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Human Performance Model of Fatigue

by

Kelly J. Neville

ABSTRACT

A statistical model to predict the consequences of sleep

deprivation on human performance over a 35 hr period was

developed. A computer simulation utilizing the model was

built with Micro SAINT 3.0 for demonstration purposes. A

second computer program, written in PASCAL, was designed to

facilitate use of the model as a descriptive and predictive

tool.

The model consists of two equations: one describes the

time course of accuracy; the other portrays the decay of

response latency over time. An independent variable of both

equations is the inherently cyclical body temperature which

introduces the influence of the circadian cycle into the

model. Another independent variable is the number of hours

a person has been awake. Multivariate equations have pro-

duced performance degradation curves that account for 89.49

percent of the variance in composite response time data and

85.68 percent of the variance in composite accuracy data.
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I. INTRODUCTION .4

The serious problems of inefficiency and high accident

rates during sustained operations and unaccustomed work

shifts continue to prevail despite the growing body of

literature on sleep deprivation, desynchronosis, and human

performance. The military is one of many organizations with

much incentive to control these disconcertingly persistent

dangers.

Drs. Jon French and Samuel Schiflett of the Aerospace Re-

search Crew Technology Branch of USAFSAM are involved in

research to enhance performance of U.S. Air Force air and

ground crews. The objectives of this effort are to enhance

performance by developing countermeasures to diminish the

effects of fatigue and desynchronosis (e.g., French, Hannon,

& Brainard, in press; French, Boll, & Storm, in press). One

goal of this project is to build a statistical model of sus-

tained human performance which would assist in understanding

the dynamics of fatigue.

Groundwork for this model was done prior to the beginning

of the summer project term. A great deal of human perfor-

mance data was collected and analyzed during a sleep depri-

vation study (French et al., 1990). Subsequently, modeling

and computer simulation strategies based on this data were
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formed by Dr. French and myself (Neville, 1990). This

program has made it possible for these modeling strategies

to be implemented and greatly improved.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The primary goal of this work was to generate a statis-

tical model that describes human performance during sus-

tained operations. Since physiological and time variables

serve as independent variables to the model, the analysis

and understanding of the relationships of these parameters

with performance was vital.

A secondary goal was to create a simulation of human

performance on a generic task during sustained operations

for demonstration purposes. The simulation would allow the

user to manipulate parameters in order to compare perfor-

mance under different time and physiological conditions. It

was to be built with the PC compatible modeling package

Micro SAINT 3.0 (Seifert, 1979).

A third goal was to create a utility computer program to

complement the simulation. This PASCAL program would allow

the user to change parameters and equations. It's function

would be to generate a range of predicted values, so that,

as with the simulation, the user may easily evaluate and
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compare different time and physiological conditions. Unlike

the simulation, it would present the resultant output values

for immediate evaluation.

III. OBJECTIVE I - STATISTICAL MODEL

A. Prototypical data generated in a 30 hrs awake perfor-

mance study paradigm was used to build the model (French et

al., 1990). The data was collected every 2 hrs from the 12

hrs awake time point (1800) to the 30 hrs awake time point

(1200). It consisted of electroencephalogram (EEG) and

temperature readings, eyeblink frequency, neuroendocrine

levels, and performance scores on the Walter Reed Perfor-

mance Assessment Battery (WRPAB) (Thorne, Gensen, Sing, &

Hegge, 11,85; Perez, Masline, Ramsey, & Urban, 1987) and the

Complex Cognitive Assessment Battery (CCAB) (Hartel, 1988;

Perez et al., 1987). Practice effects on the cognitive

performance tasks were minimized by three practice trials

between 1000 and 1600.

Ten subjects participated. The data of one who did not

complete the study was disregarded. Five subjects were

tested in each of two sessions. For the duration of each 30

hr test session subjects sat in adjacent booths. Each booth

had a computer on which subjects independently performed
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computer tasks. Food and bathroom breaks were permitted.

A number of the cognitive tasks demonstrated a signi-

ficant overall decline in performance over time, especially

during the early morning hours. Scores on these tasks were

categorized as measures of accuracy (see Figure 1) or re-

sponse time (see Figure 2). Average scores on individual

tasks were normalized by dividing the average score at each

of the nine time points by the average score at the trial I

time point (1800) and multiplying by 100. The normalized

scores of individual tasks in each category were averaged

together to produce composite response time and composite

accuracy scores. The number of hours awake and body temper-

ature function as the independent variables of the model.

These were averaged across subjects.

B. Initially, the attempt to generate predictive equations

was confined to modeling the Serial Math (SM) task of the

WRPAB, which was scored in terms of total time (ttime) on

task (ttime), and the Numbers (N) task of the CCAB, which

was scored by percent missed (% missed). A least squares

method was employed which first considered only hours awake

(ha), but later included body temperature (bt), as well, to

model performance on the SM task, x2(6 , N=7)= .4665, p<.005,

with Equation 1 (see Figure 3), and on the N task, X2( 6 ,
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N=7)=5.3685, p<.750 with Equation 2 (see Figure 4).

ttime = -517.482 + 3.2588(ha) + 6.6047(bt) (1)

% missed = 1776.631 + 0.2380(ha) - 17.9946(bt) (2)

Because these equations did not generalize to predict

performance on similar cognitive tasks, the next modeling

attempts utilized the composite accuracy and response time

curves. Bivariate equations produced lines of close fit to

the curvilinear slopes of the composite response time data,

x2(6, N=7)=0.3931, p<.005 (see Figure 5), and the composite

accuracy data, x2(6, N=7)=2.1856, p<.005 (see Figure 6).

response time = 168.9074 + 0.7378(ha) - 0.9839(bt) (3)

accuracy = -631.3464 - 1.5863(ha) + 7.5237(bt) (4)

Multivariate equations were able to model the composite

curves even closer. Therefore, a third term in the form of
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a variation of the hours awake variable was added. The

resulting Equation 5 accounted for 89.49 percent of the

variance in the composite response time scores (see Figure

7). Equation 6 accounted for 85.68 of the variance in the

composite accuracy scores (see Figure 8). All parameter

estimates for both equations were significant, P<.O001.

response time = -9291.8034 - 242.3934(ha)

+ 3508.5376(e t) + 2355864(ha/bt2) (5)

accuracy = 5545.597 + 162.283116(ha)

- 2032.4895(ebt) - 1577082(ha/bt2) (6)
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IV. OBJECTIVE II - SIMULATION

A. The predictive equations of the model have been inte-

grated into a computer simulation of sustained performance

of a generic cognitive task. The simulation was built on an

IBM-AT class computer with Micro SAINT 3.0. (Seifert, 1979).

The simulated task consists of six interconnected nodes

which represent a decision process and the decision outcome

(see Figure 9).

B. The number of hours awake and an oral temperature value

are entered into the simulation program by the user. The

predictive equations utilize these values to produce an

accuracy and a response time score. These scores determine

the duration of the decision process and the probability

that the correct decision will be made during each simula-

tion. After one simulation trial, the default values of

seven hrs awake and 98.0 degrees Fahrenheit replace the

user's values and the simulation is repeated. Thus, the

user is able to visually assess and compare general perfor-

mance models under different physiological and time condi-

tions.
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V. OBJECTIVE III - UTILITY PROGRAM

A. In order to allow the model's predictions to be acces-

sible and easily evaluated, the equations have been inte-

grated into a PASCAL computer program. The program is built

on an IBM-AT class computer.

B. The PASCAL program is designed to predict and graph

hourly percentages of performance decrement across a 35 hr

period given a particular body temperature value. It will

do the same across the human body temperature range given an

hours awake value of 35 hrs or less.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

A. The development of this human performance model will

contribute to the understanding of the physiological and

environmental elements that effect human performance. It

may therefore prove to be quite valuable in the designing of

work environments and work practices that would increase

personnel alertness and efficiency. It is additionally an

aim of the model to serve as a tool in delineating optimal

work and rest cycles for individuals exposed to the dangers

of fatigue in their work. The computer simulation and
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particularly the PASCAL program, will serve as useful tools

to persons responsible for scheduling these cycles.

B. Additional physiological parameters measured during the
30 hrs awake performance study which generated the source

data will continue to undergo analysis to determine if any

will contribute to the model's predictive ability. Can-

didates such as eyeblink frequency and EEG may dampen the

sinusoidal tendencies introduced into the model by the

circadian function of body temperature. In contrast, the

inclusion of melatonin and cortisol levels is expected to

strengthen circadian tendencies. These additions may

-ctrengthen the model's accuracy and replace the present

third variable of the multivariate equations as more mean-

ingful parameters.

While a high degree of consistency in the performance

Jecrement of individuals across trials and across tasks has

:aeen demonstrated, great variability has been found to exist

,,mong individuals. Currently, the model describes only the

average performance decrement on cognitive tasks; it is

crucial that it be refined to consider this variation among

persons. Further analysis of the relationships of physio-

logical parameters with sustained performance will very
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possibly reveal a correlation that is key to the accurate

prediction of individual performance.

C. A follow-up project to the 30 hrs awake study will

measure performance throughout a 36 hr period. This project

should indicate the dependability and value of the model as

a predictor of human performance during sustained opera-

tions. In addition, it will contribute to the extension of

the prediction period and will reveal where improvements are

needed.
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Aortic Input Impedance Calculation in

Supine & UpriQht Baboon

by

George C. Proicou

ABSTRACT

Chronically instrumented baboons were monitored as

to the hemodynamic parameters of pressure and flow in the

ascending aortic root, in both the supine and 70 degree

head upright tilt state. The data on these parameters

was amplified and recorded on a eight channel tape

recorder and later filtered and down loaded to a floppy

disk for data analysis using the personal computer based

program DaDisp. From this analysis, the input and

characteristic impedance was determined.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

There is an interest in describing the hemodynamic load

upon the heart in both the supine and upright state. The

cardiovascular system has been well characterized in the

supine state, but there is a paucity of data describing

the hydraulic function of the cardiovascular system in

the upright condition.

The Laboratory of Aerospace Cardiovascular Research

(LACR) is conducting ongoing studies into the area of

cardiovascular response to changes in gravitational

stress on the cardiovascular sysytem. From this research

information on the ventricular and vascular performance

in general can be derived and applied to the operational

environment for aircrew of high performance aircraft.

My research interests include cardiovascular fluid

mechanics as applied to the problems associated with the

aerospace field as a whole. This as well as my

background in aerospace engineering led to my assignment

to LACR at USAFSAM.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Currently, there is a lack of data available on aortic

input impedance, hence pulsatile load, on the human or

primate heart for the upright state (70 degrees head up

tilt). Most studies describing input impedance in man

have been obtained during elective cardiac

catheterizations, which evaluates the supine posture

only. Since man spends most of his life in the upright

position, parameters and data measured in the supine

position may not accurately reflect the chronic loading

condition of the heart. Therefore, the main objective

was to study a non human primate model, evaluating the

pulsatile load on the left ventricle in both a supine and

upright state. Another objective was to compare the

results from the analysis performed by Fourier analysis

with those obtained using a computer model characterizing

the systemic arterial tree as a 3-element Windkessel.

III.

a. The model used in the study is a chronically

instrumented baboon. Five animals were used in the

research this summer. All data acquisition was done

using approved techniques for animal research. The

aortic flow was measured by a catheter mounted

EMF flow probe, mounted with the proximal pressure
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transducer housing. The pressure in the aorta was

measured by placing a dual tipped Millar hi-fidelity 8

French catheter in the ascending aorta, see Figure 1.

This procedure was done using a femoral artery cutdown

with flouroscopic assistance for catheter manipulation.

The animal was initially placed on a tilt table in the

supine position. Flow and pressure measurements were

then taken for about 1 minute. Cardiac outputs were also

measured by thermodilution techniques. For accuracy, 3

outputs were usually taken and averaged. The animal,

being secured to the table, was then tilted upright 70

degrees. Data and cardiac outputs were then measured as

before. The animal was then tilted back to supine. This

concluded the data acquisition.

The signals of pressure, flow and ECG

(Electrocardiogram) were amplified and stored on a

8-channel R.E Vetter VHS data recorder. The data was

then downloaded through a Precision Filter at 100 Hz

cutoff with a 30 db/octave roll off to prevent

antialiasing. The iltered signal was sampled at 500 Hz

and digitized using Laboratory Workbench software on the

Masscomp computer system. Supine and upright data were

then extracted into their own files and then downloaded

to a floppy disk. The data was then transferred to an

independent workstation and final analysis was done using

the software DaDisp.
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Within DaDisp, a series of three to four consecutive

cardiac cycles or beats from both the aortic pressure and

flow were extracted and averaged. These representative

beats of the pressure and flow were then calibrated:

pressure based on the predetermined channel calibrations

and the flow based on the cardiac output per cardiac

cycle time.

Once these representative beats were derived, a Fast

Fourier Transform (FFT) was performed on each to

establish their respective frequency content. The

magnitude and angle of the FFT's of the signals at the

first 12 harmonics were then determined. The first 12

harmonics are the only ones of any real concern, since

most physiological systems are fully described within

this range.

From Ohm's law applied to fluid mechanics, the

resistance, R, a fluid at a pressure, P, and traveling at

a flow rate, Q, sees against its movement is given by

This is true for a uniform steady state system, analagous

to a direct current (d.c.) system in electrical terms.

However, the cardiovascular system is anything but a

steady pressure-flow system, being, in fact, a pulsatile

one, analagous to an alternating current (a.c.) system in
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electrical terms.

Now Ohm's law in an a.c. circuit takes on a variation

from its d.c. couterpart such that:

Where Zo is the impedance the flow sees against its

movement, and P and Q are the time dependent pressure and

flow of the fluid, respectively. Now if the pressure is

given by F. P -Gt -

and the flow by CCtC

then the impedance Z is given by T)LztA-9¢

Now the impedance magnitude is simply

and the phase angle is given by

Now from the impedance results we are concerned with only

a few of the frequencies given. At the zero harmonic or

the fundamental frequency, we have Rp, the d.c.

resistance. Averaging the third to the twelth harmonics,

we arrive at the characteristic impedance, Zc, or the

impedance the heart would see if the system was

reflectionless.
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Once it was felt that we had physiologically acceptable

results, the calibrated flow and pressure were exported

from DaDisp and input to a computer model, which is based

on a 3 element windkessel, see Figure 2. The computer

program then fitted a calculated flow to the measured

flow. The program also calculated Rp and Zc based on the

input aortic pressure and modeled flow.

b. As can be seen by the data results given in Table I,

in all five animals the d.c. resistance, Rp, increased

from supine to upright; however, in 2 of the animals the

characteristic impedance, Zc, decreased going from supine

to upright, while the opposite was true in the rest.

The reasons for this are not quite known at this time.

In comparing the calculated parameters of Rp and Zc with

those from the computer model, we see that three of the

animals correlate well between the calculated and model,

while the other two show some error. This error was due

to the fact that the measured flow was very noisy in

these animals and therefore the computer model could not

handle the signal properly.
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS:

It is recommended that the research be continued. The

research shows a tendency for Rp to increase in going

from supine to upright. Whereas the dependence of Zc on

position is still questionable; however, as preliminary

results, the data does show promise for future research.

As the learning curve is applied to this research, the

time to acquire, process, and analyze the data accurately

will drop and the sample population will increase, giving

statistical relevance to the data already analyzed.
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TABLE I

DATA RESULTS (i~n dvnes*sec/cm**5)

ANIMAL JL A50 A106 A108 A114 A126

SUPINE

calculated

Rp 4129.5 2075.1 4592.6 3931.4 1989

Zc 65.5 34.8 36.2 102.2 70

model

Rp 4708.3 2668.5 5913.8 3628.0 1877

Zc 47.3 43.2 45.4 285.1 93.4

UPRIGHT

calculated

Rp 4560.1 2705.8 5208.3 5849.5 3169

Zc 38.4 48.6 55.5 76.2 196.8

model

Rp 4439.6 2475.7 5946.1 5132.6 2931

Zc 52.5 76.4 48.8 112.9 103
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A. Laser Protective Materials Evaluation: Data

Acquisition and ManaQement System

by

Dawnlee J. Roberson

ABSTRACT

A structured system was designed to obtain, compile,

and organize the large amount of data collected during the

test and evaluation of laser protective materials and

devices. The system, when completed, will integrate data

from two spectrophotometers, and save data to a format

compatible with VAX statistical packages. This system will

produce a summary data sheet containing laser densitometer,

haze, prism, and spherical power measurements, along with

spectrophotometer readings. The implementation of such a

system has been left to Radiation Sciences personnel.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Collection of spectrophotometer data from the large number

of laser eye protection devices submitted to the Biophysics

function of the Vulnerability Assessment Branch of the

Radiation Sciences Division of the USAF School of Aerospace

Medicine (USAFSAM/RZV) has been an indiscriminate,

inconsistent process. A simple, user friendly interface was

needed.

USAFSAM/RZV is primarily concerned with laser protective

materials for military use, therefore the large number of

commercially available laser protective materials will be

considered in a future parallel process.

My experience and academic background in computer science,

analysis, and programming contributed to my assignment on

this project.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Collection of spectrophotometer data included using the

manufacturer supplied software, moving the data from one

machine to another personal computer (PC), converting data
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from one format to at least three others, moving to another

computer for printout, plus other time-consuming,

frustrating tasks.

My assignment as a participant in the 1990 Summer Graduate

Student Research Program (SGSRP) was to analyze this

collection and output process, design a user friendly

system, using currently available software and hardware,

current and projected networking abilities. In addition, a

flexible system was necessary to allow for future changes

due to new technologies and/or requirements. The system has

a database retrieval system for easy data access of already

collected data in an interactive mode. The retrieval

process output includes raw data output, spectral optical

density and transmission plots, summary sheets, and

pertinent comments unique to the application of the

specific technology involved.

III.

a. The system under analysis was written and modified by

many people with varying degrees of experience, and, as

such, is not modular or globally integrated. The code was

compiled at various times along the way, and so the portions

of the source code were found in various places.
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Documentation in the code was almost nonexistent. Current

software users indicated a need for laser quality printouts,

to include both text and graphics. A sample suggested

printout was provided by the users, with the understanding

that it was only a guideline and should remain flexible.

Minimum information was provided as required output as was

the need for special "nice to have" output if technically

possible and within the scope of the existing systems.

b. I would have preferred to use the C programming language

for this project, but the users currently had a copy of

Turbo Pascal 5.5, and indicated that they already knew it

relatively well. Turbo Pascal is easy to learn and

maintain, so it was decided to have the code written in it.

Suggested minimum documentation requirements were provided.

I was not to write code, but was to be available to advise

those writing the code. I designed the data flow and

described what each module was to do. One user interface

was suggested to be written in BASIC 7.1 for better screen

control.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. USAFSAM/RZV has access to a small programming section.

To prevent this problem of fragmented programming happening
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again, they should utilize readily available resources.

These programmers are trained in modular programming, and

data retrieval systems. This system should take

approximately one man-month to complete the coding and

testing assuming good knowledge of requirements, and the

programming language to be used. Another man-month would be

required to incorporate the large amount of previously

obtained data into the database management system.

b. USAFSAM/RZV has several years of data collected that

are currently stored on floppy disks. Statistical

information should be completed on this data, but RZV

personnel do not have the time or knowledge for completion

of this task. This information should be saved to a

mainframe database and statistical values calculated.
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B. Characterization of Nanosecond Laser Pulses Through

Laser Eye Protection Materials

by

Dawnlee J. Roberson

ABSTRACT

A literature search was performed on the interaction of

laser radiation, from cw to short pulse, with laser

absorbing medium such as saturable absorbers. In addition,

the topics of dynamic bleaching, laser induced non-linear

optical effects, thermal effects, and short pulse laser

fluorescent spectroscopy were thoroughly searched. An

experimental system was designed to characterize the spot

size, thermal coefficient, time for laser penetration of

materials, and incident power on the attenuating factor

(optical density) of an argon-ion laser absorbing material.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Radiative energy transfer and/or laser induced change in

optical density may occur when a laser absorbing material

is irradiated by laser radiation. Initial studies have

shown that certain laser absorbing materials used in

protective devices will initially absorb the incident laser

radiation and then temporarily change states and allow the

material to transmit higher than expected energy levels.

Some of the incident laser radiation can also be absorbed

and retransmitted in a different optical band (radiative

energy transfer). Different factors affecting this "dynamic

bleaching" can be temperature, background illumination,

incident laser power, spot size, pulsewidth, and the

characteristics of the absorbing dye used in the laser

protective material. Laser protective materials are used in

many places: military operations, medical facilities,

university and research laboratories. It is imperative that

the overall transmission of the device be quantified under

the specific conditions in which it will be used. The

overall safety factor for the user of the material must be

emphasized.

The Biophysics function of the Vulnerability Assessment
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Branch of the Radiation Science Division of the School of

Aerospace Medicine (USAFSAM/RZV) is concerned primarily with

the level and mechanism of how this radiation is

transmitted as well as the damage thresholds of the optical

material in use. These situations are dangerous because

hazardous levels may be transmitted into the eye causing

permanent blindness, flashblindness, or glare.

My background of both biology and engineering allowed me to

have an unique perspective on this problem. I understood

the basics of lasers and how the eye works, which

contributed to my assignment to this task.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

This problem requires more than can be done by one or two

qualified persons in a year. I was directed to complete the

literature search on all of the topics mentioned in the

introduction. The temperature requirement was added at a

later date. I was to bring USAFSAM/RZV personnel up-to-date

on recent research done in these fields. Additionally, I

was to design an experimental setup with equipment on hand

to begin preliminary data collection on a particular
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material/absorbing dye combination designed to attenuate

the radiation from a continuous wave argon-ion laser.

III.

a. Initially, I began the search reading several articles

RZV personnel provided. I then spent several weeks at local

university libraries searching for articles, and cutting the

list of potential articles to a manageable 20 or so. I read

through several recent texts on these topics. Discussion and

recent articles pointed out that temperature might have an

effect. I expanded the search to include thermal effects. I

have copies of all the significant articles, and have begun

to develop a test plan for this project.

b. The experimental setup required for initial data

collection was very similar to several of those listed in

the papers referenced. Figure 1 is a layout of that

experimental setup. The material (polymethyl

methacrylate, PMMA) being tested was run at a a variety of

temperatures, ranging from 10C to 75C. Freezing was

accomplished by using a chemical refrigerator, and heating

was accomplished by using a hot air gun or an autoclave.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS:
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a. The military and commercial uses of such an

saturable absorber are widely varying. Depending on the

material and/or dye used, the chemical "switch" to allow

amounts of laser light thru can be extremely short

(picoseconds or shorter), or long (seconds or longer).

Currently, saturable absorbers are primarily used for

laser pulse compression and optical Q-switching. This

switch has no mechanical parts, and so cannot

mechanically wear out; however, many of the dyes used in

saturable absorbers degrade over time and therefore have

finite lifetimes. For these materials to be completely safe

for use as a laser protector, all quantifiable measurements

should be taken, verified, and the mechanism understood.

The literature has shown that physicists/chemists are

unable to explain this phenomena at this time.

b. Follow-on research should continue in this area. The

limited data collection I was able to do indicated that some

absorbers embedded in plastics actually allow more laser

light through than expected. The low incident power used in

the data collection, along with the results, indicate that

some materials used in protective devices are not adequately

protecting against the laser radiation for which it was

designed - by as much as two orders of magnitude below the
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protection level measured using incoherent radiation at the

same wavelength. Military uses for such protective

materials need more extensive evaluations to verify that, in

fact, protective materials are doing what they are designed

for. I tested two plastics, one worked very well, and one

did not under identical incident laser conditions.
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THE EFFECT OF MICROWAVE RADIATION ON THE EYE

by

Robyn C. Robinson

ABSTRACT

An Air Force examination team performed ophthalmologic

examinations on thirty-eight subjects. All were military

personnel who had sustained microwave overexposure over

the permissible exposure level set by U.S. Safety Standards

of 10 mw/cm . The intent of the study was to determine if

there were any changes in the eye and whether these changes

could be attributed to microwave overexposure. No lens changes

were found that could be attributed to microwave overexposure.

Thus, this study does not support the contention that

microwave exposure in the military environment over 10 mw/cm

is cataractogenic.

"This document was prepared under the sponsorship of the Air
Force. Neither the US Government nor any person acting on
behalf of the US Government assumes any liability resulting
from the use of the information contained in this document or
warrants that such use will be free from privately owned
rights."
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the current literature there is a debate over the effect of

microwave radiation on the formation of cataracts in humans.

The increasing use of microwave by the military service and

civilians is of chief concern due to the occupational hazards

experienced by personnel who work with radar. Animal models of

microwave radiation have been far more conclusive than human

epidemiologic studies.

The Ophthalmology Branch of the Clinical Sciences Division of

the United States Air Force School of Aerospace Medicine is

particularly concerned with the possible cataractogenic

effects of microwave radiation. My research interests are in

determining whether cataractogenic effects are dose-related,

using a population of military personnel who were

inadvertently exposed to varying dosage of microwave

radiation. I am working on this project with Thomas J. Tredici

M.D., Senior Scientist, Ophthalmology Division, U.S. Air Force

School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB, Texas.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The current PEL of 10mw/cm has been shown to present an

insignificant thermal to the body. The mechanism of action of

cataract induction in the eye is related to excessive heating

of the lens.

My objectives as a participant in the 1990 Graduate Student

Research Program (GRSP) was to determine if there were any

cataractous changes induced in the eyes of military personnel

who were inadvertently exposed to varying dosages of microwave

radiation. Previous studies had examined the effect of

microwave radiation on the human eye, however, none had

correlated any changes in the eye with the amount of radiation

exposure.

During my 1990 GRSP several important data were analyzed.

Comprehensive medical examinations of military personnel

including ophthalmologic exams are performed initially at the

time of exposure and periodically followed-up. The results of

these exams were correlated with the amount radiation to

determine if dose-related injury relationship existed.

III.
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Excessive exposure to electromagnetic radiation has been shown

to harm various human organ systems. One ongoing argument

concerns the effect of microwave on the body. The avascularity

of the lens prevents sufficient cooling, thus it is more

susceptible than the rest of the body to thermal damage from

exposure to microwave radiation. In sufficient doses it has

been reputed by some authors to cause cataracts in animals and

humans. Other writers have concluded that no such lens changes

have been observed in humans and that the 10 mw/cm

permissible exposure level (PEL) renders adequate protection.

The USAF Occupational and Environmental Health Laboratory of

the Aerospace Medical Division visits each site after an

incident of overexposure to reconstruct and quantitate the

amount of radiation exposure experienced. The present

permissible exposure level (PEL) of 10 mw/cm has been shown to

present an insignificant thermal load to the body. The

question has been posed as to the potential hazards of

microwave radiation experienced greater than 10 mw/cm. It has

been suggested that the mobility of the subject is a critical

factor is determining whether the eye will be damaged. Thus,

it is hypothesized that humans do not acquire cataracts

because, in addition to the protective nature of the

anatomical configuration of the eye,they are mobile when

exposed. Similarly, Rhesus monkeys do not experience any lens

damage if they are allowed to be mobile while being

irradiated. Only laboratory animals which were immobilized and
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bombarded intraocularly with microwave radiation experienced

lens damage.

The U.S. School of Aerospace Medicine has compiled a

repository of 38 individuals who have been accidentally

irradiated by microwave energy above the PEL of 10 mw/cm

these subjects have been examined from 1974 through 1986. The

exposure levels ranged from a low of 18 mw/cm to a high of

14,400 mw/cm . These exposures have all been verified at the

site. A complete physical exam has been completed on each of

the subjects, with special attention given to any lenticular

or retinal pathology. The lenses of the eyes of personnel

exposed to radiation are intensely scrutinized for damage.

Photos are also taken of the lenses in these subjects.

Some of the subjects complained of feeling an increase in

warmth when irradiated, others had headaches, and some felt

nauseated after the incident. One has been noted to have

questionable bone lesion on his skull. None complained of a

decrease in visual acuity, blurring or increase in glare. To

date, our original and repeat examinations have not discovered

any pathology that can be attributed to microwave radiation.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

Continued monitoring of dosages of microwave radiation

received in overexposure incidents, evaluation of health
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status at the time of the incident and stricter adherence to

safety precautions are necessary. Although conclusive evidence

of the cataractogenicity of microwave radiation in humans

could not be established, long-term follow-up evaluations

of these patients may provide new answers to this question.
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Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis

for the Resolution of Light Induced FOS-Related Proteins

in the Hamster Suprachiasmatic Nuclei

by

Sveta Singh

Recent studies suggest that expression of the proto-

oncogene, c-fos, represents an early step in the response

cascade leading to light-induced alterations in the phase

of the circadian pacemaker and, ultimately, to photic

entrainment of circadian rhythms. Brief light pulses

administered during the subjective night result in (1)

permanent phase alterations of pacemaker output and (2) a

transsynaptic increase in c-fos protein (FOS) immuno-

reactivity in neurons of the suprachiasmatic nucleus

(SCN). To determine if the FOS immunoreactivity is

indeed FOS protein, nuclear proteins from the SCN of

light-stimulated Syrian hamsters were subjected to sodium

dodecylsulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-

PAGE) followed by Western analysis using a polyclonal

antiserum raised against FOS. A 45 kDa protein which (1)

was immunoreactive for FOS, (2) was blocked by preabsorp-

tion with synthetic FOS peptide, and (3) appears to

correspond to the FRA-I antigen was identified,

indicating that the immunoreactivity was, indeed, FOS-
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related. However, technical difficulties prevented the

identification of other FOS related antigens and further

work is necessary. The procedures developed during my

tenure at the School of Aerospace Medicine provided a

foundation for future studies of the role of c-fos

expression in light-induced alterations of the circadian

pacemaker.
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INTRODUCTION:

The suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) are the site of

localization of the light-entrainable circadian pacemaker

in mammals (Rusak and Zucker, 1979). Bilateral destruc-

tion of the SCN causes loss of any behavioral circadian

rhythms including activity, drinking and eating and

sleeping (Rusak and Zucker, 1979; van den Pol and Powley,

1979), as well as endocrine circadian rhythms of cortico-

sterone secretion (Moore and Eichler, 1972). Entrainment

of circadian rhythms to the environmental light-dark

cycle is mediated by a direct pathway, the retinohypo-

thalamic tract (RHT; Renz et al., 1987). In addition, an

indirect pathway has been described which projects from

the ventral lateral geniculate nucleus, the geniculo-

hypothalamic tract (GHT; Rusak and Zucker, 1979).

Although the GHT may play a role in the photic respon-

siveness of the SCN (Boulos and Rusak, 1982), lateral

geniculate ablation studies indicate that the RHT projec-

tion is sufficient for entrainment of the circadian clock

(Dark and Asdourman, 1975). The neurochemical basis of

the photic entrainment process is unknown.

The c-fos gene is one of a family of immediate early

genes (Sheng and Greenberg, 1990) which are induced in

the absence of new protein synthesis by numerous agents.

A number of studies indicate that fos is involved in

regulatory mechanisms of cell replication and specific
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differentiation pathways. Recent observations of c-fos

expression in various cell types, including neurons

(Dragunow et al., 1989), suggest that the c-fos gene may

function in the regulation of transcriptional events

which underlie neuronal plasticity. Increased c-fos

expression occurs in response to a variety of physio-

logical and pharmacological stimuli in nervous system

tissue. Rea (1989; Rea and Michel, 1990) and others

(Rusak et al., 1990, Aronin et al., 1990) reported that

retinal illumination induces c-fos expression among a

population of neurons in the SCN. Furthermore, FOS

expression occurs only in response to light pulses which

reset the circadian pacemaker, suggesting that c-fos

expression may represent an early step in the response

cascade leading to light-induced alterations in pacemaker

function. Recent work conducted in the Neuroscience

Laboratory, USAF School of Aerospace Medicine, indicated

that different cell populations may be responsible for

phase delays versus phase advances of the pacemaker. To

insure that light-induced FOS-immunoreactivity is indeed

indicative of the presence of FOS protein, SDS-PAGE/

Western analysis of FOS immunoreactivity in SCN extracts

was conducted.
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OBJECTIVES:

A) Determine if light increases FOS-related protein

immunoreactivity in the hamster suprachiasmatic

nucleus.

B) Determine if FOS immunoreactivity in SCN neuronal

nuclei is indeed FOS protein.

METHODS:

Light Stimulation Procedure

Adult, male Syrian hamsters (Mesocrecitus auratus)

were maintained in the USAFSAM animal facility under LD

14:10 (lights on at 2000). After 3 weeks under LD 14:10,

the hamsters were transferred to individual cages

equipped with computer-monitored running wheels and main-

tained under constant darkness for 14 days. During this

period, the free-running circadian activity rhythm was

monitored. Using the onset of wheel running activity as

a phase reference point (defined as circadian time (CT)

12) animals received single 15 minute pulses of 33 lux of

white light at CT 18 (i.e., 6 hours after the onset of

activity) on day 15 under constant darkness as described

elsewhere (Rea, 1989). Exposure of animals to light

pulses at CT 18 result in phase advances of the circadian

pacemaker of approximately 1.9 + 0.8 hrs (Rea and Michel,

1990). After stimulation, the animals were returned to

darkness.
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Preparation of SCN Cell Nuclei

Two hours after the onset of the light pulse, the SCN

from 3 hamsters were removed, collected in 3 ml of ice

cold 0.32 M sucrose, 3 mM MgCl 2, 1 mM Hepes (pH 6.8;

SMH), and homogenized in a Potter-Elvehjem homogenizer

with a motor driven teflon pestle. The crude homogenate

was transferred to a centrifuge tube and diluted with 0.6

vol of SMH and 0.22 vol of H2 0. The diluted homogenate

was carefully underlaid with 0.8 vol of SMH and centri-

fuged in a swinging bucket rotor at 1,000 X g for 10 min.

The supernatant was removed and the pellet completely

resuspended in 5-10 mls of 1.8 M sucrose, 1 mM MgCI2 , ImM

Hepes (pH 6.8) and spun at 50,000 X g at 4 C. The pellet

was recovered in 100-200 ul of 0.25 M sucrose, 1mM MgC1 2,

and 1 mM Hepes (pH 6.8) and frozen at -800 C. Five or

10 yi aliquots were measured for protein using the Lowry

Assay.

SDS-PAGE Procedure

After obtaining the pellet, electrophoresis was per-

formed using a vertical slab apparatus and 1.5 mm-thick

polyacrylamide gel slabs. The separating gel consisted

of 10% acrylamide (acrylamide:bisacrylamide ratio =

37.5:1), 0.1% SDS, 0.04% TEMED, 0.1% ammonium persulfate,

1.5 M Tris (pH 8.8). Acrylamide:bisacrylamide (37.5:1)

was prepared as a 30% stock solution. SDS was prepared
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as a 10% stock solution and ammonium persulfate was

freshly made as a 10% stock solution. The separating gel

solution was prepared in a 250 ml vacuum flask by mixing

in 6.3 ml of 1.5 M Tris. This solution was immediately

poured between the glass plates. The wells were formed

using a 10-tooth comb which was removed from its support

to allow insertion into the gel. No airspace was left

between the well former and acrylamide solution. The gel

was allowed to polymerize at room temperature for 45 min

and was used the same day. As the combs were removed,

the wells were floated with distilled water to avoid

distortion of the sample wells and drying of the gel.

The lower and upper electrophoresis chambers were

filled with running buffer consisting of 200 mM glycine,

0.1 % SDS in 25 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.3). Before loading the

gel, the nuclear preparations and standards were boiled

for 5 minutes in 50 mM Tris HCI (pH 6.8) containing 10%

glycerol, 2% SDS, 0.1% bromphenol blue, 5% beta-

mercaptoethanol. Aliquots equivalent to 30 ug of protein

were used for analysis. Electrophoresis was performed at

a constant voltage of 150 mV for 2 hours.

The gel was removed from the apparatus and either

stained or electrophoretically transferred to nitrocellu-

lose membrane for Western analysis. Staining of the

protein bands was achieved using 0.025% Commassie

Brilliant Blue in 45.4% methanol, 5% acetic acid. The
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gel was destained in 45.4% methanol and 5% acetic acid

for band visibility. For electrophoretic transfer, the

gel was equilibrated for 10 minutes in transfer buffer

consisting of 250 mM glycine, 0.1% SDS, 60% methanol in

25 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.3) and transferred overnight at 20 V

to nitrocellulose membranes (Schleicher and Schuell BA

85) which were presoaked in buffer for 5 minutes.

Western Analysis of Fos-Related Proteins

After the transfer, membranes were incubated in

blocking solution (5% nonfat dried milk in PBS-tween) for

1 hour then placed in this solution containing affinity

purified FOS antiserum at a dilution of 1:1000 for 1

hour. This antiserum was raised against synthetic M-

peptide, corresponding to residues 127-152 of the Fos

protein (Curran et al., 1987; kindly donated by Dr

Michael Iadarola, NIDH) and may recognize other Fos-

related antigens (Franza et al., 1987). Nitrocellulose

membranes were washed 4 times in blocking solution for 10

minutes each.

Immunoreactive bands were visualized by Enhanced

Chemiluminescence (ECL; Amersham). Membranes were incu-

bated with biotinylated goat-antirabbit IgG, followed by

a preparation of avidin-biotin-HRP complex (Vector Labs).

After washing extensively in blocking buffer, the mem-

branes were incubated for 1 minute in ECL reagent,
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blotted dry, wrapped in Saranwrap and exposed to X-ray

film (Amersham ECL) for 5 - 120 seconds.

RESULTS

Previous work using cultured cells has shown that the

FOS antiserum employed in this project recognizes three

FOS related antigens with molecular weights of 62 kDa (c-

fos), 45 kDa (FRA-l) and 35 kDa (FOS-B). Unfortunately,

two high molecular weight (70 kDa and 65 kDa) bands were

present in the nuclear extract which bound the HRP

reagent even without prior exposure of the membrane to

FOS antiserum. Blocking experiments indicated that these

proteins may contain bound biotin. Due to this unantici-

pated complication, we were unable to demonstrate con-

clusively that all three FOS antigens were present in the

nuclear extracts. Nonetheless, a 45 kDa immunoreactive

band corresponding to the FRA-I antigen was detected.

This band was blocked by preabsorption of the FOS anti-

serum with synthetic M-peptide, indicating that the band

specifically bound the FOS antiserum.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

It is difficult to suggest any type of recommenda-

tions given the fact that the results were inconclusive.

However, based on previous research, the following sug-

gestions may be incorporated into the protocol to obtain

more information:

A) Using [ 125I]-labeled protein A followed by auto-

radiography to visualize the FOS antigens.

B) Scanning of the autoradiograms with a densitometer

to quantitate the amount of fos present.
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Physiological Effects of Whole-Body Exposure

to Millimeter Waves

and

Physiological Effects of Alpha-antagonist Tolazoline

During Whole-Body Exposure to 2.45 GHz Radiofrequency

Radiation

by

Melody R. Welch

ABSTRACT

Ketamine-anaesthetized Sprague-Dawley rats were exposed in E and

H orientations to 35-GHz continuous-wave radiofrequency radiation.

During experimentation, colonic (Tc), tympanic (Tt), right (Tsr) and left

subcutaneous (Ts) temperatures, heart rate (HR), arterial blood pressure

(MAP), and respiratory rate (RR) were continuously recorded. Under both

exposure conditions, there was a 3 minute delay in initiation of Tc change,

and a 0.50C Tc "overshoot" when irradiation was stopped. Irradiation to

accomplish a 10C Tc increase from 38.50C to 39.50C was accompanied by

subcutaneous temperature increase of _60C. These observations indicate

that circulatory transfer of heat from the periphery was responsible for

internal heating. Two different patterns of cardiovascular response were

noted. During the 10C Tc increase, HR and MAP significantly increased in a

linear fashion. However, during an initial period of irradiation performed

to establish the baseline Tc, HR increased monotonically while MAP

increased to a point and then decreased dramatically; a reaction

characteristic of cardiovascular shock with heat stroke. Results showed
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no orientation-related difference in sites of energy deposition and

cardiovascular responses to irradiation. These findings contrast with the

marked orientation-influenced differences noted during lower frequency

irradiation.

In another experiment, anaesthetized Sprague-Dawley rats were

exposed individually to 2.45-GHz radiofrequency (RFR) radiation. Since

each animal exhibits a different starting colonic temperature, an initial

RFR exposure was performed to increase colonic temperature to a

standard level -- 39.50C. At this point, the source was turned off and the

alpha-adrenoceptor antagonist tolazoline was administered via arterial

cannula at a volume of 2.0 mL/kg body weight. After colonic temperature

returned to 38.50C, exposure to RFR was performed until a lethal

temperature was attained (the lethal event in hyperthermia due to both

RFR and environmental heating is cessation of respiration). Survival

times and temperatures at which death occurs were recorded. Colonic,

tympanic, subcutaneous, and tail temperatures, EKG, respiratory rate, and

arterial blood pressure were continuously monitored. Data collected from

this experiment are currently being reduced for statistical analysis.
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i. INTRODUCTION:

Research suggests that high levels of RFR may cause morphological

and/or functional changes in many biological systems (Erwin, 1981). The

increasing military use of RFR makes further studies of possible

biological effects of great importance. This knowledge is essential to the

protection of operational personnel and the general public, and will

contribute to the ongoing evaluation of safety standards. The research

done at the Radiation Sciences division of the School of Aerospace

Medicine at Brooks Air Force Base concerns the effects of

millimeter-wave and microwave radiation on the physiology of whole

animals. Recently a series of experiments was begun focusing

specifically on the effects of continuous-wave, high-frequency microwave

radiation and animal orientation to the radiation source on various

physiological parameters, such as heart rate, mean arterial pressure,

respiratory rate, and temperatures measured in various areas of the body

(Frei, 1989). Because previous work by this laboratory showed significant

rise in mean arterial pressure and heart rate upon exposure to 35-GHz

microwave radiation, it was decided that the next step would be to

determine the effect of alpha-adrenoceptor blocking agents on the changes

seen in HR and MAP (Jauchem, 1989). My area of research for the summer

involved finishing a project determining the physiological effects of

35-GHz millimeter-wave radiation exposure on anaesthetized rats and

beginning a study investigating the effects of the alpha-blocker,

tolazoline, on the physiology of rats exposed to 2.45-GHz microwave

radiation. Seeing as though I had previous experience in both surgery and

computers, and had been working in similar areas of microwave radiation

research before the summer, I was able to lend a great deal to the
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research project, actually conducting the experiment virtually on my own.

Unfortunately, the summer ended before all the data could be analyzed, so

a definitive conclusion could not yet be reached.

II. OBJECTIVES:

The objectives of my research effort this summer were basically

two-fold:

1. To complete statistical analysis of previous data I collected

during a microwave-radiation experiment before the summer beqan and to

prepare a poster and paper discussing these data for presentation at the

Bioelectromagnetics Society meeting in June as well as for publication

purposes. This was the study investigating the effects of 35 GHz

microwave radiation on such physiological parameters such as HR, MAP,

respiratory rate, and various measures of temperature in anaesthetized

2. To begin experimentation on he project involving testing the

effects of the alpha-adrenoceptor blocking agent, tolazoline, on the

changes in temperature, HR, and MAP seen during exposure of rats to

2.45-GHz radiofrequency radiation. Both of these goals were reached

during the course of my GSRP, but for lack of time, I was not able to

complete the statistical analysis on that experiment.

Ill.

a. Data for the alpha-adrenoceptor blockade study were collected by

computer and by hand. Twenty-three male Sprague-Dawley rats, weighing

between 342 and 385 g (mean +/- SEM, 357 +/- 4 g) were used in this

study. Prior to irradiation, an aortic cannula (Teflon, 28 G, I.D.) was
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installed via the left carotid artery for measurement of arterial blood

pressure. Ketamine HCI (Vetalar), 150 mg/kg I.M., was administered as

the general anesthetic. Ketamine administration at this dose level has

been shown to produce prolonged anesthesia in Sprague-Dawley rats

(Smith, 1980 and Frei, 1988). Immediately after surgery, the rat was

placed on a Plexiglas holder in the RFR anechoic exposure chamber. The

animal was instrumented to continuously monitor and record blood

pressure and respiratory rate, as previously described (Frei, 1988).

Temperature was monitored at four sites: left subcutaneous (lateral,

mid-thoracic, side facing the horn antenna) (Tsl); right subcutaneous

(lateral, mid-thoracic, side away from RFR source) (Tsr); right tympanic

(Tt); and colonic (5-6 cm post-anus) (Tc). Individual animals were

exposed in E and H orientations (left lateral exposure, long axis parallel to

electric and magnetic fields, respectively) to 35-GHz RFR. The procedure

for animal irradiation was based on Tc change. Since this study focused

on thermoregulatory processes, a consistent change in temperature was

considered to be more important than a consistent duration of exposure.

In order to provide a uniform temperature baseline, animals received an

initial exposure ("warm-up") to increase Tc to 39.0 °C, at which point

irradiation was discontinued. When Tc decreased to 38.50C, irradiation

was resumed until Tc increased to 39.5 0C. This procedure was repeated

for two 1°cycles. During experimentation, readings of physiological

parameters were obtained for analysis at 0.5 0C increments during and

after irradiation. A Gould 2600S recorder was used to obtain arterial

pressure and respiratory rate (RR) measurements. Mean arterial pressure

(MAP) and heart rate (HR) were determined from the pressure curves. To
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record temperature changes, Teflon probes placed in the aforementioned

areas were attached to a computer to produce continuous temperature

readings. Data analysis for the study at 35 GHz was completed and

prepared for presentation and publication. Data were analyzed by way of

the Microstat program for the IBM computer. Analysis of variance was

applied to determine if there were any significant differences between

values. Graphs summarizing data were created using the Cricket Graph

program for the Macintosh computer.

b. The results found in this study are as follows: During the initial

warm-up period, the rats were irradiated until Tc increased to 39.0 °C.

Following irradiation, the Tc continued to "overshoot" (i.e., increased by

0.5 °C). As shown in Figure 1, HR increased linearly as Tc increased to the

point of cessation of irradiation at 39.0 0C; plateaued during the

overshoot; and decreased during recovery to 38.5 00. However, as seen in

Figure 2, MAP increased to a critical point and then decreased

dramatically while Tc was still increasing. The downturn in MAP began a

Tc = 37.5 0C during E-orientation and at Tc = 38.5 0C during H-orientation

exposure. RR did not significantly change during the warm-up phase in

either orientation.

The times required for Tc to increase from 38.5 to 39.5 0C during E-

and H-orie"ntation exposure, and the times required for Tc to return to 38.5

0C when irradiation was stopped are shown in Table 1. The time to

accomplish a 100 Tc increase was similar during exposures in the two

orientations; however, the recovery time was greater following

E-orientation irradiation. During exposure in both orientations, there was

approximately a 3-minute delay between initiation of irradiation and
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onset of Tc change, and approximately a 0.5 °C Tc "overshoot" when

exposure ended. The Tsl, Tsr, and Tt increases that accompanied the 10C

Tc increase are listed in Table 2. The Tsl increase was significantly

greater (-6X) than the Tc change; the Tsr was significantly less; and the

Tt change approximated the Tc increase. The HR, MAP, and RR changes that

accompanied the 1 °C Tc increases are listed in Table 3. As Tc increased

from 38.5 to 39.5 0C Tc, HR and MAP significantly increased; no

significant differences were seen between the two exposure orientations.

In both orientations, RR did not significantly change during the 10C Tc

increase. In all cases, values returned to near baseline levels during the

recovery period.

IV.

a. Data for the alpha-adrenoceptor blockade study were collected by

computer and by hand. Animals were supplied with an arterial cannula in

order to measure and record blood pressure changes during the experiment.

Teflon temperature probes were inserted in various areas (in the colon by

way of the rectum, in the ear, under the skin on the right and left sides of

the animal, and under the skin on the tail of the animal) in order to

monitor the temperatures during the entire exposure. The physiological

variables heretofore mentioned were recorded at 0.50C increments

throughout the entire exposure for each rat. Animals were exposed to

2.45-Ghz microwave radiation in an anechoic chamber. A warm-up

exposure to increase colonic temperature to 39.50C was performed on each

animal to again standardize body temperature. The source was then turned

off and the animal was immediately injected with tolazoline 2.0 mL/kg
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body weight. After the colonic temperature decreased to 38.5 0C, the

source was turned on again until the animal expired. The time for each

animal to reach death in this final exposure as well as the Tc at the time

of death were recorded in addition to the physiological variables

mentioned before.

b. The results of this study cannot be reported at this time. Data are

currently being reduced for statistical analysis to prepare them for

submission for publication.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. The results of such research could be implemented in any review

stud;es dealing with the physiological effects of millimeter wave

electromagnetic radiation and for preparing safety guidelines for the use

of such radiation around biological organisms. Because of increased

military and civilian use of RFR, the knowledge that high levels of RFR can

cause morphological and/or functional changes in biological systems

makes further studies of possible biological effects of great importance

(Erwin, 1981). This knowledge is essential to the protection of

operational personnel and the general public, and will contribute to the

ingoing evaluation of safety standards.

b. Some suggestions for follow-up research would be to repeat such

experiments using any of various types of alpha- or beta-adrenoceptor

antagonists of agonists, or repeat then using different frequencies of RFR.

This way results can be compared and contrasted between studies,

perhaps revealing trends or other interesting information.

c. Seeing as though usage of RFR has increased for both military and

civilian purposes, research of this kind is very important because of the

lack of it that has been done in the past. Research in the field has only
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recently begun (within the last 10 years) (Erwin, 1981) and very little has

been done in actual living whole-animal systems. The need for such

investigation is obvious if continued use of RFR is going to be safe for all.
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Table 1. Colonic temperature (T.,) changes (mean * SEll) In rats (~n=23) exposedIn 19 and H orientations to 35-Guiz CW radlofrequency radiation

Haut,. condition Rise time ('nln)- Recovery time (mln)b

ISorientation 11.4 t0.4 67.4±*7.5
H orilentation 12.410.4 38.1 ±3.3

'Rise time time to achieve a IOC T. increage
IbRecovetrY time = time to recover to Initial temPerature after Irradiation
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Table 2. Local temperature Increase (mean t SEM) that accompanied a 2°C colonic
temperature increase during warm-up phase of exposure of rats (n=23)

to 35-0llz CW RFR in E and H orientations

Temperature Temperature Increase (OC)

Monitoring Site

E orientation 11 orientation

Left subcutaneous- 4.2 t 0.4 4.3 ± 0.7
Right subcutaneousb 1.5 t 0.1 1.6 ± 0.1

Tympanic 1.9 _k 0.5 1.9 ± 0.3

"Side toward RFR source
bSlde away from RFR source
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TABLE 111. Cardiovascular and respiratory changes (mean ±i SEM) In rats (n=23)

exposed to 35-GHz RFR in E and H orientations. Rats were irradiated

to change colonic temperature from 38.5 to 39.51C, after which the

temperature was allowed to return to 39.50C.

Parameter Colonic Temperature (OC)

Orientation 38.5 39.0 39.5 39.0

hleart Rate
(Beatsmin)

E 310i _9 327 ± 10 340 ± 10* 323 ± 12
H 258 ± 11 287 _± 10 296 ± 8* 269 ± 11

Blood
Pressure
(mm Hg)

9 85t3 90±4 90±4* 77±3
85± 4 95±4 94±4" 79 ±3

Respiratory
Rate
(breaths/mn)

E 109 . 9 115± a i1 ± 17 93 ± 4
H 109 _t 5 109 ± 5 115 ±8 105 ± 6

*Indicates significant difference (p < 0.05) between value at 39.5WC and
baseline value at 38.50C.
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interrelationships of 'o!Dacro CaffeinadAcn:'s

Among Partcipants of an Air Force-Soonsorea

Health Promotion -'Ioaram

Joan E. EsteE

ABSTRACT

Participants of a health promotion prcgram at Wiiforo Hai,

USAF Medical Center were surveyed to assess predictors of

change in health-related behaviors. Also, the Parzciants

were asked about their consumption of caffeine, nicct~ne.

and alcohol so that iypotiesizea co-occurrence of jsage

could be investigated. The predictors of cnange study !S

on-going. The co-occurrence study provided somE support. for

the ;:roposed :riterrelatiorsnips amorg -ne t-ree ze-av~c..

Specifically, a signifecant correlation was founcl bet-weer

riumber of cups of caffeinated coffee arunK arc -jur~t'e 0

cigarettes smoked, total number of caffeinated beverages
Irunk and number of cigarettes smokedl, nuorQ Zsso

beer drjnK and number of c..;aretres smoKec, aria nirmzer f

cups of caffenrated coffee drunk arid number cf glasses -4

beer crunk. Sex differences were found in the consurnotin

o4 all alcohol, beer alone, liquor alone, a. I ca"fe natec

beverages, and ail coffee.
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: NTRODUCTION:

In recent Years. :nere -as oeen a tremencous ncrease

.n concern about health. This can be seer, ov tne pOpuiarity

of f;tness centers. ,gyms. and weight-loss programs. Many

organizations have realized the benefits of having a nealtny

worKforce: decreased absenteeism, lowered accident rates.

and fewer insurance claims: and have feveiopeo company

wellness programs to promote nealthy lifestyles. Little

scientific research nas been conducted to determine what

factors predict success in such programs. Flnow!eage of such

variables may lead to the development o+ programs which

could be adapted to meet the needs of participants wno do

not have all the characteristics predictive of success in

typical health programs. Wellness programs also advocate

smoking cessation and moderation in the use of alcono, and

caffeine. By studying the interrelationships of these three

behaviors, it may be shown that to eliminate or moderate :he

use of nicotine, alcohol, or caffeine the use of all three

must be addressed.

The physicians at Oenaviorat Heaitn Psychology (6HP) at

Wilford Hall Medical Center (WHMC) are interested n icoKing

,nto the above-mentioned areas in relation to te WHMC

Wellness Program. This program is open to a , Ar :-Crze

personnel and their deoendents, out is primariy attended by

retirees.

I received my oachelor's degree in psycno:ogy at

Benedictine College, Atchison, Kansas. Wh i:e there

developed an interest in stress management and emoioyee

assistance programs. I presented "Stress .n the WorKpiace:

-auses and Effects 3- tne Greaz 'a, rs Studert -s ,,c oC gy

Convention in March '988. Also, prepareo a report on

training recommendations for a newly-developed electronic
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,ata processing system while performing an internsrnio as a

Human Factors Engineer at AT&T.

Currently, I am working towards my mnaster's _Jegree in

'ndustrial/organizationa. 0sycniolg -at Zt.. Mary's

University, San Antonio, Texas-. have served as a graduate

assistant to the psycnoiogy graduate adviser. My mnain

riterest is the development of retirement programs with*in

.ndustry. These programs would include sucn areas as

financial planning, health promotion, ano counseling to

reduce the stresses and anxieties associated With

ret irement.

i.OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

My major professor, Dr. Janet Dizir-no, and I

collaborated on our Summner researcn projects. 0,ur f r s t

objective was to explore the vast array of researcin studies

being either conducted or considered by BHP, ano then to

select one or two to pursue during our ten weeks. In the

process of selecting projects we conducted extensive

iterature searches on the following- anticipatory nausea

and vomiting in cancer oatients: treatment of heaalacnes with

relaxation and cognitive therapy; bullmc oehavocr and

mnandatory weight standlards: ex~pectancy effects of

therapists; health promotion programs and behavior change;

and interrelationshios of caffe~ne, alconol, ano nicotine

consumption. We shared our findings from the -terature

searches with approoriate co!:eagues at BHP, and cnose to

focus on two projects for the rema :nder of tne surrre-

First, we decided to assess a health promaton program

ne ri conouctec ny a WJHMIC carcio cgist. E..tW

WJhitney, M.D0. We anose to 0 ocus on zemcgapn i

personality, and behavioral characteristics that might be

Lcrr-elated With) cnanges -) nealtin-reatec tenavo'-a since
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results might be applicable to other behavior change efforts

such as smoking cessation orograms or psycnotherapy.

Second, we were fortunate enougn to meet Dr. Josepr

Matara -zo, a noted benaviorai neathr psycnologist, wner ne

visited WHMC to hold Grand Rounds. During one of our

meetings with him we learned of nis prior work investigating

the apparent interrelationships among caffeine, nicotine,

and alcohol consumption. One of his studies used sLbjects

with a mean age of 36 years, who participated in a heajth-

promotion program. His other study involved active duty

military personnel. No one had looked at tne co-occur-ence

of these behaviors in a retirement-aged population. Thus,

we decided to include questions regaraing consumption of the

three substances when we assessed the WHMC health promotion

program because most of those participants are retired from

the Air Force, or are spouses of retired Air torce

personnel.

Ill. APPROACHES:

The WHMC health promot,on orogram, called the we; ness

Program, is open to all Air Force personne! retired, act ve

duty, and dependents. Once oartic:pants riave registered to

oe ir, the program, they have a b o0 sample taken so tnat

cholesterol (HDL, LDL. and triglycer:des) and fastirg !lood

sugar can be measured. Then, participants are asked to

attend a day-long lecture given oy the cardiologist wnO

directs the Wellness Program, Dr. Edwin Whitney. For about

seven hours. Dr. Whitney engaghngly .liscusses nutritoi' and

other health-related behaviors, the primary focus neing

r st 1t o n ,n ower ,ng -'L arrf gp'ycer ,Ies v -ran,]

dietary habits. Just prior to the lecture, participants are

weighed. After the lecture, participants are given a

aooratory appointment to have tiood ,rawn n appro..,ima!e-v
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seven weeks, and are given a follow-up appointment to meet

with the cardiologist the following week. At tns co:low- p

appointment, participants are weighed and their blooo

pressure is taken. The cardiologist ooks at eacrh

participant's cholesterol, glucose, weight, and blood

pressure indicators and then makes recommencations. Some

participants "graduate' from the program at th5s time, while

others are asked to come back for another fol ow--I

appointment in approximately seven weeks.

Toward our first objective, ascertaining predictors of

change by WHMC Wellness participants, we developed a

questionnaire to be completed by participants just prior to

hearing the day-long lecture by Dr. Whitney. A copy of the

survey can be found in the Appendix of this paper. The

survey includes questions regarding demographics (name, age,

sex, height, marital status, education), stage of charige

(see Prochaska, DiClemente, Velicer, Ginpil, & Norcross,

1985), self-efficacy, social support, ocus of control, ana

health-related behaviors (sleep, exercise, and the

consumption of alcohol, caffeine, and nicotine). Ali of the

psychological factors measurec in the survey have at 'east

some empirical support as predictors of some sort of

behavior cnange, yet never nave they all been measured at

once so that -elative predictive value might oe determined.

Our second objective was addressed with the last set of

questions on the survey (i.e., caffeine, nicotine and

alcohol consumpt on).

:V. RESULT:

O bjec- Je lrie C llro,: S ~ e .e e = - evers C.. '- e

months because we must wait for participants to attend tneir-

follow-up appointments so we can have pre- and post-lecture

cholesterol eveis to compare. We ,nteri to pursue tri,,
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but Mill be able to develop the :zrojiect mrer .:ut f t 's

included in the mini-grant (RIP) researcri Zunacing program

offered by JES and USAFOSR. We are . : te process tof

preparing that appiication.

Objective two was completed during ou~r ten weeks, and

the results partially confirmed tne previous work by

Matarazzo and his colleagues in tne initea States Army and

at Oregon Health Sciences University (Carmody, Briscrietto,

Matarazzo, O'Donnell, & Connor. 1985; Zavela, Barnett,

Smedi, lstvan, & Matarazzo, 1990). The oiiowing pairs of

variables were signifcant~y correlateo w~tn one anotner*

numoer of cigarettes smoked and amount of cafleinated coffee

drunk (r = 2,n 377, p < .0001). numoer of' cigarettes

smoked and total number of caffeinated Deverages drunk 'r

n = 377, p < .0001), number of cigarettes smoked and

fumoer of glasses of oeer drunk (r =.4 377.

.007), number of cups of caffeinated coffee crunk and numoer

of glasses of beer drunk (r =70, n, = 381, p = _05).

After additional data are collected, concordance

analyses will be performed to !ook for patterns of beravior

among abstainers.

One-way analy ses o f var !ance were oer4:irrec using Sex

as the independen t var iablIe and amroun ts of :nle fo ow ng as

separate dependen t ,araoles: C .ga, at-t:am. -:)t~ a: a0 h0I ,

beer, wine, liquor, total caffeiratea :Deverages, total

decaffeinated oeverages, tea, and coffee. -he foi:owing

produced Signi ficant F-vaiues: sex - tota aicjrlo: kiZ

30.95, p < .00011, sex x b e er (PF = 8.E64, ; .100 1) s e~

liquor (F S .DS, p = .003). se-,. -:a Laffeinatec

beverages (F =3.S0, P .06 - trend) , ano! =-a: coffee (P =

-; ca' -\ti, a

women. n ea c~ n a icant A7,.LOVA, *ren 7,r .Tore -,&

substance than women.
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When follow-up dats are coilected on cnolestero ,

participants will ce asked again to -orrpete the

questionnaire in a si.gnt y mooifliec form. We wil be able

then to assess changes in psychological as wie; i as

consumatory factors.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. Regarding the fncings on nicotine, acnolo, and

caffeine consumption, it .s recommended tnat medcal and

mental health professicnais Keep these fequent, egal

behaviors in mind when assessing a patient's current status.

,f they do indeea occur in c~usters, this migit represent a

broader behavioral style, an issue that should be adcressed

in future research efforts.

With respect to the study that addresses Qrecictors of

change in the Wellness Program, the potent at value is most

exciting. If we can p npoint predictors of cnange in such

therapeutic situations, then we can try to reach those

people who thus far have not responded to change efforts for

other behaviors such as stopping the consumption of alcohol,

stopping smoking, Qsing weight, increasing exercise, or

following through with psychotherapy.

b. Two bodies of loi ow-on wcrk are prooosed. First,

we intend to continue collecting survey cata from Weilness

Program participants so tnat changes in pnvsical health

(e.g., cholesterol levels) and psycnologicai state (e.g.,

stage of change, ei f-e"f cacy) -an ne ,)vestiateo. We

:ntend to conduct discriminant analyses ina .ruitiple

eg -ess10rs rk-ne a O ve v v :te-

uncerstanding of what ir, o of person ^eser , e to a

health promotion program.
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Secona, due to nterest generated t y the i terature

searches at the beginning of the summer, I plan to concuct

my master's thesis on a comoar So r; ,- r ogn tive therap.y ara

relaxatton for the treatment of neaaacnes usirg BHP pat ents

as subjects. I -w I :ol aooraze witn Dr. Wayne a -- tt,

Director of BiofeedbacK Training ana Researcn at BHR.

For both of these projec:s we will app.y for a R:P

mini-grant from UES and the USAFOSR.
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PLEASE COMPLETE AND RETURN 7w S JRVE- 7EOR m=-EE E~N
- ANr Y 0 1

NAME-----------------AGE------E.-------GT

DATE: --------- 0ONE a------ MARiTAL STA~uS~

YOUR 55:

NAME AND RELATIONSHIP OF 0E;SON UNDER WHOSE SSv YOUR MEDOCAL
RECORDS ARE KEPT:

.4
SSU OF PERSON NAMED. IF NO' SE.-F

S YOUR SPOUSE ALSO PARTICIPATING IN THE WELL.NESS ORCGRAYM;

WHAT IS THE HIGHEST L-EVE- OF EDUCATiON YOL HAVE COMPLE-ED1
A. LESS THAN HIGH SCHOOL
B. HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA OR G=EE
C. SOME COLLEGE
0. COLLEGE DEGREE
E. GRADUATE WORK OR DEGRFE

Please answer the followno ouest ions by circ.ing the nlumber :hat
best represents your agreement witr that statement.

1As far as I 'm concernec. - on': nave any neai tr orablries :Met
need changing.

I--------------- ---------- ---------- 4------------56
Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreement

2.Ithinic I might be ready, for some se4-imorovement

---------- 2----------- 4---------- 4---------- S
Strong Strac

Disagreement Agreement

3. am doifn g some t h ing a0o ut : rn n e a Ir i Or o ,e ms tria: na Deen
~otriering me.

I------------ 2------------ 3-----------4-----------
Strong S t rong

Disagreement Agr eement
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4. 1: might be worthwh,ie to work on mv nealtr orototerr.

Strong Strong

-),saareement A-eemen

'm riot the one wit, a health problem. - Coesri't make serse

for me to be here.

S- 3 4 ---------- S

Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreement

6. It worries me that 1 might sliD DCk on a nealth problem

have already changed, so : am nere to seek help.

- 2 ---------- 3 ---------- 4 ---------- S

Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreement

7. I am finally doing some worK on my health oroblems.

- 2 ---------- 3 ---------- 4----------

Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreement

8. I've been thinking that rnignt want to cnange sometring about

myself.

2-------------- 3 --------- 4 ---------- S

Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreement

9. : have been successful in working on my neaer-, problem out I'm
not sure I can keep up the effort on my own.

-2 3 ---------- 3--------------------
Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreement

10. At times my health problerr is oifficult, but ! 'm working or,

it.

S-------------------3-- 4 ---------- 5

Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreement

11. Being here is pretty much of a waste of time for me because

the problem doesn't nave to do with me.

1 ---------- 2---------- 3 ---------- 4 ---------- 5
Strone Strong
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np rci ng t- i s programr vui -rnelp me tc oe:te- uncerstanoc
myse I f.

Strong Strong
Disagreement Agreement

13 ;guess I have faults. but there's nothing tnat I really neec
to change.

1-----------2----------- 3----------- 4-----------5
Strong Strong

Disagreement Agr eement

14. 1 am really working hard to change.

I--------- 2-----------3 ---------- 4a----------
Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreement

18. 1 have a health problem and I really think , shiould work on
it.

I ----------- 2---------- 3------------ ---------- 5
Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreement

16. I'm irot following through with what I nac aiready changed
as well as I had hoped. and I'm here to prevent a relapse
of my health problem.

1-----------2-----------3----------- ---------- 6
Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreement

17. Even though I'm not always successful in changing, arr. at
least working on my health problem.

1-----------2----------- 3----------- 4----------- 6
Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreement

is. !thought once !had resolved my health problem :would be
free of It, but sometimes I still find myself struggling with
it.

I------------2----------- 3----------- 4----------- 5

Strong Strong
Disagreement Agreement
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19. I W'sm I had more ideas or, now to soIve mr, rea: tr orotierr.

I --- -- --2 --- -- -- 3 - - - - - -4 - - - - -S

Strong Str orn g
Disagreement Agreement

20. I have startea working on my health problems out , would 11Ke

help.

12---------- 3 ---------- 4 ---------- 5
Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreement

21. Maybe this place will be able to neio me.

1 3---------- 2 ---------- 3----------4----------
Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreement

22. : may need a boost right now to help me ma,rtain the cranges
I've already made.

S ........ el .... -----------4 -----------

Strong Strong
Disagreement Agreement

23. 1 may be part of the problei, but oor,': really think am.

1 ------------ ------------ 4 ----------
Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreement

24. ; hope that someone here will have some gooc advice for me.

1 ---------- 2 ---------- 3 ---------- 4 ----------S
Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreement

25. Anyone can talk about changing; I'm actual.., doing something

about It.

1 ---------- 2 ---------- 3----------- 4 ---------- 5

Strong Strong
Disagreement Agreement

26. All this talk about wellness is boring. Wny can't peoole
just forget about their nealth oroblems'

1 ---------- 2----------3---------- 4 ---- ------ S
Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreement
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27. mere to prevent myse- I o-r havic a re aOse 0' rr neat-
or o6 I em.

1---------------------- ---------- ----------4----------- 5
Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreement

28. It is frustrating, but I feei I might be flaying a recurrence
of a health problem I thought I had resolved.

I----------- 2-----------3-----------4----------- 5
Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreement

2. nave worries but so ces :ne next person. Why spend time
th-rnklng about them?'

1-I----------- ---------- ---------- 4-----------
Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreement

30. 1 am actively working on my healthi orooiern.

1----------- 2-----------3-----------4-----------5
Strong Strong

Disagreement Agrecement

31. 1 would rather cope with my fau~ts tna, tr'y to criarige trerr.

1----------- 2------------- ---------- ---------- 5
Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreement

32. After all I had done to try to cnange my neaitfi proolem.,
every now and again it comes back to flaunt me.

1----------- 2-----------3-----------4----------- 6
Strong Strong

Disagreement Agrecement

33. When things are not going rn* way, ,tnink 1" is useless to
try to change them.

I ---------- 2------.---- -------------------- 5
Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreement

34. My stress seems to be unpredictable.

I----------- 2------------- ---------- ---------- 9

Strong Strong
Disagreement Agreement
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35. I find ways to accomplish wnat i want.

S- -3 -4 --
Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreement

36. am not able to give what I want to peooie c'ose to me.

1 ---- ------ ---------- 3 ---------- 4-----------
Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreemen *

37. 1 find myself in situations I feel heloiess to cc anything

about.

1 ---------- 2---------- 3 ---------- 4 ---------- 5
Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreement

38. I run into problems I cannot solve.

1----------2---- 3---------- 4 ---- ------ 5

Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreement

39. 1 do not think I have control over things in my !ife.

I ---------- 2---------- 3 ---------- 4 ---------- 5

Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreement

40. I I ike to take on new chal lenges.

1 ---------- 2 ---------- 3 ---------- 4 ---------- 5
Strong Strong

Disagreement Agreement

41. How confident are you that you can change your nealth"

1----------- 2--------------------- 4 ---------- 5

Not at all Very

Please answer the following questions Oy ci-c:ing the iette- of

the answer that best represents you.

42. How many hours of sleep co you get on a typica. nigtt'

a. Less than 7 hours
b. 7-9 hours
c. More than 9 hours
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a. Self
b. Spouse/Other relative

c. Doctor
d. Friend 4

44. For what specific reason cia you come to tne weilness

program? (Select THE best ONE.)

a. To lose weight

b. To lower cholesterol ieve
c. To improve health habits

d. Sounded interesting

e. Other (Please indicate

45 How often do you participate in a vigorous exercise program

or engage in physical activi:ies'

a. 3 or more times per week

b. Weekly

c. Seldom

d. Never

46. Do you have a pet'

a. Yes

b. No

47. Do you live alone7

a. Yes

n. No

48. If no, now many people live with you"

Please answer the fol lowing questions Dv wrt:.ri you- resoorse or,

the blank provided.

49. Do you currently smote ci garettes-

50, If yes, how many c:garettes oer day cc vri. srnoKe

Have you ever smokeo cigare:tes in the pas:-
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52. How much caffeinated and decaffeinatea coffee, tea, and/or

cola do you drink per day'

of cups of regular. caffeinatec coffee Per day
" of cuPs of decaffeinated coffee per day
" of cups of regular, caffelnated tea per cav

" Of cups of decaffeinateo tea per day
" of bottles of caffelnated cola per ay-
" of bottles of decaffeinateo cola per day

53. How many alcoholic drinks do you drinK per month,

" of 12 oz. beers per month
" of 4 oz. glasses of wine per month

" of drinks containing 1-2 oz. of hard Iquor per month ...

THANK YOU FOR ANSWERING THESE QUESTIONS FOR US.

PLEASE RETURN YOUR COMPLETED SURVEY TO THE SURVEY TABLE.
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Stacev Johnson

4

ABSTRACT 4

Several authors have suggested that "small black babies

achieve better survival rates than small white babies". 1 '2

4

This contention is based on data produced from large

population studies that do not address other important fac-

tors effecting neonatal mortality rates (amount of prenatal

care, socioeconomic status, degree of prematurity). The

purpose of this study was to query a large, military neona-

tal database to determine if small black babies did better

than small white babies in a population of patients with

free access to prenatal care (military system). We re-

viewed and checked data on 596 infants admitted to the

Wilford Hall USAF Medical Center (WHMC) neonatal database.

To avoid neonatal referrals from biasing our results, we

studied only infants who were born at WHMC (n = 367). Of

the 367 inborn infants, 213 were white, 71 were black and

83 were other (eg Hispanic, Asian, Indian). We limited our

analysis to white and black infants. We compared average

birthweight, survival, incidence of bronchopulmonary

dysplasia, and incidence of intracranial hemorrhage between

premature black and white infants in four gestational age

groups.
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The results are summarized in the table below

<=25 26-28 29-31 31-34

Black White Black White Black White Black White

Incidence CLD 25% 50% 30% 41% 6% 12% 3% 4%

Incidence IVH 86% 57% 44% 57% 15% 43% 4% 11%

Survival 29% 24% 64% 65% 94% 90% 100% 96%

There was no difference in outcome between black and white

infants in any of the outcomes measured. Gestational age

at birth was the most important prognostic factor. More

immature were smaller at birth and had significantly worse

outcome in all measures of morbidity and mortality. These

data suggest that the difference in outcome previously

noted may be related to other demographic difference rather

than racial differences.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Several studies document differences in low birthweight

(LBW) rate. Neonatal morbidity and mortality between blacks

and whites. Some authors attribute these differences to

socioeconomic fa;tors, others suggest race alone impacts on

the measure of perinatal outcome.

Prior to my visit to Wilford Hall USAF Medical Center

(WHMC), a professor at my medical school (Meharry Medical

College) suggested an independent research project. That

project was to document the birthweights of infants of

mothers who were placed in certain categories (i.e. smok-

ers, nonsmokers, drinkers, drug users, drug abusers, etc.).

When I applied for the Graduate Summer Research Program,

Dr. Clark, a physician at WHMC saw that we shared a mutual

interest in LBW infants. Dr. Clark believed we could work

together to determine if the reported differences in out-

come between black and white LBW infants were present in a

military population.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

Our purpose was to develop and complete a research

project evaluating risk factors affecting perinatal morbid-

ity and mortality in LBW infants born at a military re-

gional medical center. My specific aims were as follows:

1. Learn research methods used to acquire background

data to support a research project.

a. Use of computerized library resources

search techniques to establish a bibliography

of sources. (eg CDROM, mini-medline)

b. Review articles to develop background

information.

c. Focus in on core articles.

2. To check and complete data entry into neonatal

database.

3. To statistically analyze the effect of race and

birthweight on neonatal morbidity

(intraventricular hemorrhage and bronchopulmonary

dysplasia) and mortality in premature infants born

at WHMC.

4. Complete final report for UES.
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III. BACKGROUND DATA

We studied the risk factors affecting perinatal morbid-

ity and mortality. Low birthweight (LBW) contributes sig-

nificantly to neonatal morbidity and mortality. Among LBW

infants, a number of factors contribute to poor outcome.

These factors include race, gender, socioeconomic status,

access to prenatal care, maternal age, gestational age,

birthweight, prenatal stress, drug use or abuse and marital

status. Recent articles suggest that the most important

factors are race, socioeconomic status and maternal age.

The military health care system offers a unique popula-

tion for study. All military personnel and there depen-

dents have free access to prenatal care. We anticipated

that free access to care might reduce the impact of race

and socioeconomic status on outcome in LBW infants. The

purpose of this study was to determine if this conjecture

was true.

The Wilford Hall USAF Medical Center (WHMC) maintains a

large database on all premature infants born at WHMC

(started in 1986). This database includes data on

perinatal history, neonatal history and outcome. A summary

table is provided:
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Maternal Factors Neonatal Factors Outcome

Age Fetal Distress Chronic Lung

Prenatal Care Apgar Score Disease

Infection Est. Gest. Age IVH

Smoking Birthweight Death

Blood Type Degree of Lung

Race Disease

Need for Assisted

Ventilation

Race

After updating and checking the database, we analyzed

the data in order to answer our proposed question.

IV. METHODS (Objectives 3 & 4)

After gathering our background information we entered

data essential to our research topic. Data concerning

birthweight was checked against obsterical records. Race

and survival data was checked against the hospital comput-

erized record. Records of head ultrasounds were reviewed

to verify that the grade of intracranial hemorrhage was

properly recorded in the database. And arterial blood
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gases were reviewed to determine if the infant had

bronchopulmonary dysplasia. To determine if race effected

outcome we subdivided the data according to estimated ges-

tational age (EGA). This was done to block EGA as a con-

founding variable.

V. RESULTS

596 records of premature infants (<34 wks gestation)

were reviewed and checked. To avoid referral bias caused

by patients transferred to WHMC for special therapies only

those infants born at WHMC were included in the study

(N=367). Of the 367 inborn patients, 213 (58%) white and

71 (19%) were black. Birthweight, bronchopulmonary

dysplasia (BPD) at 36 weeks postconception age (PCA),

intraventricular hemorrhage (IVH), and survival were stud-

ied.

The following graphs summarize the results of our re-

search. There was no difference in mean birthweight or

survival between black and white infants at any given ges-

tational age (see figures 1 and 2).

The the incidence of bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD)

(figure 3A) and the incidence of severe BPD (figure 3B) de-

creased with increasing gestational age. While there was
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no significant difference between the two races in the in-

cidence of BPD, the incidence was higher in white infants

than in black infants at each gestational age.

The incidence of intraventricular hemorrhage IVH (figure

4) and the incidence of severe IVH decreased with increas-

ing gestational age. Black infants born less than 25 weeks

gestation had a higher overall incidence of IVH than white

infants at the same gestational age. There were no other

race related differences in the incidence of IVH.

VI. DISCUSSION

Several articles demonstrate that the overall mortality

rate for black infants is greater than that for white in-

fants. The ratio of differences in neonatal mortality

quoted in these articles is 2:1. 1 ,2,3 In contrast, the

mortality rAte for black LBW infants (<2500 grams) is lower

than it is for white LBW infants. '2 ,3 The mortality rate

for black infants does not exceed that of white infants un-

til the infant birthweight is above 2500g. Binkin and

Wilcox suggested the higher black infant mortality rate was

explained by the higher incidence of LBW infants in the

black population. '2 ,3  The lower mortality rate of LBW

black neonates was attributed to the fact that black
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neonates appear to have more mature lungs at the same ges-

tational age. Unfortunatley, none of these studies has

addressed access to care as a potential confounding issue.

Maternal age is also an important risk factor. The risk

of having a LBW infant at term is lowest in teen teenagers

and increases with advancing age "4 Statistics suggest that

the incidence is higher in teenagers "4 ,5 This may be due

to the fact that teenage pregnancies are associated with a

number of confounding maternal factors. '5 A higher pro-

portion of these teenagers are black, single, have less

education, higher proportion of primigravidas and usually

have poorer prenatal care status. 4 '5 Older age groups are

composed of more mothers who are white, who have gone to

college, are married, have had at least one child and tend

to have better prenatal care status. All of which (except

age) points to a decreasing risk of having a LBW infant.

If all of these confounding variables are considered, ma-

ternal age does not appear to be an independent risk factor

for prognosticating the likelihood of premature labor on

delivery.

Low socioeconomic status is also reported to be an im-

portant risk factor in predicting LBW and neonatal mortal-

ity rates. As the mean family income decreases, there is

an increase in the number of LBW infants born in both
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6,7

races. Even when the socioeconomic status is the same,

there is still a higher incidence of LBW in black

neonates. Socioeconomic disadvantage does not directly

cause LBW. Instead it introduced a variety of "biologi-

cally active" limitations, stresses and maladaptive coping

strategies. For example low income limites access to ad-

equate medical care, restricts nutrition during pregnancy,

and is associated with teenage pregnancy, smoking and drug

use. All of these factors exert a direct biological effect

on birthweight.

The Air Force military population offers a unique

population of patients. Economic status is readily deter-

minable and graded by the military rank of the sponsor of

the dependent seeking medical care. Prenatal care is pro-

vided free of charge and hospitalization results in only

nominal charges to the family ($8.00 per day). As we an-

ticipated, this free access to care appears to reduce pre-

viously reported racial difference in outcome and average

birthweight in premature infants. In our study, gesta-

tional age at birth was a much more important factor in de-

termining neonatal outcome and birthweight than race.

While these results suggest that free access to prenatal

care may have favorable impact on racial difference in neo-

natal outcome, further analysis is required.
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VII. RECOMMENDATION

1. We were unable to complete our multivariate analysis

of the database within the time allotted for this research

elective. Dr. Clark, Dr. Yoder and Dr. Walsh have an ongo-

ing commitment to further analysis of other factor's ef-

fecting neonatal outcome in this unique population of pa-

tients. Factors that will be checked this year include

maternal age and sponsors rank.

2. While there were no racial specific differences

found in outcome, we have not evaluated the effect of race

on the LBW rate or overall neonatal mortality rate. Data

from a study presented at the Southern Society of Pediatric

Research suggest that the military milks mimics the

American population as a whole with regards to these two

outcome variables. Military black mothers have a higher

likelihood of delivering a LBW infant and neonatal mortal-

ity rates among black infants are twice that seen in black

infants. We are investigating this observation at WHMC.

We hope to determine if these differences are present in

our own patients. These observations are important to the

development of comprehensive health care plan. If free ac-

cess to care does not reduce the incidence of LBW or neona-

tal mortality, then other strategies must be adapted to im-

prove these measures of maternal-child health care.
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Bronchopulmonary Dysplasia
Effect of Gestational Age and Race
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Intraventricular Hemorrhage
Ef fect of Gestational Age and Race
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A ron- E a~ s -ees .s -,e

ABS7RAC7

7wjo groups of basic :-airees, :niose oeing returreo aO du.ty

and those oeng d iscnarged , were given :-E- I MP 1-2 t wic e

once upon inta~e and again after Suopor: group rtervertion.

The interaction between mat ingernrg ano SzresS and wnat

Sc c ur s when --he rno:ivat ion :o -na i inger s remnov ed was

examined. Sgn if-icant d if ferences were cora i'e on sca ie

(top .051) when post-group intervention mnaies returning to

duty were compared to post-group rtervention males being

discharged. A --omparison Of Pre- arnc post-group

intervention for maces being discnargeo evea cc sigr!f'cant

differences for scale F (p = .047) ana scaie =a (p = .051).

Results suggest that basic trainees' exaggeration of

symptoms declines after group ritervention or wnen the

trainees are removed fr,,om stressfu. statm. There were

noaa ct1u a 1_ ;c curr e n ces : al 'Ig e r -ng.
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..: r :.ie ;r -o n ce rn a nd neo ; z '073re *! a; acmiistrat i'e ancl

cect,;onai asoects of tnis program.

'Ay exner ience :n :-e o rogram nas oeen very mneani-g'u;

anc a -eward ing :earning opportunity :e!ause 'Lf te

crection and -upr 4 a.dfrn .~vus r

n a -,ecier provided mne w Ith suppor-, :rect arn

.nvauab~e research occorr2n~t'es. -r. Wfavne a~cott's

-u oance and encouragement were v.ery re~iu* . 7ne neo anc

concern of all the personne! at BAS proicied me wi--n many

rewarding experiences and an enjoyabie worK atmosph~ere. Mr.

: ;cn Deary, Mr.7om Swanson. aric Sgt. -r~nz were esoEc.a;;y

encouraging and invaiuable dur~ngdOifficur nases :f trie

resear Cn :r o jec t. he *opronand conic err; Ofte

t-ech -nicians at BAS helped make my researcn project cossible

aa y e -p.e r e nc e -i :re crogram extremeis enoace

'couragenent arc gu -Cance treat Dr . s;aner: ~ n ar M.

~oai Etes proviled were ui nvuae

er:h usasm and support were greatly appreciarea.
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4

R 0 Z- ODUCT ; ON:

Basic -n; ,tary traning -MT) a oer .o :aT e.-trerne

St- e. Many tr-ainees desire a z.scnarge from :-e r aI/

:nce _':ev enter o as!c tra i'ng. t-erefore. t 

t*at tney wi I b e h ighly mot ivatea :o ma. - g er r Cr-aCer S-

-eceive a discharge. F-or -ns oar ,cujar study. -ainger ng

Is def nec as the ntentional faking or exaggeratir, of

Phys i ca or psychologicai symptoms, isua 1 1 y mot ivated by

external incentives (APA, !987). I- is very *mportarnt for

the . , itary to be able to ,en: ;fy wncn trainees are t-u/

mai ,rigering so that necessary recommenaa, ions can be 'a0e.

-or e.amoie, appropriate suopor-_ grouos ne~p many trainees

successfully cope with BMT. In ad0:1odton, actual cases

malingering need to be accuratey\/ identified since ths is

cons cerec a ser ous offense to te -r , ar-y ar .u:

resu!t ;n possible incarceration.

Behavioral Analysis Services (SAS) .s an outoatent

evaluation clinic particuar~y concerned wlth marger ng

since tIeir recommencations are a cec.cing 4acto- n wnete

tra nees are returned tc ,utV kRTD. or ,*Jsc nargec. SAS

orovtes psychological testing anc suoort groupis 4o, ac-,.e

,uty personnel. Basic -rairiees receiving serv ces ar-e

rt-erv ewed to determine whetner -rey rou :,r Ue

seOar a:eo from the mi tary. . Incal rovcIers S e

psycho:ogica! test results, ;nterviews. anc Dzagnoses i: a,,::

ni tneir recommendations. -)e VMPI -2 a wcelV resoectec

personal ty instrument that s often Lsec to ,-etect

ma :;,gering and aia In -ne ze- n znatD L f cIagncses ;.:-

basic trainees (Hawk & Cornell. 7g : Rice, Arroic, & ate.
-,83, c.-et'eri, a 33: Aa t --. e_,:: Nosy A.

-aywvooc, & Cavanaugh -r. 9-88)

BAS personnel are soec! ;,:a tly concerned wItn now

stress ;nteracts wti motivator to " a nge or t:-e MMP - _2
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-here s a very .:rnitea amount-r :) -esearsn .n this area and

7ne majority srucies nave examinec re roie stress plays

n -Tfa n rger;nig among pris n ;nmates e -. g. , a; tiers, " j .

college stucerits (e.g., Schretien, -28! an ric r V I=,Ia S

Au ith post -t raumat ,c s rr ess jisorcer ile.g.. -oy, Sippreie,

Rueger, and Carroll, !984). However, v.ery -;ew studies nave

ac :u ai 1y examned wna t "1aope ns 7o rtIe mro rIvat1 on to na Ii iger

when stressors are removed. This fie~c st.-cy providec trie

opportunity t:n aetect the niteracz~on oetween stress ania

malingering luring stress and nr post-stress situations

wn i C cornpar , .g tw,.o groups.

am C-irrent-Y a graduate sident at St. Mary's

,riversity, Sari Antonio, Texas, ard -ave spent :ne iast year

1n) the Cinicaj Psychology master's orogram. 7hiS

particular program emphasizes psycriologicat testing ara

assessment. developec an .nteres:_ r ca yciocgy

wnie ootainnrg mny bachelIor 's dIegr ee ~.psycnoiogy. MV

undergraduate coilege emphasized the :mportance of researchi

and as a sen-.or I developed and ran my own stucy in the area

o e'f-estee. Snce tnat --!me, -iave taker: c ,asses at

St. Mary's t-nat timuiatea my Interes: ,- 'esearcri.

oartc-ilarly iesirec a *esear-n axser ence :. a cl;ca,

sett ng and tne study invo ving tne MMP!-2 a :we -ne tnis

oppo-tun i ty

0JEC7!VEE OF THE= 7-ESEARCH EFiT

Intially my assignment in the Summrer G.racuate Research

Orogram was :o worK- on two stucies. n,-e rst objective was

to collect cata on basic trainees wnio were seen at BAS cue

!7 u JUSua. .*-so-ses Dn t'7e A r -:7-:e Vea a, ~v a i -atr)n
-est (AFME-2 a test given to determine who "Vi

successfully tomo:ete basc traininq. The AFMET basic

,rairees were toa be COMoarec. to0 Zas,,t t-airees wino were
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-e'ev-red oy th)eir za-n:ng -szructor or scitacron leadrer due

:o c-ffcut~es coping w :n MUI. Dnata err-, jvas ni:ated

aric Continued tnrugcut Inv .jorK x er.oc. ~cwv at a

analIyses were no: :ursued at th I :,,me zecause th-e s t uay

,quired rmore -anoower nours :-nan orig:na!Iy was thought

necessary. Thrfoe the rest of the paper wvi address

tne second cjective.

In e second zooiect;ve zur rig my ascgnenr w as t

compare basic trainees' MMPI-2 profiles co-raifled during

stress with trainees' VMPI-2 profiles cotainec post-scress.

Aithough prior worK has demonstrated that nor vateo subjects

wVII malinger (e.g., Scnret~en, 1988). tris StudV is the

Zirst to rclude a repeated measures comoo-enz --o examine

whiat occurs with the valiCity scales a,;: tne VMPI-',2 wrien the

motivation to mal iger is removed.

t was proioseo :-nat a-, ; ri C at =-AS -i: wi ua s tie-ng

Cischarged from t Ie milIitary ania r ec orwrriced toth

Personnel Processing Squadron (PPS) w au t nave mno re

pathological scores on the MMPI-2 than :nc-vduais RT-D ano

referred to Airman's Suoport Group !ASG3). More

specifically, PPS raw scores on the MMPI-'.2 were predictea toa

be higher, on th1-e --li average, across clin:a. scales. fl

addition, PPS trainees were predicted __ Csplay mo r e

ma Ii nger trig isca: s --. vuitn a nianer - anc a --We r '.) Onl

thie MMPI-2 anda more serious diagnoses thian ASG rdv uas

Furthermnore, :.O-e VMPi-2 scores oiotaineo af-er the trainees

had entered a therapy group (the :nmerven-iri) were to be

compared. twas )recicrel !:ria OPS scores wvoud nave a

sign ficarn::y greater change th)an ASS scc-ss, oun'cr: wou ;d

result ni a sma 1er ."fference between ',-.e two grou~s at

zcs t-:e-v e r - r, 4c. Z.5 a~~:

rterven t o n ier e or e.- c tec 1: move -:)war: -orl-a my on! a;

of the validity and clinical scales. Therelore, there would

be a reaucton 'ao: rg oac ' , si rce vou :::ecrease and Ic
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wjouid increase. However, ASG scores were prec:ctea to

cnange very iitt!e since : ese !rdivicuas jere s:.. ,-nder

stress and nad returned to BMT. Ada.t:oraI o ar. S.or, were

ro oe made to lbeterm.e :nere m:gnt te an nteract on

oetween type of c;assi fication (PPS or ASG) anr sex.

a. Thirty-six basic :rainees (2: rna es, :5 fema;es)

ranging in age from t7 to 23 (M = 20; SZ = 2.3) )ar:):atec

in the study. A!; of tne subjects who parr,c.patec .- tie

-tu='dy fad requested or Seen referrea far Services a-: 3AS due

zC, difficuities exper enced in Dasic mi: ar y :ra r ng.

3asic Trainees receiving services are first interviewed to

determine whether they should return to duty zr be separated

.9rm the mi tary, aria :-;en :-e aopropr iate spor: rp 15

recornmended. Subjects were divided into two groups: 17

suojects attended ASG, which is a remotivation group for

basic trainees RTD who are experiencing diff,cu!ties

adjusting to oasic M:; tary training. The ASG a ne-

nour, twice weekly process, n wnicn trainees earn coping

sk,:Is for oasic training uncer -e crection of a

credentiailed mental neaitr provicer. There are. on, tne

average, '8 t-rainees ;- eacn session ano ra! ,)es :a,

attend three sessions. The second group o0 SUJE ts (n-h P S grup w c -up

'9) were in the P% group, whch ;s a suopor . r., for

basic trainees being -,scriargec rom tne m, ; tary. rmat

and structure -s the same as for the ASG. witri an e'pnass

or; adjustng -o separaton nr ne m , tari, t e gca s

and plans, and current emotional diffcuir:es. nere are,

the ave'age, " r : v:cua . = eac- Bess D- 3na,

:ypicaiiy. two sessions are attendee.
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A subjects were aom~n:srereo tne 'AMP!-' twice. The

first administration of the MMPI-2 was par: :t a routine

assessment performed at BAS orior to recomrendat-on to

etmer group. The psychologist evaluating tne recruit ther

-ecorrended the subject 'or at rer ASG ani RTD or to tne POS

group and discharge from the Air orce. After the subject

atteroed at least two group sessions, ne or she Could

voutarily participate in a second aamin;strattor of tre

MMPI-Z. C inical scales and :rie valid ity scaies L, K., and F

were scored. T and F tests were computeo :o compare MMPi-2

raw score means ano variances of the ASG :o the POS group,

as well as pre- and post-group scores. he MMPI-2 prof les

,or each group of subjects were compli L s11g K

corrections. Then the composite profiles for ASG and PPS

groups were compared. in acdirion, a comparison of pre- and

post-group MMPI-2 composite profi;es was mace for each

group.

o. There were no significant differences between the

OOS and ASG females' MMPI-? scores prior to group

,nre'-ention, althougn =PS females aoc nave nigrer

eievat-ons on scales L, Hs, D, Hy, Da, anc :- (see

Figure 1). These resu ts are :nterpreted as ndicat ng that

both groups were experiencing similar amounts of -tress

oefore group intervent:on.

FPS females' F scores are :n :6e questzonable valoaty

range (T = 80), but the F-K of 0 and : T-score of 42 are rn

-he modal range. ror ASG femaies, both of the va;idity

racators of hgn F and :ow ' T-scores are oevona tre v a; ,I

.-ange. These val ,Dcty sco-es are nterpreteo as .ndca:ng

s7- a-.ggerat ,on -. f s.-.otcms ard a a "_ e

SA Vc, nley, 1989). An ,):er p etat on o ac:a ma: ;t ge ,-,g

would be difficult to make !n light of the smal: sample

size, the F-K ratio an,., 'or :-e PPS gro:o, the moca; -ange
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of the K scores. In adcit on, there were no significant

dlfierences setween tie 2S and ASG Zemaes' MMP!-Z scores

after group intervention, although zPS femaies maintainec

nigher scores on Hs, D. my, Pt. and 3, (see Figure 2).

Scores on all of the scales (except Va for ASG) moved closer

to the modal range in compar son to ore-,ntervention scores.

A comparison of the val idity ;ncicators snows that tne

ASG scores remain the same as prior :o group intervention,

but that the PPS scores move into the mocai range. Even

though there is iess exaggeration of symptoms for the RIS

post-group females, they still exper:ence core cifficulty r,

deal ing with stress than the ASG lemaies. ASG femaies

continued to snow questionable val:di y, our their clinica!

scales dropped, suggesting that group intervention was

helpfu! in dealing with stress.

A comparison of pre- arid zost-group ;ntervent.on scores

for the PPS females shows that al! scale scores except L and

Si, moved :n the direction of the mooal range after two

days, and not more than 7-10 days. of group intervention

(see Figure 3). There was an average change of 4.5 in -

scores. Ali of the validity inocators moved to with~n

acceptable :lm,ts. None of tiese :rencs were statisticaly

significant, however.

The onange i the ai :', -c;caors anc the cecreana

in the clinical scales are nterpretec as reflectng the

decrease in persona cistress after oeng !nformed they

would be removed from tne stressfut s~tuat~on. The eievated

scores of the post- ntervention PPS subjects pronaby

reflect the fact that these women ae exper encing ongoing

psychopatho!ogy or serious acjustment disorders that were

.nny amp:,f:ea oy their cur-ent stress. A comoarson of

pre- and post-ASG intervent:on for "emaies ,ndicated that

there were no significant differences in scaie scores, even

though there was a arop n a:! ci nical scales, except Ma
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(see Figure 4). The validity scales' scores remained thie

same as at pre-group ritervenrion. 7.ne ex.cessive v~a'

indicators are seen as continued piceas for n-elp. However,

the decrease n -(nicai scales' scores is !ntercretec as

.ndicating t hat1 group interventioni ;S r-e: p rn the A S (

females better Lope with BMT stress. in other words, ASG

females are doing better with tneir ongoing stress, ever

though they do rot like it.

There were nio significant differences oetween the PPS

adn ASG males' MMPI-2 scores prior to group intervention,

a!lthough PPSmr-a:es (! < have nigher elevations on scales F,

Hs, D, Pa, P-1, Sc, and Si (see Figure 5i. These resuits

indicate that both groups were excier'encing sfrmilar amounts

of stress before group intervention.

PIPS males' ,scores are n the questionable validity

range (T =85), out the F-K of 5 and r, 7-sccire of ~2are.,-

the modal range. These vailidity scores are interpreted as

ndicating an exaggeration of symptoms ano a 'plea 'or help"

(Hathaway & Mc:- nley, 11989). An interpretation of*

malingering wou ; be difficult to maKe in * gn:_ of thie smai:

sampie si-e, :ne =-, ra-.e.. and the moda:, range 3f t ne

score. For tne ASG males, al! of the va. : t'yr (, cca t or s

are within the modal range. -his ndicates that the ASG

maies are not exaggerating tneir symptoms anz there are ;-D

signs of maingering.

There were -o significanz: -dfferences oetween the PIPS

and ASG males' M.MPf-2 scores after group ;ntervention.

except for scale Si (p =.051). However, PS -nales

maintained n -rer scores t-harn ASG -.ales cr . :D. , a, Pt,

Sc, and Si (sae F'igure 6). All of the sca:e scores (except

Ma) I/ movec: : _-a -: --,e 10 C5 a:ra. e C

r tervent ion sc-,'es.

A comparison of the validity ncacators shows that the

ASG scores -emra red within the moos: range. PPS mae
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s.core moved into the mccai r~ange wriiie :ne ozne' .'a~iwity

riocators remained the same as prior to group :rtervention.

7herefore, even~ :nougi :iere ;s ass exaggeratior of

symptoms for the PPS post-group malIes, tney st~i expar ence

more difficulty indea, .ng with stress thian the ASG males.

in addition, PPS males are significantly more n1troverteo,

sny, anc depressed vthan ASG ma es, as riccated by' the Si 7

score of 66. The cI nical scale scores crped for ASG

males suggestirg that grouc *itervention was neipfuI ;n

dealing with stress.

A comparison of ore- arid post-groul: :tervertion for

the PPS males shows that allI scale scores except, w, 4, MF,

and Ma moved in thie cirection of the moda; range after two

to ten days of group intervention. There was an average

criange of 8.3 in T-scores. The validity indicator F moved

to within acceptable :mits; whereas, - and. N- 7smairec tre

same. There was a significant decrease in scaie F(p =

.047) and in scaie Pa (p = .01). The remainin :rencs were

not significant.

The crnange inscae and decrease in Ci:nica; scales

are interpreted as reflecting the cecrease :n personai

distress after the males were .nformed that thev wiould be

removed from the stressful situation. hne rcrease ;i scale

Ma orobaby idicates an ricresse in energy amcrng :ne MPS

males. The elevated scores of the ost-;nterveition RPS

participants prcbablj efiecrs trie fact thiat tniese men are

experiencing ongoing psychopathology or serious aciustment

disorders that were only amplified by their correno st~ess.

Furthermore, a comparison of ore- arc Post-ASG

ntevenion for maies snows a decrease in all clinical

scace scores lexceo: Ma) in the crec7 sro Oz !e Moca.

range. The validity noicators remained wiznin the mocaa

range. There were no significant differences ri the trends.

-Yowever, the dec::ne ni c -nical sca~e scores riacates that
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_i, nerventon is -eipir trie AscG riacs _,etter *:oce wi th

-0M s:ress.

V. ==-COIMMENDAT ONS:

a . Tn e resu its ootarec -omti tIe studay wi a: .,wv the

nenta, hea~ti- providers at- BA S to -lave --orea -!,nf zer.e .r)

-neir diagnoses and -eccomrenacat !ons fcr OaSic :a; ees .

-u;rtniermore, the results suostantiate the use o-; - e VMMP-2

as a valid assessment oft maiingernrg. Therefore, t-le MMPI-2

z'o' l.es can be util:edl more often !n -oc: a ases of
.ger ing. However, :ne eu sa: so riIca-;e -.a-

z-:agnoses of mal ngering Ercould be made w !t- c a,,;t .s s irce

z:asic trainees tend t:o exaggerate because L-1 their

experiences in BMT. PPS *ndivicuals appear even more

sisceptibie -1o rav ig :Dr-o o*. rns :;OptPIrg wth ~M. i t-IS

; riforma t ion w i I be use fulI when r ecormenca: :ons are made +or

ndividuals to be RTO or disoniarged, since profiles are now

avalable as references that suggest certain trends in scale

scores exist for inoividua~s ',eiy nor to cope weil with

tne stress of BMT.

i nali ly, the study orov ceo an indirsct assessmnent o f

trie support groups at SAS. The results zuggest triat the

suocort groucis are tneiof!u. zor :ne Trainees anda aic -, thle

ecuct~on of stress arid pronauily ne~p improve :rne -rainces'

COPIng SKiIs

0 . I n future researori a: =-AS, 'AMP:'- rc;e otaned

- r each o 4 thie gr-jips vv: :: compared to P M -2 7:TIS and

: ; :-ate a MP 1-2 pro. as w 515 a;s ce :omoarea toD -n tar y
I .o ra or; ;A 5 t - &'

sas t- ;anees reea z ,aret rrms 4or scnr .rg L~r2:ses_

Furthermore, additional subjects' MMP-2' scale scores

,vi n e added,. to th e sre-a:SG and ore-cJO -rouss -;:-r o0r
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-na.es ano fernaies. This w: :ncrease trne samoie size and

al,'w :or tne oosslo 1:y of -esu~ts rhat reacn

signi4foance. !f these results cc reacrisign;zcance, 'Men

a arger study w iI oos n. :e C 0n e to I-ep: Cata thne

origna; study.

C. -arger sample so-es wcu~c nave oeen more usefu; ana

would have orovidea more *nformaton. hre res~its 11o

tnd;cate oe ar trends, out sI-n;4 cant re s u ;tr we re rot

obtained possibly due to the snali sarno:e Sies. Me--ausewe

-eiec :n vo;unteers, w-lig :a-7 ctoants were -~u.- to

obtain to take the second MMP -2. t also rrav a~,e zeen

rielofL,: to -nave given the ore- Sna os:-inter'jenrton

MMP-Z's further apart, since test-retest e!aD,; tes were

possit:y a confounding factor cue t-a :ne short time setween

ts and retests.
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